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A b stract

This thesis presents a linguistic investigation into how liyiyiuch of liyiyiu Aschii 

(Eastern James Bay Crees) talk about their local land environment. Through 

morpho-semantic and discourse analysis, it seeks to unearth how the geography is 

represented in the liyiyiu lexicon and discourse. Specific consideration is extended to 

how liyiyiuch primarily orient themselves in land navigation, and how linguistic spatial 

location description is used to situate reference points. The argument is made that 

liyiyiuyimuwin encodes for three linguistic frames of reference with strong preference 

for an “absolute” orientation system. Preliminary testing of liyiyiuyimuwin 

compatibility with Innu-aimun leads to evidence that the liyiyiu way of semantically 

organizing the geography is reflected in the morphology. The intention of this thesis 

is to contribute to the documentation and preservation of liyiyiuyimuwin, with the 

implication that current and future generations may continue to know  how the 

language has inherently guided liyiyiuch in the liyiyiu way of life.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
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“...go and see the little lake over there. O ver here towards the east is w here you 
have to go. Over there you will see a mountain. You have to w alk on the north 
side of it, then close to the point is w here you will see that little lake” (Jimmie  
Neacappo describing the land, p.c., 2012).

This thesis presents a linguistic investigation into how liyiyiuch1 of liyiyiu Aschii2 

talk about the natural land environment. The goal of this thesis is to explore how the 

semantic domain of geography is represented within the liyiyiu lexicon and 

discourse. In this thesis, I propose that an exploration of the morphology of 

liyiyiuyimwuwin3 can lead to an understanding of the liyiyiu worldview.

liyiyiuch have always had an intimate connection with their natural landscape. It 

is a relationship that still survives today, despite the influx of outside customs and 

the constant rapid change taking place in liyiyiu Aschii. liyiyiuyimuwin is not immune 

to this change but nevertheless remains intricately intertwined with the people and 

the cultural practices that still take place out on the land, liyiyiuyimuwin is the tool 

that allows for a clear connection between liyiyiuch and the land, in the sense that 

the language still contains the inherent “instructions” of how to approach the land.

1 liyiyiuch (the plural of liyiyiu meaning “Cree person” in the Northern Dialect of East Cree) is the 
endonym people use for themselves. Throughout this thesis, I use the Northern Dialect spelling 
convention whereby iiyiyiu to specifically means “Cree person,” and liyiyiuch to mean “Cree 
people” and/or “Cree Nation.” I also use the terms liyiyiu(ch) and Cree(s) interchangeably. The 
Southern Dialect spelling conventions differ from the Northern Dialect. See chapter 2 (section 2.3) 
on the background of liyiyiuyimuwin.
2 liyiyiu Aschii refers to liyiyiu territory otherwise known as the James Bay region in Northern 
Quebec.
3 The terms liyiyiuyimuwin and East Cree or EC are used interchangeably throughout this thesis.
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The language therefore reflects the relationship that liyiyiuch have with the land, not 

only in the practical sense, but in terms of its philosophical considerations as well. It 

is in this context that the language itself can give us an indication of liyiyiu 

epistemology in regrad to the significance of the land, and furthermore tell us how 

the land is semantically represented through language.

My interest in focusing on geographically descriptive words comes from a 

number of influences, but mainly from the observation that liyiyiuch tend to describe 

the landscape in a very particular fashion, especially when they talk about traveling 

out on the land. The terminology used in land description is very specific, as are the 

reference points used to mark the landscape along a travel route. For example, in 

recalling travel journeys and in giving navigational instructions, landmarks (i.e. hills, 

types of trees, bodies of water, etc.) serve as the primary points of reference. These  

can often be described by their observable qualities such as their physical 

properties. For instance if a lake serves as a defining landmark, it may be described 

in terms of its shape, colour, or by the quality of the surrounding land (e.g. type of 

vegetation or relief).4 In giving land navigation instructions, the landmarks described 

along a route are often beyond the visual limits of the person set to travel. The 

description of land is thus only useful if it is accurate and can guide a traveler 

according to reliable points of reference.

Landmarks are determined by way of situating them in relation to other 

landmarks. In order to identify them, what must be specified first and foremost is the 

initial direction in which a traveler must set out. The initial direction is first outlined by 

identifying one of the four cardinal directions, then supplemented by other references

4 This is expanded upon in chapter 6.



to constants such as where the sun shines (or does not shine) on the land, or the 

direction is which water flows in a river.

What I mention above is a type of discourse or "talk” (land talk, as I like to call it) 

that I did not hear very often growing up. This particular “land talk” is still practiced by 

a good majority of people. For liyiyiu individuals like me who have had limited 

contact with the more traditional5 cultural practices as they occur out on the land, the 

knowledge that accompanies “land talk” is also limited. My prior observations of this 

land-related talk led me to understand that land description is a vast domain that has 

the potential of offering some insight into the liyiyiu cultural worldview.

That said, what motivates the research in this thesis is the opportunity to actively 

contribute to the broader documentation of liyiyiuyimuwin, particularly in connection 

with the East Cree language project (eastcree.org) which is aimed at developing 

language resources for liyiyiuch of liyiyiu Aschii. An additional goal of this thesis is to 

identify possible future research areas pertaining to liyiyiuyimuwin and traditional 

liyiyiu world philosophy.

This thesis is organized as follows: chapter 2 presents the history of liyiyiuch of 

liyiyiu Aschii, the biography of my father -  my primary informant and consultant on

5 The following are my definitions of “tradition/traditional” and “culture/cultural”. Tradition is what is 
passed down from one generation to the next and has been created through cultural living.
Culture is what is lived and practiced every day. Traditional culture is the culture as it was before 
outside influences started to change the long-established nomadic way of life into a sedentary 
one. These influences have in turn changed the dynamics of how people relate to, and depend 
on, one another. It has created a different type of community -  a broader one in fact, because 
traditional Cree communities consisted of small family groups. This has also caused a shift in 
values. The traditional cultural values of the past are becoming faint in our modern Cree culture, 
where traditional cultural activity has become the backdrop for a modern way of life, facilitated by 
everyday modern conveniences.
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liyiyiuyimuwin -  and my own biographical background. This is followed by a 

descriptive background of liyiyiuyimuwin.

In chapter 3 , 1 present the literature review, and in chapter 4 I discuss the 

methodology chosen to answer my research questions, namely how liyiyiuch are 

able to orient themselves and navigate a vast “unmarked” territory, and how the 

language, liyiyiuyimuwin, encodes and organizes the semantic knowledge category 

of geography through descriptive verbs and particles of location. The process of data 

collection and the method of analysis are also described.

Chapter 5 explores how liyiyiuch linguistically describe orientation and land 

locations. Here, what is primarily discussed is the inherent liyiyiu knowledge of one 

man -  my father, Jimmie Neacappo -  regarding liyiyiu linguistic description of land 

navigation practices. Specifically, I look at how East Cree encodes the concept of 

spatial orientation on the land in the context of location description and land 

navigation. Chapter 6 identifies the semantic domain of geography as a salient form 

of knowledge, and East Cree is linguistically compared to Innu, one of its sister 

languages. Furthermore, I identify specific geographical morphemes that are 

particularly salient and productive in geographical description words. These  

morphemes also seem to indicate how geography as a semantic domain is 

represented in language. Finally, chapter 7 presents the conclusions drawn from the 

findings of the previous two chapters.

In this study, I restrict my analysis to descriptive verbs (inanimate intransitive 

verbs or Vlls) and particles of location that specifically describe aspects of the



geography.6 Toponyms are not considered in this research project, although place- 

names have been identified as significant pathways to uncovering cultural 

worldviews embedded in language (Basso, 1996; Denton, 2007; Junker, 2007). It is 

an area that remains beyond the scope of this thesis.

That said, we now move on to explore the next chapter where the history of 

liyiyiuch c ' Aschii is outlined, followed by a background on liyiyiuyimuwin.

6 See section 2.3.7 of chapter 2 for a detailed explanation of Vlls and particles of location.

^
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Chapter 2: Background

2.1 Background of liyiyiuch of liyiyiu Aschii

liyiyiuch from liyiyiu Aschii7, otherwise known in the rest of the world as the 

James Bay Cree from Eastern James Bay, Northern Quebec, Canada, have had 

deep-rooted bonds with their homeland since time immemorial. Scientific evidence 

shows that liyiyiuch have lived on and utilized the territory of James Bay that spans 

an area of “400,000 square kilometers, twice the size of England and one-fifth of the 

whole of Quebec” (Morantz, 2002, p.28). It is also estimated that liyiyiuch have 

utilized these areas for the past five thousand years (Morantz, 2002). In terms of its 

location,

This vast territory ranges from coastal plane, including the coastlines of 
James and Hudson Bays, from the treeline at Richmond Gulf in the north to 
Rupert Bay in the south (roughly from 52° to 56° latitude); it embraces the 
land fronting on this shoreline inland to the lakes and headwaters of the rivers 
which drain it (roughly 69° to 80° longitude). Most of eastern James Bay falls 
within Canada’s subarctic region and forms part of the Canadian Shield. 
(Morantz, 2002, p. 28)

liyiyiuch have traditionally led a nomadic life revolving around various hunting

and gathering practices that tied in with the shift of seasons along with the available

harvestable food resources. It was a life that relied on the bounty of the land to

provide the essentials of subsistence: nourishment, shelter, clothing, and well-being.

But of course, life must have been about more than mere survival. This life must

7 liyiyiu Aschii is the Cree term referring to Cree land and territory in the James Bay region in 
Northern Quebec. The Grand Council of the Crees, the Cree political body representing liyiyiu 
Aschii, has adopted the spelling Eeyou/Eenou Istchee. liyiyiu Aschii is the form used throughout 
this thesis as the spelling reflects the direct conversion of syllables into roman orthography as 
standardized by the Cree School Board, the education authority for Cree education in liyiyiu 
Aschii. Eeyou/Eenou Istchee is only used when referring to the Grand Council of the Crees.
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have also been rooted in the worldview that have shaped liyiyiuch’s conceptions of 

their environment and their understanding of their existence as people. The specific 

relationships between people and their interactions with the land, animals, plants, 

and spirits of the land, are what have woven the liyiyiu cultural fabric. The liyiyiu 

cultural values of today are surely the reflection of the intricacies of liyiyiu traditional 

life.

Archeological evidence shows that prior to contact with the fur traders, liyiyiuch 

typically wintered in small groups of two to three families and hunted various game, 

water birds, and fish. The forests of the Eastern James Bay area house many 

different types of animals. Some liyiyiu favorites include bear, beaver, caribou, 

moose and porcupine, not to mention all types offish and waterfowl. Rich fishing 

spots along well-traveled waterways typically served as summer gathering places for 

many family groups or “bands” to meet. It was along these waterways that fur traders 

eventually established their trading posts, which then became the gathering places 

of liyiyiuch in the summertime (Morantz, 2002).

The first contacts with fur traders occurred in the seventeenth century, and 

trading was officially established in the late 1600s. As Morantz (2002) describes it, 

the fur trade was a partnership between fur trading agencies, such as the prominent 

Hudson’s Bay Company, and the Cree of James Bay. For the most part, it appeared  

that this relationship was reciprocal in nature as liyiyiuch had maintained control of 

how they approached the partnership. In the early days of this trade relationship, 

liyiyiuch did not become economically dependent on exchanging furs for 

commodities such as flint, rifles, and cloth. Rather, they continued living their own 

lives, determined by their own needs. It was not until later in the twentieth century



that technological advancement and the increased availability of diverse trade 

commodities such as flour and other foods officially drew in liyiyiuch to depend on 

the fur trade as an economic means, especially when animals became scarce and 

food in general was hard to come by. Fur trading companies were just as dependent 

on liyiyiuch for the furs they brought in. Without the liyiyiu capabilities to navigate 

vast territories, locate and trap, and preserve the fur-bearing animals, the fur trade 

story would have been very different, as would have been the story of the liyiyiuch of 

liyiyiu Aschii.

In the late 1800s, religious missionaries began to establish their presence in 

liyiyiu Aschii, as did prospectors and even tourists who for the most part were  

seeking adventure. The increased contact with outsiders during this period brought 

deadly diseases that were foreign to the liyiyiuch. The spread of diseases like the flu, 

whooping cough and scrofula, in combination with the scarcity of food, resulted in 

many casualties in the late 1800s and early 1900s. In the 1880s starvation also 

plagued certain areas of the territory, but this would pale in comparison to the 

widespread starvation epidemics of the late 1920s and early 1930s. Reports of this 

period via fur traders’ journals and personal accounts of the people describe awful 

waves of starvation that spread throughout the region as animal and food resources 

became extremely scarce (Morantz, 2002).

Starting in the mid 1800s, the Anglican and Catholic missions were the primary 

Christian presence in the James Bay area. The Anglican Church took over the coast 

of James Bay, while the Catholics remained primarily in the south around the 

Waswanipi and Mistissini areas bordering the Algonquian regions of Abitibi.

However, the Catholic presence eventually moved north up the coast and a
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permanent Catholic mission was set up on Fort George Island (present-day 

Chisasibi). Despite the Catholic mission’s superior services such as medical care, 

and the establishment of its own residential school in 1930, Cree Catholic converts 

on Fort George remained few in number. By the early 1900s, liyiyiuch were adopting 

Christian beliefs and customs into their way of life. By the mid-twentieth century, 

Christianity eventually took precedence over animist spirituality and practices, 

predominantly through the Anglican sect of Christianity (Morantz, 2002).

Since the first contact with fur traders, and then with religious missionaries, not 

much had changed in the liyiyiu hunting practices and beliefs, and it certainly did not 

affect the language, liyiyiuch had minimally modified their approach to hunting and 

trapping when they entered into partnerships with the fur traders. Granted, they had 

adopted Christian beliefs into their spiritual considerations, but because liyiyiuch still 

had to subsist and their world was still their own, the overall and necessary 

traditional hunting practices -  including animal spirituality linked to the hunt -  

remained more or less intact (Carlson, 2004).

It was not until the mid-twentieth century that the Cree way of life started to 

change significantly, where liyiyiuch began to depend on the outside agencies in 

order to make a living. This marked a drastic shift in Cree society, which until the 

later part of the 1900s had been an independent society that despite fluctuating 

hardships had always had the resources to adapt and continue to control their own 

way of life.

It was the technological impacts of the First World W ar that started to change the 

way things worked in the outside world. As remote as liyiyiu Aschii was from 

technological developments such as railway construction, liyiyiuch were not immune
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to the rippling effects of the Great War. In the 1920s the first radios were sent to 

some of the fur trading posts where electricity was already available for a select few. 

In 1930, Fort George already had a hospital, and airplanes began to make regular 

appearances during that time. In 1938, the Catholic mission established the first two- 

way radio in Fort George. By the 1940s, the Hudson’s Bay Company started to fly 

people who had the financial means to their hunting camps via chartered flights.

It was around this time that those dependent on the fur trade for economic 

means encountered great hardship, as transportation modes and high fur prices 

changed the dynamics of the fur trade. Advances in transportation technology (i.e. 

trains and airplanes) allowed for non-Cree trappers to travel further inland, while the 

financial value of fur enticed a great number of white trappers to invade Cree 

trapping territory and disrupt the trapping practices of liyiyiuch. The “white" method 

of trapping involved trapping all fur-bearing animals within an area and then moving 

on to another, putting in jeopardy the availability of such animals and often depleting 

their populations within an area. Cree trappers practiced conservatory trapping, 

which meant that only a limited number of animals would be killed for fur and 

subsistence, while others were left to ensure the continuity of the species. This is 

how liyiyiuch ensured that there would always be animals for future generations.

In the 1960s, the southern areas of Quebec felt the boom of economic 

development propelled by government interest in appropriating natural resources. 

Many First Nation communities, including the southern James Bay Cree, also felt 

this. In the far reaches of northern James Bay, development came later, but it came 

fast with many sudden changes to the territory (Morantz, 2002).
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On April 30, 1971, in front of a crowd of no more than three thousand Quebecois, 

the premier of Quebec announced the promise of 125,000 jobs through hydroelectric 

development in the James Bay territory. This declaration of hydroelectric 

development in Cree traditional territory came as a shock to liyiyiuch, who still lived 

quite close to nature. It was a shock because soon after the announcement, heavy 

machinery started entering the territory to begin tearing up the land. This posed a 

serious threat to the lives and livelihoods of liyiyiuch in liyiyiu Aschii. It was thus in 

the midst of shock and disbelief that a new era began for the Cree. It was the 

commencement of a new lifestyle for most, and for others it meant hanging on to a 

way of life that could very well become extinct.

At the time of Quebec’s proposed economic venture, liyiyiuch were not yet legally 

officially defined as a Cree Nation, liyiyiu society still consisted primarily of family 

units. Community groups were only defined under the Indian Act. Furthermore, 

liyiyiuch were certainly not politically organized in the Western sense. It was in the 

heat of the developing news that for the first time the liyiyiuch gathered forces 

amongst the (then eight) communities and assembled as one fighting power. It was 

also out of this momentum that the Grand Council of the Crees (of Eeyou Istchee) 

was born (MacGregor, 1989).8

Amongst liyiyiuch, it was understood that they had never ceded their territory in 

any way, and most importantly, they had never signed any treaty pertaining to the 

surrender of any land or any rights, liyiyiuch had had strong ties to the land for as

8 Today, this organization is led by the Grand Chief and Deputy Grand Chief, both of whom are 
elected by each of the nine Cree Communities they represent. The council also constitutes the 
nine Chiefs of the communities along with one representative from each community. This makes 
for a total of twenty members of the Grand Council that represent approximately 18,000 Crees of 
the James Bay region (Grand Council of the Crees, n.d,).
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long as they had existed, and the thought of severing that bond was unfathomable: 

“There had been no consultation, nothing. This was our land. W e believed this land 

had been created for us. W e felt we had a responsibility to protect it. To make sure 

no one harmed it” (Late Chief Billy Diamond, cited in MacGregor, 1989, p. 67).

On November 7, 1972, the Cree filed for an interlocutory injunction to stop the 

damming of the James Bay Rivers. They insisted that the land claim issue be settled 

first before any attempts at negotiation or construction began. This demand was not 

met, however, and did not go according to plan.

The interlocutory injunction had been made along with the Northern Quebec Inuit 

Association. In his decision, Judge Albert Malouf ruled in favour of the Crees and 

Inuit. This ruling was suspended shortly afterwards, and then reversed entirely with 

an appeal from the James Bay Energy Corporation, which oversaw the development 

of the James Bay region. The overturning of the decision to stop all work forced 

liyiyiuch into negotiations with the government and with Hydro-Quebec in order to 

salvage something -  anything -  that would remain of the land after this mass 

destruction that was called development. At this point in the negotiations, there was 

little time to reach any type of a favourable deal because construction in liyiyiu Aschii 

had already resumed after the successful appeal of the injunction ruling.

In 1974, an agreement in principle was negotiated and on November 11, 1975, 

the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement (JBNQA) was signed. The  

agreement was termed the “first modern Aboriginal claims settlement in Canada” 

(Dickason, 2002, p. 194). Despite compensation in the amount of $225 million and 

guaranteed community development, jobs, and self-administrable public services 

such as education, health, and the hunters and trappers income security program,
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the social disruption incurred in liyiyiu Aschii has not gone unnoticed, nor have the 

failures of government and Hydro-Quebec in meeting their fiduciary and moral 

obligations as laid out in the JBNQA.

“Development” of the land meant the utmost destruction of liyiyiu ancestral 

homelands. Hydro-Quebec and other development corporations proceeded to divert 

major waterways and build dams on the most important rivers. This destructive 

process included the flooding of thousands of square kilometers of pure wilderness, 

the eradication of natural habitats and spawning grounds, and the disruption of the 

natural cycles of the land and ecosystem. Not to mention the disruption of what 

liyiyiuch had made of this vast area: networks of historically and culturally significant 

places that had shaped liyiyiuch into a People. These were important places that 

had been in existence since time immemorial and that were the lifeblood of a culture.

Social disintegration and disconnectedness were among the outcomes of 

hydroelectric development in liyiyiu Aschii, and this affected Cree communities on a 

catastrophic level. Because liyiyiuch and land cannot be separated in respect to 

liyiyiu ways of being, the chaotic destruction of the land has had dire social 

consequences such as the disintegration of traditional Cree moral values and the 

breakdown of the communities. Current leader of the Grand Council of the Crees, 

Matthew Coon Come, has commented on the chain reaction that resulted from loss 

of land:
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W e have discovered that people who have lost their family lands are at great 
risk of losing their traditions and values. [...]. W e have discovered that our 
way of life, our economy, our relationship to the land, our system of 
knowledge, and our manner of governance are an interlinked whole. Remove 
us from the land, and you destroy it all. W e are then left with social disruption, 
suicide, epidemics of disease and violence, and loss of hope. (2004, p. 158)

The social devastations such as family and cultural breakdown, suicide and 

alcoholism cannot be blamed solely on the hydroelectric development that was 

imposed on liyiyiuch of liyiyiu Aschii, though they are perhaps predominant factors. 

The disconnection and displacement that people feel are in fact the end product of a 

long equation of injustices and racial ignorance toward liyiyiuch through colonization 

and assimilation attempts.

Robbie Matthew Sr., an elder from Chisasibi, once shared his views on the 

James Bay hydroelectric project. He explained that before people had had a chance 

to heal from the impacts of residential schooling, or any other form of southern9 

intrusion, there was yet another, much heavier burden to carry. It was that of the 

damming of the rivers and its resulting effects. Robbie explained that liyiyiu elders 

had envisioned the devastation that would accompany such a hydroelectric project. 

The people had voiced their concerns and their opposition to this project. They 

explained their understanding of it and the impacts that could result, but the mega

developers and both the provincial and federal governments ignored all claims 

opposing such development. The construction went ahead, and as a result, it is the 

liyiyiuch who are paying dearly for the outcomes. According to Robbie, we as people 

must look to the traditional liyiyiu teachings and values. For generations before, 

liyiyiuch were resilient people who persevered in the face of adversity and despite

9 The “south” is how the non-Cree world (French and/or English) is talked about up north. For 
liyiyiuch of liyiyiu Aschii, this is limited to the province of Quebec or to Canada. For example we 
talk about “southern" influences on Cree society. It is the same idea when, for example, we talk 
about Western traditions versus Indigenous ones in certain academic theory and discourse.
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the tragedies of life. As such, Robbie explains that liyiyiu people must continue to 

walk towards the road of healing, away from the wounds of the past. People today 

are finding the strength to stand up to social issues and problems. Robbie further 

states that liyiyiuch, as a nation, must look towards the traditional teachings from the 

land in order to emerge as survivors, and continue on. The people must remember 

the values given to them by the Creator and turn once more to the cultural traditions 

for salvation, using their rights as liyiyiuch to continue to fight for, protect, and 

respect the land as was taught to them through the animals, the land, and the Spirit 

of Mother Earth (Matthew, 2002).

On October 3 1 ,1 99 5 , a referendum was held in Quebec to decide whether or not 

Quebec as a province would secede and become an independent state, sovereign 

from the rest of Canada. For liyiyiuch, this represented yet another attempt by a 

colonialist state to decide the fate of liyiyiu traditional territory. Matthew Coon Come, 

then (and recently re-elected) Grand Chief of the Grand Council of the Crees, 

declared:

At least four times -  in 1670,10 1870,11 1898,12 and 191213 -  Eeyou Astchee 
[sic], our traditional lands and water, have changed status. Our land was 
somehow transferred between kings as gifts, or deeded between colonial 
companies and government, all without our knowledge, and certainly without 
our consent. (Grand Council of the Crees, 1995, opening letter)

This time in 1995, twenty years after the signing of the JBNQA when the Crees

had first become aware of the manipulation of their lands without their informed

consent, liyiyiuch sent a strong message to Quebec regarding the separatist

10 Charter creating the Hudson's Bay Company, giving Prince Rupert exclusive control of the 
Hudson’s Bay area (http://www.gov.mb.ca/chc/archives/hbca/about/hbc_history.html).
11 Rupert's Land and North-Western Territory Order giving Hudson’s Bay to the Canadian 
Dominion (http://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/pi/const/lawreg-loireg/p1t31.html).
12 Territorial expansion of Quebec (Grand Council of the Crees, 1995).
13 Ibid.

http://www.gov.mb.ca/chc/archives/hbca/about/hbc_history.html
http://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/pi/const/lawreg-loireg/p1t31.html
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referendum. The Cree message was one that asserted their inherent rights as First 

Nations people, their right to establish their own political association, and their 

ultimate right of not being incorporated into a sovereign Quebec without their 

informed consent. The Crees made their voices heard just days before the Quebec 

referendum where Quebecois would cast their vote deciding the future of Quebec.

On October 24 ,1995 , liyiyiuch of liyiyiu Aschii held their own referendum. At 96 

percent, eligible voters of the Cree Nation of liyiyiu Aschii voted overwhelmingly 

against separation from Canada in the event of a yes vote in Quebec’s referendum  

(Grand Council of the Crees, 1998).

Since the 1970s, liyiyiuch of liyiyiu Aschii have been forced into Western-style 

debates and discussions over the use and expropriation of liyiyiu lands. In turn, 

issues such as wildlife, culture, and linguistic preservation have been propelled in 

the collective Cree mind and heart as pressing issues because the heated quest for 

modernization, resource development and technological progress has become 

overwhelming.

The initial invasions of mega-project developers like hydroelectric seekers in the 

1960s and 1970s were certainly not the first to affect liyiyiu culture and language, but 

they were the first to cause a whirlwind of radical changes in the Cree way of life.

The many changes that accompanied “modernization” caused a shift in language 

retention and threatened its saliency.

Nevertheless, to this day liyiyiuch continue to maintain a deeply intimate 

connection with their heritage landscape. When the land is spoken of in the Cree 

language, that intimate connection is made clear. The heartfelt sentiments can be 

heard in the speaker’s speech: it is a great love that permeates the words. The
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connection felt is one that expresses a sacred bond such as the one that can exist 

between parent and child, or child and a loving grandparent.

The elders, as well as younger people, understand that the land and all it 

represents means everything to the survival of our Cree culture and society. Despite 

the many changes in liyiyiu Aschii, some of them catastrophically devastating, land 

and language are still central to the pursuit of healthy lives and a connected 

community.

And so a new discourse emerged in the way liyiyiuch talked about their lands, 

inside and outside of their communities, with each other and with outsiders (i.e. 

government officials, environmental activists, or mega-project developers). Yet within 

the cultural practices, the manner in which they described their own territory 

remained as it had been for generations, filled with the cultural nuances that 

encapsulate the great sacredness of their bond with the land.

2.2 Biographies

2.2.1 Jimmie Neacappo

Jimmie, my father (nuuhtaawii), is a seventy-year-old liyiyiu man belonging to

one of the last generations to have been born, and to have lived, on the land. He 

was born inland, deep within the boreal forest of liyiyiu Aschii, where his family had 

always practiced the hunting, trapping, and harvesting nomadic lifestyle of traditional 

Cree society. Jimmy is a member of the modern Cree Nation of Chisasibi that is 

located on the eastern coast of James Bay, but originally comes from a long line of
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people that have traditionally lived, utilized and walked the ancestral inland territories 

that are at the centre of the province of Quebec.14

His educational background is comprised of two elements: the first is primarily 

rooted in the traditional and cultural practices of liyiyiuch, and the second is one that 

began in the residential school system.15 This was followed by more “formal” 

education at the college and university levels. His first language is of course 

liyiyiuyimuwin, and he is fluent in English, his second language, and knows some 

French. Despite many years spent in formal educational institutions, he has always 

practiced the Cree way of life, and despite early efforts of the residential school to 

forbid liyiyiuyimuwin within its walls, his knowledge of the Cree language persevered 

and was not affected. The following is a chronology of his life.

Nuuhtaawii was born in the early fall of 1941. This was a time when most 

liyiyiuch of liyiyiu Aschii were heavily involved in the fur trade, trapping fur-bearing 

animals as an economic means, while still primarily relying on hunting and fishing for 

subsistence. He was the fourth child born to his parents, and had two younger 

siblings. When he was only four years old, his mother died while they were living out 

on the land. Shortly after that, he and his siblings were taken to his maternal family 

where his maternal grandmother and grandfather took care of them while their father 

continued to hunt and trap on the territory. His father later remarried, which brought

14 These family hunting territories are now defined as traplines, a system that was partially 
devised from the fur trade and then specifically outlined in the James Bay and Northern Quebec 
Agreement (1975).
15 Residential schools were institutions created out of Canadian government assimilative policy in 
the late 1800s. The different religious missions were given the task of operating these schools, 
and instructing Aboriginal children to become “productive” members of Canadian society. In 
reality, they were designed to address Canada’s Indian problem. There were two residential 
schools on Fort George Island, respectively run by the Anglican Church Mission and the Roman 
Catholic Mission.
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about new siblings: sisters, and later, younger siblings that made for a well-blended 

family.

At the age of six, Jimmie was put in the residential school system where he had 

his first major contact with the English language. This particular school was run by 

the Anglican mission and was strategically located on the island of Fort George 

where the Hudson’s Bay Company had one of its major fur-trading posts. According 

to my father, he had to learn English very quickly because children were punished 

for speaking their own language within the school. Learning English was not 

optional; it was absolutely necessary. He had entered the school at six years old, 

before he was considered of age to start the first grade. So by the time he started at 

age seven, he had absorbed enough English to be able to function at the first grade 

level.

During these residential school years, most of the children got to spend two 

months of the summer out of the school with their families. Most of the inland 

families would make their way to Fort George every summer to trade in their furs at 

the post before they would leave again in the fall to go back to their traplines. Such 

was the case for my father’s family. They would paddle up the Chisasibi River all the 

way into the inlands for the remainder of the hunting season, only to return to the 

island the following summer. This meant that my father and other children would 

spend ten months of the year, including Christmas time, within the walls of the 

residential school.

At the age often or eleven, after five years at the school, my father convinced his 

father to take him out of residential school so that he could live with him in the bush. 

He spent a total of two years away from residential school where he was able to
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continue to learn how to hunt and how to live off the land. He spent one year living 

with his father, and the following year with his maternal grandfather. It was when my 

father’s younger brother, who had been living with their grandfather, entered 

residential school that nuuhtaawii was sent to live with his grandfather. It is the time 

spent living with his grandfather that my father cites as the source of his in-depth 

knowledge about how to do things out on the land. He says that he did learn from his 

father, but that his father did things so fast that he did not have much time to observe 

and learn during the first year of his living in the bush.

After two years of living on the land as the ancestors had done for countless 

generations, Jimmie reentered the residential school in Fort George where he would 

spend an additional three years before completing the highest grade taught. At about 

fourteen or fifteen years old he landed his first paying job during the summertime. It 

was his endeavour to help out his family as much as he could, so he gave the 

money he made to his father to put towards what the family needed. At sixteen years 

of age, he worked with some geologists in the inlands where he concluded that his 

wages at that time were forty percent higher than those of any other income earners 

in Fort George. This is when he made the decision to pursue wage-earning work for 

a living, even at a time when the Hudson’s Bay Company was still demanding furs 

and was trying to promote trapping to young men.

After his experience with the geologists, Jimmie would spend three to four years 

living out on the land where he says he became even more knowledgeable in the 

Cree way of life, as if those years in the residential school had done little to take 

away from his liyiyiu-ness. He attests that he truly feels like it was during those years
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that he reached full competency in regard to liyiyiu knowledge of the land and the 

cultural practices that are crucial for survival in the bush.

It was later on, after those years in the bush, that my father decided to return to 

Fort George, where he worked for the Hudson’s Bay Company in a wage-paying job. 

Shortly after that, he was hired on by the school to work as a supervisor to watch 

over the children in the school. He worked there for one year before he and another 

young person were recruited to board out to further their education.

Now in the early 1960s, he spent one year in North Bay, Ontario, and another in 

Sudbury completing grade twelve. He spent another year after that working in Sault- 

Sainte-Marie. The following fall, he was enrolled through Indian Affairs to study 

Business Administration at the college level in Toronto. He did so for two years, then 

spent another two years working for Indian Affairs in Toronto before he was 

encouraged to apply to Trent University in Peterborough. In 1969, he applied and 

was accepted into the Native Studies program.

In 1971, after nearly two years and in the midst of his program of study, Indian 

Affairs once again recruited him out. This time, however, he was to go back to Fort 

George so that he might become the administrator for the local school. At that time, 

it was recognized by Indian Affairs that after he had completed his studies in 

Business Administration, he was one of the most highly-educated Cree individuals 

from the Eastern James Bay area. And so fittingly, Indian Affairs thought it was 

appropriate for a local person possessing the knowledge of administration to be in 

charge of managing the school’s business-related aspects. It was then, in 1971, that 

nuuhtaawii met nikaawiih (ma maman  ‘my mother’ Diane) who had moved to Fort 

George from the south to work at the hospital. The events that follow are what led
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him to a career in working with our own people in various organizations in liyiyiu 

Aschii.

On November 7, 1972, the Grand Council of the Crees (Eeyou Istchee) took 

legal action in the form of an interlocutory injunction to stop the damming of the 

James Bay Rivers after construction of hydroelectric infrastructure on the Chisasibi 

River began without notification, let alone consent from liyiyiuch of the area. It was 

within that context that my father, in 1972-73, was hired on as a Cree-English 

interpreter during the Supreme Court hearings against Hydro-Quebec and the 

Quebec government. The following year, when the decision to stop all construction 

was overturned in an appeal process, my father was asked to go to Montreal in 1974 

to take charge of some administrative duties while the James Bay and Northern 

Quebec Agreement was negotiated and eventually signed on November 11, 1975.

Following their years in Montreal, my father, mother, and by now my brother, 

moved to Val d’Or, Quebec, where my father worked with the Cree Regional 

Authority for four years. In was in 1980 that my family (now with two additional 

children, myself included) moved back to Fort George, or more specifically, the 

newly-relocated community, now officially named Chisasibi.

Since our permanent move to Chisasibi, my father was involved in many Cree 

entities in different capacities, including Director of Administration Services for the 

Cree Health Board, Deputy Chief for the community, and a band councilor for twelve 

years. In 1986, the La Grande Agreement was signed to complete the second phase 

of the hydroelectric project. He was hired on by the James Bay Eeyou Corporation 

where he finished his working career. He “officially” retired (but not really) in 2005.
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Today he is happy pursuing more leisurely tasks such as running his own outfitting 

business and making sure his traplines are taken care of.

Reflecting back on his life’s adventures, he says that despite all his years spent 

in formal schooling and business-related work, he feels truly thankful for having 

learned his ancestral way of life. In his words, “it is a blessing to have acquired 

something that has been existence for thousands of years and that is still in practice 

today” (J. Neacappo, personal communication, April 2012). He maintains that it is 

because he learned the Cree way of life that he feels that perhaps the work that I am  

doing today in the field of language and culture retention is partly influenced by his 

transmission of that ancestral knowledge. I cannot see how my work with the 

language is not related to what he has taught me.

2.2.2 Personal

I was born in the summer of 1978, the second child of a young francophone 

Quebecoise woman and a good-looking James Bay Cree man. My parents had met 

in the tiny Cree village of Fort George, Northern Quebec, in the early seventies. Fort 

George as some knew it, is a small island at the mouth of the chisaasiipii ‘big river’

that flows fast from the interior of liyiyiu Aschii and empties into the bay known as 

James Bay. Unlike my brother before me, I was not born on Fort George. I was born 

in a French Quebecois town (Val d’Or) roughly 900 kilometres south of where the 

island of Fort George is located. W e lived there for the first two years of my life until 

my family moved back north.

In the fall of 1980, now with a third child in tow, our family relocated. By then a 

new town was being built on the mainland to replace the home community of Fort
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George on the island. 1981 was the year a new town was officially established and 

appropriately named Chisasibi, after the mighty chisaasiipii. Major hydroelectric 

developments on the Chisasibi River forced the relocation of an entire community. 

The mega-development of the La Grand hydroelectric complex along the entire river 

flowing deep from the inlands of liyiyiu Aschii threatened to accelerate the erosion of 

the small island of Fort George. So by means of a referendum, it was decided that 

the entire community, including some of its infrastructure, would move to a new 

location.

My earliest memories of our new home, Chisasibi, was when I was three years 

old and broke my arm while playing on an unbalanced saw horse that tipped to the 

ground. At around the same period of my childhood, I remember my cousin, who 

called himself my “brother,” speaking to me in Cree. I don’t remember thinking it was 

foreign, because through my father I must have heard the language often, but I do 

remember knowing that I was different by comparison: not necessarily physically, but 

linguistically.

At that point in time, my linguistic capabilities were strongest in French and 

perhaps English, followed by Cree. French was my primary language as it was 

spoken fluently amongst my francophone mother, my siblings, and me. English was 

spoken between my mother and father, and so we picked it up along with French.

Our father primarily spoke Cree to us and according to him, I eventually started to 

speak Cree with him as well, but not before first learning how to communicate in 

French.

Up until the time I reached school age and entered pre-kindergarten, a class 

taught in Cree by a lovely Cree lady, I had a certain awareness of my limited Cree
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language abilities that came from having to adapt to an influx of thoroughly fluent 

Cree-speaking children. I had already grown accustomed to my newly-established 

little network of friends, cousins, and neighbourhood kids that had quickly become 

part of my very young world when we moved to Chisasibi. My very “elaborate” three- 

year-old interpersonal world at that time consisted of my immediate family, my little 

friends, and other relatives, where French, English, and liyiyiuyimuwin distinctly 

marked this dynamic. Outside of my family home, the community’s fluency in 

liyiyiuyimuwin seemed to contrast sharply with the mix of French, English, and 

liyiyiuyimuwin to which I was accustomed in our home.

Even if, for the most part, my father spoke Cree to us, it seemed that a disparity 

existed between my spoken Cree and that of my friends, nearly all of whom came 

from a family where both parents spoke Cree. I cannot say I was fully conscious that 

there was a big difference in my linguistic abilities in the Cree language when 

compared to others, but it seems that it was enough of a distinction for me to notice 

at that time.

Starting in kindergarten, the primary language of instruction was French, as it 

was for the rest of my elementary and secondary school years. During my years of 

schooling from the 1980s to the mid-1990s, the school was linguistically divided into 

French and English sectors, liyiyiuyimuwin was taught only as a subject at the rate of 

about twice a week. Cree instruction would alternate between Cree culture and Cree 

language classes. In Cree culture class, we girls learned how to sew different things 

and make traditional-style crafts. The boys had their own segregated Cree culture 

class where they learned how to work with wood and carve traditional tools and the
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like. And then there was the Cree language class where we all learned how to read 

and write in Cree syallbics (<" ArVO^C1'), some better than others.

Throughout elementary school, I excelled in all subjects, including Cree. It was 

then, during my first years of elementary school, that I really picked up the Cree 

language. My linguistic interactions at home with my family, and with neighbourhood 

friends outside of school, certainly helped me develop my fluency in liyiyiuyimuwin to 

the point where I became fully functional in the language.

In secondary school in the 1990s, I also excelled in all subjects, especially in 

physical education where for all five years I was awarded the Athlete o f the Year 

award. I also earned a Cree Language award at one point. I embraced that award, 

and felt it was such an honour. It was symbolic, reflecting that liyiyiyimuwin had 

always been a part of me even if I had learned it as a second, or possibly third, 

language. It was also towards the later years of secondary school that some of my 

classmates in Cree language class noticed that I excelled in the reading and writing 

of Cree. My teacher at that time also encouraged me to become a Cree language 

instructor. That praise and encouragement has followed me to this day, where I 

believe it has had a hand in my desire to work for, and with, liyiyiuyimuwin. Little did I 

know that this type of recognition would lead to doing a Master of Arts in Applied 

Linguistics in my own Indigenous language.

It is my understandings of the language events in my life’s history that brings me 

here, to study in the field of linguistics in my very own dialect of East Cree. The 

motivation to work with liyiyiuyimuwin comes in different forms, and often seems 

very serendipitous in the way it has materialized.
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It is because I grew up in a community where the language is vibrant and can be 

heard all around at all times that I have developed such a passion. It is because I 

went to school in a community that fought for its rights to instruct and use its own 

language, both spoken and written, in the education system. It is because I saw  

people like my dear late aunt and other cherished relatives work so hard to keep our 

language and culture alive through school teaching. It is also because of those 

influential people (liyiyiu and non-liyiyiu) that have marked my life with a positive 

regard for the language and culture that I continue my journey with the language.

And it is for all of the aforementioned reasons that I continue wanting to know more 

about liyiyiuyimuwin and study its intricacies at the linguistic level so that I may 

further carry it forward for others like my children, so they may know their language, 

and know how it shapes us as people. I choose to study my language not because I 

do not know it, but rather because I do know it.

2.3 Background on liyiyiuyimuwin (East Cree) and Structure

A ^ O rU A *- liyiyiuyimuwin, referred to here as East Cree (EC), is a language 

spoken by liyiyiuch of liyiyiu Aschii, commonly known as the Eastern James Bay 

region of northwestern Quebec. It is considered to be part of the larger Algonquian 

language family, and is intimately placed within the Cree-Montagnais (Innu)-Naskapi 

language continuum that stretches across Canada from Labrador in the east, to the 

borders of the Rockies in Alberta. Error! Reference source not found , below gives 

a visual of its coverage in Canada.
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Western Montagnais 
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Figure 1. Cree-Montagnais (Innu)-Naskapi Language Continuum map (courtesy of
eastcree.org)

2.3.1 East Cree dialects

East Cree consists of two dialects: Northern and Southern. The Northern Dialect 

comprises the three northernmost communities along the Hudson and James Bay 

coast (Whapmagoostui, Chisasibi and Wemindji). The Southern Dialect can further 

be divided into the two sub-dialects of Southern Coastal (Eastmain, Nemaska and 

Waskaganish), and Southern Inland in the southern James Bay region (Mistissini, 

Ouje-Bougoumou and Waswanipi), as shown in Figure 2 below.
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Southern 
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Figure 2. East Cree Dialect and Communities map (courtesy ofeastcree.org)

Each community in both the Northern and Southern Dialectal regions has varying 

and distinct pronunciations and “accents.” Speakers of East Cree can usually identify 

the community of origin of other speakers by their intonation and sound.

The liyiyiu population is estimated to be at roughly 18,000,16 of which nearly all 

are fluent speakers of East Cree. While English has become the language of official 

business, Cree remains the dominant language in the majority of homes and 

everyday interactions within the community. For historical and colonial reasons, 

English has become more prevalent than French in the area today. English is also 

the preferred language in media entertainment and billboard postings. Written

16 This number is the estimated population in 2012, as published on the Grand Council of the 
Crees website (http://www.gcc.ca).

http://www.gcc.ca
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advertisements rarely appear in Cree syllables, which is the primary written 

representation of East Cree (discussed in detail in the next section). There are East 

Cree speakers who know French, but they are a minority. English and French are for 

the most part the primary languages of instruction in the schools, but liyiyiuyimuwin 

is still the language of interaction amongst students, liyiyiuyimuwin has also been, 

and remains, widely used in the schools as a major component of primary and 

secondary education.

2.3.2 Cree syllables and roman orthography

East Cree has two written forms: syllabics and roman orthography. The syllabic 

writing system is one that was first introduced by missionaries in the 1800s. A 

modernized version of this system is widely used today in Cree society and is the 

primary written representation of East Cree. Today’s syllabic form has changed 

since its introduction and use in the Christian Bible. The syllabics currently in use are 

a standardized form that was developed in the second half of the twentieth century. 

This modern version has been adopted by all East Cree communities because it is 

closer to reflecting EC sounds by including finals and vowel length markers (i.e. 

diacritics), that distinguish EC from other Cree dialects. However, the syllabics do 

not always represent the sound perfectly. As a standardized form, it is rather the 

etymology of the words that is represented. The current standardized syllabic form is
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shown below in Figure 3.

V A A > > < < O u
e ■ i i u uu a aa U h
•V •A ■A •t> ■> ■< •<3
we Wl WII wu wuu wa waa

V •V A A > > < < •< <
pe pwe Pi pii pu puu pa paa pwaa P
U •U n n } :> C C ■C <

te twe ti tii tu tuu ta taa twaa t

•S P P d d b b •b b d

ke kwe ki kii ku kuu ka kaa kwaa k kw

n •n r J J 0 b •L i
che chwe chi chii chu chuu cha chaa chwaa ch
1 ■1 r r J J L L •L L

me mwe mi mu mu muu ma maa mwaa m
-o T> «r <r JO o_ Q- •b. o.
ne nwe ni nil nu nuu na naa nwaa n
"3 —3 c* <- _3 _i c_ i - *c_ <-
le Iwe li lii lu luu la laa lwaa 1
S S r' r' d K S ■S s
se swe SI Sll su suu sa saa swaa s
% ■% J' M CNJ on on ‘do -
she shwe shi shii shu shuu sha shaa shwaa sh
S P P d i! V V •b V
ye ywe yi yn yu yuu ya yaa ywaa y
■u "VI rv ii. ? P S < ■< s
re rwe ri ni ru ruu ra raa rwaa r
V •V A A > > < < ■< <
ve vwe VI V II vu vuu va vaa vwaa v. f , ph
U ■U 0 n 0 0 C C ■C c
the thwe thi thii thu thuu tha thaa thwaa th

Figure 3. East Cree syllabics chart (courtesy of eastcree.org)

The corresponding roman script is used to supplement the syllabics for 

individuals (including speakers) who are not literate in syllabics. It is also used for 

keyboarding on computers. Northern East Cree (NEC) and Southern East Cree 

(SEC) each have their own standardized spellings of words, reflecting pronunciation 

differences. Since the first standardization attempts and the printing of the first East 

Cree dictionary in 1987, recent changes made in the Northern Dialect have resulted 

in an even greater contrast between the Northern and Southern Dialect spellings. 

Northern Dialect spelling has been modified to more closely reflect the language as 

spoken by the Elders.



Table 1 below illustrates the differences in Northern and Southern EC dialects, 

as well as the difference in pronunciation and how it is reflected in the written Cree 

syllabics and roman orthography (used with permission from Junker, MacKenzie & 

Brittain, 2012).

Table 1. Cree syl abics and roman orthography in East Cree

English Southern
Inland

Southern
Coastal

Northern

man
b_V° <LV° <L<°

naapeu naapeu naapaau

Cree
A J> ArV AiV°

iinuu iyiyuu lyiyiu

thing
T'b°- T'b* l-b*

chekwaan chekwaan chaakwaan

on the side
Q_<U Q_< U crAC

napate napate mpitaa

One difference worth noting in respect to spelling and pronounciation is that often 

where the Northern Dialect has a short / vowel, the Southern has a short a. This is 

due to a merge of a and i in the Northern Dialect.17 The Northern long aa 

corresponds to two vowels in the Southern Dialect: aa and long e (e is always long, 

so it is not spelled ee). There are also differences between the two Southern 

Dialects, for example their respective word for 'Cree': the Coastal communities 

pronounce it with a y  whereas the Inland groups say it with an n. There are other 

minor spelling differences such as those seen in the ending of the word for 

'Cree': -uu for the Southern Coastal dialect and -iu for the Northern Dialect.

17 This merge also affects the Southern Coastal Dialect. See Dyck, Junker & Logan (2010) for a 
discussion.
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2.3.3 Grammatical distinctions

2.3.3.1 Gender

Other than dialectal differences in spelling conventions, in general East Cree has 

certain grammatical aspects to be considered. The first is grammatical gender. While 

other languages such as French have a feminine/masculine classification of things 

and persons, East Cree grammatical gender does not take into consideration 

whether persons and animals are female or male. Rather, this grammatical gender 

classifies according to an animate/inanimate distinction. Animate classifies all 

persons and living beings (i.e. animals and insects). Certain plants and non-living 

objects can also be animate, while others are inanimate. For example, a pair of 

pants and trees are considered animate, while a pencil and blueberries are 

inanimate. For non-Cree speakers, determining whether an object is animate or 

inanimate may be quite difficult, as the answer is not always intuitive or obvious.

2.3.3.Z Transitivity

The second grammatical consideration is the transitive/intransitive distinction, 

which determines verb endings. Transitivity is determined based on the number of 

roles a verb has. If it has only one role, it is called intransitive. An example of an 

English intransitive verb would be she sleeps, where the only role is that of the 

sleeper. If the verb has two or more roles, it is called transitive. An example of an 

English transitive verb is to see, because in the phrase he sees her, there are two 

roles: the seer and the seen.
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2.3.4 East Cree verb classes

There are four verb classes in East Cree that are created based on the 

combination of animacy and transitivity: transitive animate verbs (VTA), transitive 

inanimate verbs (VTI), animate intransitive verbs (VAI), and inanimate intransitive 

verbs (VII). Most verbs in their respective classes have specific forms, and usually 

can be identified by their endings. Significantly, verbs make up 80%  percent of 

words in the East Cree dictionary. The other 20%  of words fall into the classifications 

(i.e. parts of speech) of nouns, pronouns, preverbs and particles.

It is worthwhile to mention here that when verbs are cited in the EC dictionary 

they are given in a basic third person form. This is because there is no infinitive in 

Cree. Throughout this project, the same convention is adopted, and the simplest 

least-inflected forms of verbs are used as examples and in analysis. Also worth 

mentioning is that East Cree verbs can often express in just one word what English 

or French do in a complete sentence. Table 2 below illustrates Northern Dialect 

examples of all four EC verb classes (used with permission from eastcree.org 

reference grammar, Junker, MacKenzie & Bobbish-Salt (2000-2012)):
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Table 2. East Cree (Northern Dialect) verb classes
Animate Inanimate

Intransitive
misinaasuu (VAI) 
lYa-r*
‘it (anim) is written on, her/his name is on 
something, s/he is registered’

misinaataau (VII) 
rYi.c°
‘it is written’

Transitive
misinihwaau (VTA) 
iVa-"-<°
‘s/he writes, makes designs on it (anim)’

misiniham (VTI)
r rV " < L
‘s/he writes, records it’

2.3.5 Word structure

In general, East Cree word structure can be laid out as having identifiable 

“sections” or positions in which different morphemes may occur to form a word stem. 

A complete word consists of a word stem plus affixes for inflection. Examples (1-4) 

show how a stem can take different inflections. Example (1) shows the simplest 

inflected form, third person, with the morpheme -u, which is the adopted convention 

for dictionary entries. Examples (2-4) have more complex inflection: (2) shows third 

person plural, with inflection morphemes -u and -h, and (3) and (4) show third

person inanimate obviative18 inflected forms, with an obviative morpheme -yi 

inserted before the person and plural markers.

Examples of inflectional morphology on the stem misinaataa-:

(1) misinaataa-u (VII) 

is.written-3 

‘it is written’

18 Cree does several things grammatically that English does not. Obviation is one of them. In EC 
speech events (i.e. stories or conversations), only one third person character can be proximate. 
All other third persons being referred to in that speech event are obligatorily marked for obviation. 
Very specifically, this is a marking of non-topicality on additional third person characters who are 
not the focus of the speech event (Junker, 2004b; Junker, MacKenzie & Brittain, 2012).
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(2) misinaataa-u-h (VII) 

is.written-3-P

‘they (inanimate) are written’

(3) misinaataa-yi-u (VII) 

is.written-OBV-3

‘it (obviative) is written’

(4) m is inaataa-y i-u -h  ( V I I )  

is.written-OBV-3-P

‘they (obviative inanimate) are written’

A stem itself is usually made up of different identifiable parts, also called 

morphemes. These stem-forming morphemes occur in different positions: initial, 

medial, and final positions and can be called initial/medial/final morphemes, or 

simply initial/medial/final for short.19

First, I will introduce initials.20 The initial morpheme miichi- is related to ‘eating’

and ‘food’. This morpheme typically occurs in the initial position of the stem as 

demonstrated in the examples in (5), consisting of inanimate nouns and various 

verbs:

Initial m iic h i-

m iich im  (ni) r r L ‘food’
m iich iu  (vai) f r ° ‘s/he, it (anim) eats it’
m iichisuu (vai) rrv ‘s/he, it (anim) eats'
m iichisuunaahtikw  (ni) f r v V r v ‘table’
m iichisuhaau (vta) fP  r1"< j° ‘s/he provides food for her/him’

19 Although some morphemes appear to occur in more than one position, for example in the initial 
position of one word, but in the final position of another word, this does not mean that it is a case 
of free order where any morpheme can occur in any slot and the word would still have 
discernable meaning. Syntax does matter. The example of the word/morpheme mihkw 'blood, 
red’ demonstrates this (mihkw-aau [vii], minaaki-mihkw-aanaau [vta], amisku-mihkw [na]).
20 Initials are also often called "roots" in traditional Algonquian linguistics terminology.
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Medial morphemes typically occur in the middle of the stem. Take for example 

the medial -aapisk- referring to ‘metal-like’ or ‘mineral’ shown below in (6):

(6) Medial -aapisk-

chipwaapiskihaam (vti) P < A SP"<L ‘s/he bolts it’

cHstaapiskihiikin (ni) PsCAsP"AP°- ‘cleaning tool for a gun barrel’

kaashaapiskaau (vii) bSA sb° ‘it (mineral) is sharp’
• i -i_" u / * Lnn i ; o ‘s/he makes noise with itmitwaayaapiskihiichaau (vai) PCbvVP A l°  m̂jnera|y

. , . . . .  . . . nn^.  ‘s/he walks on the edge of the
yaayaapiskiham (vti) 17I7ASP"<L rock>

Finals are stem morphemes that appear in the final position of the word stem 

before inflectional suffixes. The concrete final21 -chiwin shown in (7) is one that 

refers to movement of water, and is found in words describing water currents and 

rapids:

Final -ch iw in

aam ichiw in (vii) <JrPA*- ‘it is where the current starts to descent’
chiiw aachiw in (vii) P-<PA* ‘the tide goes out’
kuiskuchiw in (vii) dA'dPA* ‘the water flows straight’
niihtaachiw in (p, loc.) P'CPA0- ‘below the rapids’
saahtaachiwin (vii) V'CPA0- ‘rapids can be seen at a distance’

Word formation

In East Cree, words are formed in particular ways. Amongst them are three 

different possibilities: primary derivation, secondary derivation, and composition.

21 In addition to concrete finals, we also find abstract finals such as -aa- that occur in many VII 
geographical descriptive verbs (e.g. chinukimaau ‘it is a long lake’).
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Primary derivation happens when morphemes combine to form a simple word 

stem. The VII wiipuskaau ‘it is an area that has been ravaged by a forest fire’, shown 

in (8) is an example. This verb can be broken down into two distinct morphemes that 

are not words unto themselves: the initial wiipu- ‘dark/black’, and the final -skaa- that 

denotes an abundance of something (e.g. harvestable materials) in an area.22 

(8) Primary derivation

wiipu skaa u

INITIAL FINAL personal suffix

STEM INFLECTION

Secondary derivation occurs via a similar process, except this time the stem of a 

readily recognizable word like wiipuskaa-u is used, and a morpheme like -kimaa- 

referring to ‘lake’, attaches itself to form a secondary derived stem, as in (9) 

wiipuskaakimaa-u 'it is a lake in an area that has had a forest fire'. In other words,

the existing stem wiipuskaa- that was primarily derived from an initial (wiipu-) and 

final (-skaa-; now becomes a new derived initial, and the other morpheme that is a 

final (-kimaa-), attaches itself to form a secondary derivation.

22 -skaa- can be further analysed as a complex final consisting of a medial -sk - and an abstract 

final -aa-. See section 6.1.3.4 in chapter 6 for more details.
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(9) Secondary derivation

wiipu

INITIAL

skaa

FINAL

kimaa u

IN 11riAL FINAL personal suffix

STEM INFLECTION

Finally, composition is a process where two or more words combine to form a 

new word. This also happens when a stem combines with a preverb. The noun 

chishaayaakupimii ‘bear grease, fat’ seen in (10) below is created when two words 

combine to form a new one.

(10) Composition

chishaayaakw pim ii
’bear’ + ‘grease ’
STEM STEM

chishaayaakupimii
‘bear grease, fat’

STEM

Further combinations with compound words are also possible. As shown in (11), 

the compound noun chishaayaakupimii can be made into a verb by combining it with

a verb final such as -hchaa-u.

(11) Compound combination

chishaayaakw
‘bear’ +

pim ii
‘grease’

STEM STEM

chishaayaakupimii 
‘bear grease, fat’ +

hchaa
process

final

u
personal

suffix
STEM FINAL INFLECTION

chishaayaakupimiihchaau
‘ s/he renders grease from bear fat’

STEM
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The richness of derivation and composition make the Cree language very 

productive in terms of forming new words and adapting current ones to name 

previously unnamed things that were not a part of traditional Cree society. It is a 

process that speakers commonly use to name modern objects and events such as 

those related to modern technology (i.e. computer, or internet). For example, 

proposed words for a computer include nitiwaapihchikin for a desktop computer,

and nitdwaapihchikinsh (with diminutive inflection) for a laptop computer. The word 

for computer is derived from the combination of the VTI nitiwaapihtim ‘s/he goes to 

get it’ with the concrete noun final -chikin (an ending often found in nouns that 

describe tools), an etymology that is a reflection of the role of computers in the 

internet age.

2.3.7 Research Focus

My research pertaining to geography and land descriptive words focuses on 

Inanimate Intransitive Verbs (VII) and particles o f location (p, location), particularly 

because in conjunction with location particles, V II is the primary verb class used in 

land description. With that in mind, I now provide a more detailed explanation of Vlls  

and particles of location.

As briefly noted in the general description above, VII are verbs that have only 

one role (intransitive), where the subject of the verb does not act on a grammatical 

object because there is simply no object. Furthermore, the subject of the verb is 

always inanimate. In addition, Vlls are readily identifiable by their stem final, the 

morpheme occurring before any inflectional morphemes. Most Vlls end in a vowel
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(aa, //, /, or u), although some simply end in -n. There are other stems labeled as -wi 

(e.g. uhchikiuu ‘it leaks’, kishkiniuu ‘there are waves on the water’). These are 

forms that in some conjugations take on that particular -w i ending. For example in 

the subjective form, verbs like kishkiniuu are conjugated as ishki kishkiniwiwa. 

Examples of all forms of Vlls stems appear below in (12):

(12) VII verb stems

aa waashaa-u •< s° ‘it is a bay’
ii tihchii-u n nr° ‘the snow melts as it falls’
i miywaakimi-u r-Vpr° ‘the water is calm'
u mishchaaku-u r - ld ‘it is swampy’
n yuutin dna ‘it is windy’
wi kishkiniu-u P^Po-'O 'there are waves on the water'

East Cree particles make up a specific class of words that do not take inflection 

and that roughly correspond to the English parts of speech known as prepositions, 

adverbs and conjunctions. That being the case, the EC particle class is further sub

categorized to reflect the adverb-like concepts of time, location, and quantity, to 

name just a few. The type of particles of interest for this research is that of location, 

as we are exploring geography description. Below in (13) are some examples of 

particles of location (see Appendix E for the complete corpus of location particles).

(13) particles of location

aashtihtaau <rn "C ° ‘sunny side of the bay, island’
piimikaam ArbL ‘across the river diagonally’
ausaanich < > k o -L ‘on the other side of the island’
aapihtaamitin <A"cYn°- ‘halfway up the mountain'
mitaapaanaanihch rC<a.o-"L ‘at the end of the portage’
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Like verbs or nouns, particles of location can be simple or complex in 

composition. As we have seen, EC words can string along different morphemes that 

have separate meanings but, when occurring together, become very specific in 

description. The particle aapihtaamitin ‘halfway up the mountain’ seen above in (13) 

is an example of a complex particle of location. This particle of location is made up of 

the initial aapihtaa- ‘half and the final -mitin ‘mountain’.

This concludes our presentation of the structure of liyiyiuyimuwin necessary to 

understand the present document. Of course, the grammar of liyiyiuyimuwin is much 

richer, so the interested reader is invited to consult the Interactive East Cree  

Reference Grammar (Junker et al., 2000-2012).

Now that the cultural, personal and linguistic contexts have been laid out, let us 

proceed with the rest of this discussion by presenting the literature review in the next 

chapter.
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Chapter 3: Literature Review

In anthropological and ethnographic work, there has long been interest in the 

study of cultures and their relationship with their material environment (Sapir, 1912). 

Yet, as Basso (1996) suggested, it would seem that the link between what cultures 

make of their landscape, and how landscape shapes them is often relegated to 

secondary considerations in some, not all, ethnographic work. Closer attention to 

this relationship from a linguistic point of view gives the possibility of offering further 

insight into a culture’s perceptions of their surrounding environment.

In this chapter, I examine a series of works that come out of different fields and 

disciplines, but that I feel are nonetheless pertinent to my investigation of 

liyiyiuyimuwin and its link to liyiyiu worldview. My interdisciplinary approach is 

strongly influenced by the work of Basso (1996) whose research methods are rooted 

in both in ethnography and linguistics (i.e. ethnolinguistics). In line with Basso 

(1996), my research approach is one that considers linguistics as an integral part of 

understanding what culture makes of place. This is explored in section 3.1.

In section 3.2, the anthropological works of Preston (2002), Tanner (1979), and 

Denton (2007) are examined. Preston (2002) and Tanner (1979) are ethnographic 

studies that present the liyiyiu worldview and perceptions of the land, while Denton 

(2007) is an exploration of Cree place-names. Denton (2007) here serves as a 

bridge into the linguistic works of Mailhot (1974), Denny and Mailhot (1976), Junker 

(2003), and Junker (2007).

Section 3.3 examines works in linguistics. Mailhot (1974), followed by Denny and 

Mailhot (1976), are morpho-semantic investigations into Innu geography verbs taken
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to show geography as a salient semantic knowledge category. Junker (2003) 

examines East Cree verbs related to ‘thinking’, and Junker (2007) explores East 

Cree ‘memory’ words. Junker (2003) and Junker (2007) both make arguments that 

there is a strong connection between language and salient Cree cultural values.

In section 3.4, we move on to linking language with ways of thinking in cognitive 

linguistics where Levinson (1996a) has identified that different languages can 

operate, conceptualize and communicate spatial perception differently. And finally in 

section 3.5, we take a look at Levinson’s (1996a) three linguistic frames of reference 

(FoR), a model that will be used as a tool in assessing how East Cree possibly 

conceptualizes space in relation to land description.

3.1 BASSO’s Research Approach

From a methodological perspective, Basso (1996) writes that the ethnographers' 

job is to determine and grasp people’s understanding of place by looking at the ways 

people express that particular understanding. Furthermore, it is also ethnographers’ 

duty to elaborate on the “whys” of those expressions and their overall importance in 

the broader scope of things. Basso states that “.... naturally occurring depictions of 

places are treated as actualizations of the knowledge that informs them, as outward 

manifestations of underlying systems of thought, as native constructions wrought 

with native materials that embody and display a native cast of mind” (p. 110).

In addition to semiotic representations such as the metaphorical expression of 

songs, dance, and ceremonies that express culture, the linguistic representations 

can reflect how people organize themselves in culture. And in identifying that certain
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ethnographic approaches could benefit from linguistics as part of constructing 

“...principled interpretations of culturally constituted worlds...” Basso (1996) writes:

If anthropology stands to benefit from an approach to cultural ecology that 
attends more closely to the symbolic forms with which human environments 
are perceived and rendered significant, so, too, there is a need for an 
expanded view of a linguistic competence in which beliefs about the world 
occupy a central place. If it is the meaning of things that we are after-the  
meaning of words, objects, events, and the claims people make about 
themselves-language and culture must be studied hand in hand. (pp. 69-70)

And so, there is a need to use both ethnography and linguistics to understand 

what culture makes of place. Specifically, place shapes people and people sense 

place, and it is therefore by looking at how sensing is expressed not only through 

metaphorical expression, but also through language that we can more appropriately 

fashion an interpretation of people’s understanding of place (Basso, 1996). “Cultural 

constructions of the environm ent... will remain largely inaccessible unless we are 

prepared to sit down and listen to our native consultants talk—not only about 

landscapes, which of course we must do, but about talking about landscapes as 

weir (Basso, 1996, p.68, emphasis my own).

According to Basso (1996), people do certain things in relation to their 

geographical environment, amongst them three very distinguishable things. The first 

of three is the simple observation of the land itself, and reflexion upon what goes on 

around it. Second is the interaction with the land and making use of it in a physical 

sense, and third is the oral communication that happens between members of the 

community about the land. According to Basso (1996), out of the three listed types of 

interaction, the most significant is the interaction people have with one another on a 

day-to-day basis discussing, describing and assessing their land environment 

through speech. In his words,
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...it is obvious that events in the last mode— communicative acts of 
topographic representation— will be most revealing of the conceptual 
instruments with which native people interpret their natural surroundings. And 
though such representations may be fashioned from a variety of semiotic 
materials (gestural, pictorial, musical, and others), few are more instructive 
than those which are wrought with words, (p. 73)

In his work with Western Apache of the Cibecue region on the Fort Apache 

Indian Reservation in Arizona, Basso (1996) explores place-names and the role they 

play in Western Apache culture through everyday discourse. According to Basso, 

there have been many studies revolving around the significance of toponyms in 

different societies, but little work has been done in anthropology and linguistics to 

investigate place-name usage, or “placenaming” as in “...the actual use of 

toponyms...” in ordinary dialogue (p. 76). For Western Apache, place-names in the 

context of historical tales occupy a central part in how the community organizes itself 

and perceives its local environment. It is through the associated historical tales and 

stories of named places that the moral character of the people is shaped, and as a 

result, a cultural understanding of themselves within that environment emerges.

Basso’s beginnings in studying Western Apache place naming practices 

originally came from a suggestion made by Ronnie Lupe, the chairman of the White 

Mountain Apache Tribe. It had been requested that an Apache map project 

encapsulating the local traditional knowledge of places and their respective names 

be undertaken. Having previously worked many years on various ethnographic 

projects with the Western Apache, Basso agreed to take it on. The map project 

involved visiting the numerous place-name locations under the guidance and 

expertise of local Cibecue consultants. Interviews were conducted on place-names 

and their associated stories, and further observation was done specifically on how 

name-places were used in everyday communication between members of the
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community. His work on Western Apache place-names was one of the results of the 

Cibecue map project, which was conducted intermittently over the span of five years.

Subsequently, through his work with the Western Apache, Basso (1996) 

observed specifically that through place-name representation, the land served to 

ease out undesirable social behaviors within the Western Apache community. Said 

otherwise, Western Apache’s understanding of the land is one that, amongst many 

other things, controls social norms of behaviour for the purpose of harmonious living. 

For Basso, this was explicit of how Western Apache had constructed the land to 

have meaning, and how the land in turn shaped them. More specifically, “...W estern  

Apache conceptions of the land work in specific way to influence Apache’s 

conceptions of themselves, and vice versa, and that the two together work to 

influence patterns of social action” (p. 67).

Western Apache place-names are traditionally linked to historical tales that serve 

a specific purpose. Basso (1996) first of all explains that there is fundamental 

differentiation of types of speech in Apache. O f speech types, there exist three main 

categories identified as ordinary talk, prayer, and narrative or story. The category of 

narrative can then be further divided into the sub-categories of myth, historical tale, 

saga, and gossip. Paramount here is what is said of the historical tale type of 

narrative, which differs distinctly in purpose and style from myths, sagas and gossip. 

Bypassing altogether what the aims and contexts are of the other genres of 

narrative, historical tales are simple in style and usually take only a few minutes to 

tell as opposed to the other types of narrative that are laden with particular story

telling linguistic features. The Western Apache term for historical tales (‘agodzaahi) 

can be directly translated to mean ‘to tell of that which has happened.’ The main
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say, to ‘shoot’ them with an arrow), thereby impressing these individuals with the 

undesirability of improper behavior and alerting them to the punitive consequences 

of further misconduct” (p. 50). This happens partially because historical tales tied to 

places are moral stories where the main characters of the stories suffer the 

consequences of their poor judgment and behavior. Therefore “shooting” people with 

these lessons actively teaches and warns troubled people of the possible harm of 

their actions.

To clarify, the telling and use of such historical tales is described to be a W estern  

Apache hunting metaphor for hunting arrows, where people that go against Western  

Apache norms of social behaviour are “hunted” and then “shot” with these moral 

stories. Furthermore, some Apache view historical tales to, “...like arrows, leave 

wounds— mental and emotional wounds— and that the process of ‘replacing oneself 

is properly understood as a form of healing” (p. 60).

The Western Apache landscape is dotted with locations that have been given 

proper place names to which some of these historical tales are attached. W hen an 

individual is not behaving within the norms of acceptable Western Apache moral 

conduct, community members can use the discursive practice of “stalking with 

stories.” This consists of mentioning the place name in order to summon the moral 

lesson contained in the historical tale associated to it. This discourse can take a very 

elliptic and obscure form to outsiders, being as simple as a comment like "it 

happened at T’iis Cho Naasikaade (Big Cottonwood Trees Stand Here And There),” 

and this suffices to act on a transgressing person. Once stories, via the mention of 

the place name, are “shot” into those who behave inappropriately, they are then
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forced to identify their wrong behaviour in order to correct it, and hopefully to not 

repeat it again. It is through the association of specific stories to the landscape that 

the land itself becomes an active agent in regulating unwanted behaviours that 

disturb Apache norms of moral conduct (Basso, 1996).

Basso shows that new associations are also regularly created, and used in the 

same discursive way. He mentions a place-name that had been recently created 

after a young man tried to battle an eagle as it swooped down to take the fish the 

young man had caught and placed on narrow point of sand while he fished some 

more. It is a couple of years after the young man had been badly wounded by the 

eagle that one of his uncles gave this point the Apache name ‘Itsa C h’iyaa’ittoote 

(Eagle Hurtles Down). Basso's analysis predicts that further reference to this story 

via the new place name in a dialog can be expected to be used to metaphorically 

"shoot an arrow" in order to regulate someone's behavior, or to offer comfort and 

understanding of a difficult situation where someone would have been wounded for 

challenging someone or something much too powerful. Other examples given by 

Basso are places within the community that have been named in English (e.g.

Desert Storm, Too Far Away) but nevertheless still have a story behind them.

Using the land to instill and reinforce social norms of behaviour is one of the 

ways Western Apache have constructed their surroundings to have meaning, and in 

return, their surroundings have shaped aspects of their way of being. It is through 

imagining the land and speaking of it that Western Apache keep that ancestral 

knowledge within the modern context of current living, and therefore how their way of 

seeing the world is also expressed.
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It is at this point that I question whether liyiyiuch use, or have used place-names 

to moderate social behavior as the Western Apache do. I know that in the Cree  

world the land is viewed as having healing properties where even only imagining 

about the land has immediate beneficial consequences. In today’s modern context, 

the elders of my community suggest that when confronted with difficult life situations 

and hardships, people should retreat and spend some time out on the land. The 

elders say, and I have experienced it, that the land is therapy for troubled minds and 

hearts. The land is also a great reminder of traditional societal values such as the 

inherent need for the connectedness of people and all living things.

In the literature, there is some indication that the land can often act as a regulator 

for unwanted individual behaviors. As observed, but briefly mentioned by Niezen 

(2009) who conducted some ethnographic research with the liyiyiuch of liyiyiu Aschii, 

“The problem of discipline and communication of values seem to be more easily 

handled in the forest environment. In the bush, there are, above all, practical 

limitations to inappropriate behavior” (p. 67). And in the words of James Bobbish, a 

long-time community leader in Chisasibi, “The bush tends to be a natural 

disciplinarian...” because young people are aware that there are boundaries to 

misbehavior when out in the bush. The disrupting behaviours they might learn in the 

community do not fit with the ones that need to be demonstrated out on the land, 

and so they adapt them to function in that environment (cited in Niezen, 2009, p.67).

The above is but a brief mention of how the land itself can serve to “correct” 

undesirable behavior antecedent to the traditional Cree norm of moral conduct. 

Toponyms certainly have had their purpose in carrying forward traditional liyiyiu 

knowledge in liyiyiu society, and in teaching proper conduct. But were the place-
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names themselves ever used in discourse as “arrows” to “shoot” people with in order 

to modify behaviour? I have myself not observed that in modern community life. The  

intriguing question remains if there would be, or has been in the past, paralleling 

discourse practices to those of the Western Apache, in East Cree. This is a question 

that I ask because I do think that an exploration of place-name usage in East Cree  

discourse is worthy of further research. It is unfortunate however that it remains 

beyond the scope of this thesis.

3.2 liyiyiu Culture and Worldview of the land

For liyiyiuch of liyiyiu Aschii, the importance of the Cree language in the cultural 

interaction with the land is as strong as it is for the Western Apache. Preston (2002) 

makes the argument that the East Cree language for the Cree of Eastern James Bay 

is central in the culture’s interaction with the land and therefore can offer a window  

view into the culture’s intricate perception of their environment, and into how the 

environment has shaped them.

Preston (2002), a forerunner in the field of ethnography concerning the Cree of 

Eastern James Bay, demonstrates that narratives, including song and spiritual 

rituals, are evidence that language does indeed reflect the East Cree “ethos” and 

attitude towards their environment. In his words, language is “a vehicle for the 

expression of attitudes” (p. 174). From an anthropological view of things, Preston 

(2002) elaborates on the foundations upon which the Cree way of seeing the world is 

based.

Preston, whose research work was done in the 1960s, uses the stories told to 

him by his primary informant and “teacher” John Blackned, a Cree man from
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Waskaganish, to draw out a sense of what the Cree hunter’s attitude is towards the 

land. Preston’s humanist approach and inspiration comes from Edward Sapir’s work.

Preston (2002) writes that from an outsider’s perspective, the northern boreal 

forest landscape is often seen as barren and cruel in offering very little for survival. 

And often attached to this image of harshness is the idea that starvation was the 

ultimate threat to subsistence, and that survival was primed by fear, and was the 

sole motivation for effective action and decision-making. However, Preston (2002) 

argues that there is no evidence to suggest that that is the Cree view towards their 

environment. Rather, he more accurately suggests that narratives are evidence, 

despite hardships and tragic events of starvation— a reoccurring theme in Cree  

narratives— that the Cree have always revered the land and that negative feelings or 

perceptions toward the natural environment are not part of the culture’s overall 

views.

To further the understanding of the Cree worldview vis-a-vis the land 

environment, Tanner (1979) addresses how Cree traditionally approach space. To 

situate Tanner (1979), let us first quickly explore the premise of his research. The 

core of his research was based on wanting to see if he could make a link between 

Cree cultural religious and moral beliefs, and the practical outcomes that result from 

material factors. Tanner (1979) embarked on his research journey with the 

Nichicun23 sub-group of the Mistissini Cree at a time when community members 

were increasingly making the transition from the fur trade to wage-earning jobs. 

Recognizing that the Cree way of life was rapidly changing as a result of

23 The group Tanner calls the Nichicun sub-group is a group that traditionally hunted in the 
Nichicun area northeast of where the Mistissini community is located. The Hudson's Bay 
Company once operated a fur trading post in that area (Tanner, 1979; 1987).
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development and modernization, Tanner was interested in documenting aspects of 

the traditional Cree lifestyle while it still proved viable, and was more or less 

independent from outside influences. Despite the rapid changes that were quickly 

affecting how Mistissini people lived their lives at that time, the majority of families 

still actively pursued hunting and trapping as a way of life.

According to Tanner (1979), Cree geographical conceptualization is very well 

integrated within cultural knowledge, “...but there is little in the way of an explicit 

conception of cosmography outside of a religious or mythic context” (p. 89). So by 

looking at certain cultural rituals like Walking Out ceremonies, and ones practiced for 

controlling weather conditions, Tanner is able to draw out certain conclusions about 

the Cree worldview by establishing that ritual action, rooted in cultural knowledge, is 

an expression of deep rooted beliefs on how the land environment is, and needs to 

be considered. Said otherwise, rituals and the specific practices involved in the use 

of space by hunting groups are implicit of Cree beliefs and conceptions of the 

surrounding world.

In the broader scope of his research Tanner (1979) examined religious ideology 

and the “mode of production”24 in his ethnographic study with the Mistissini Cree of 

James Bay. He essentially explores the practices of the nomadic culture of the Cree 

peoples and conveys the importance of spiritual ideas and their role in the Cree way 

of life. In his book chapter The Ritualization of Space, Tanner shows how certain 

ritual practices can offer a window view into Cree conceptions and beliefs about their 

land environment. Specifically, Tanner seeks to emphasize the link between spiritual

24 According to the Encyclopedia of Marxism, the mode of production is “The method of producing 
the necessities of life (whether for health, food, housing or needs such as education, science, 
nurturing, etc.),” and more specifically “The Mode of Production is the unity of the productive 
forces and the relations of production” (http://www.marxists.org).

http://www.marxists.org
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ideas or “symbolic knowledge” and the modes of production, via rituals or “symbolic 

action”, which result in a “practical outcome” (pp. 88-89).

Preston (2002) and Tanner (1979) are examples of ethnographic works that 

successfully portray the Cree worldview towards the land environment. They both 

identify cultural expressions as insight to Cree cultural beliefs and understandings of 

the land. Preston (2002) demonstrates this with Cree narrative stories and songs, 

using the contained messages to unearth how people really see their world. Tanner 

(1979) does so by explaining that the meaning of certain rituals can help shed light 

on the complexities of the knowledge liyiyiuch have about their natural environment.

For instance, Tanner (1979) briefly touches on how the four directional winds are 

named after the four spirits associated with each wind. And because the different 

winds, more specifically the wind spirits, have different temperaments to which 

certain weather conditions are associated, certain rituals would be performed either 

to provoke or appease the wind spirits in order to influence the oncoming weather. 

What can be understood from Tanner (1979) is that elaborations on such spiritual 

beliefs not only help to understand the meaning of weather patterns, and the cultural 

knowledge that goes with it but also allows for a link to be made to the broader idea 

of how people conceptualize and know their environment to be.

Here, I suggest that Tanner’s observations and findings could however be taken 

in another direction where, from a linguistic point of view, the link between cultural 

expression and liyiyiu understanding of the land could have been made by looking at 

the cultural reasons for which the names of the four winds are derivatives of the wind 

spirits names. In other words, looking at how the names of the winds correspond 

with the wind spirits names could arguably be seen as an expression of the deep-
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rooted knowledge that shape liyiyiu understandings of the world, and in turn how the 

environment shapes liyiyiu perception.

Preston (2002) and Tanner (1979) do not specifically make the link between 

linguistic expression and perception of place. They do however demonstrate that the 

Cree worldview manifests through cultural expressions such as narratives and 

religious rituals, as their research comes from an anthropological background and 

not a linguistic one. From this, it would seem that there is possibility of deeper 

discoveries and understanding of cultural world perspective if we take a linguistic 

approach into language to help unravel some of its mysteries.

Bringing us closer to a linguistically based investigation is Denton (2007) and his 

work on Whapmagoostui25 Cree toponymy. In his work on liyiyiu place-names with 

the most northern James Bay Cree community of Whapmagoostui, Denton (2007) 

identified toponymy “...as a useful starting point for understanding Cree perceptions 

of the environment...” (p. 143). Not only do place-names serve as markers and 

reminders of the historical and cultural significance of the land, they are also telling 

of the Cree worldview. In a land environment that has been occupied and utilized by 

countless generations of hunting groups, one of the ways place-names have 

significance is in helping hunters and travelers to be reminded of how to navigate 

and understand the land. In a practical way, these place-names operate quite 

efficiently, not only by operating as geographical reference points, but for example, 

these can also be indicators for appropriate locations for various land related 

activities (i.e. hunting, camping, berry picking). This is quite significant because

25 Whapmaagoostui (also know in English as Great-Whale) is just north of Chisasibi, and is the 
most northern East Cree community. As opposed to other communities, it is the only Cree 
community to border the southern coast of Hudson’s Bay. See Chapter 2 of this thesis.
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various localities across a large territory have been named and remembered, and 

further transmitted and integrated into Cree cultural consciousness as altogether 

meaningful places.

The essay by Denton (2007) on Whapmagoostui place-names is a summary of 

previous work and studies done in the 1990s to identify “land-use and occupancy” in 

the Whapmagoostui area. Data had been gathered in two phases. The first phase 

consisted of surveys using maps and interviews. The second process involved the 

recording of more detailed interviews with local knowledge experts such as Elders 

and active hunters regarding the stories associated with identified place-names.

In all, Denton (2007) identified various types of toponyms: descriptive place- 

names that describe the geographical features of the land, names that indicate 

locations of harvestable animal species or materials used for traditional hunting 

tools, names that make reference to past events or people, and place-names that 

are connected to legends, myths, and spiritual activity.

O f the different place-name types, the descriptive ones that refer to the physical 

features of the geography seem to be more than less telling of liyiyiu ways of 

knowing and regarding the land. These types of place-names often make direct 

reference to particular features of the land, such as bodies of water, quality of 

terrain, types of vegetation, and so on. Based on the descriptive nature of these 

toponyms, an experienced land person is usually able to decipher that these are 

explicit references to either places where harvestable fauna or vegetation can be 

found, or that a certain travel route is safe. In other words, the description in a place- 

name is an inference of what the area could be utilized for. While some place-names 

are obvious in their exact description of visible features of the land, others are not.
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For example, some place-names describe the shape of lake bottoms for example. 

This would indicate aspects like whether fish can be caught in it during the frozen 

winter months, or if there is guarantee of safe travels on that particular lake (Denton, 

2007).

It would remain however, that descriptive place-names are semantically 

embedded with what are the most salient and relevant aspects for liyiyiuch to 

intrinsically be able to subsist, while other types of place-names act as keepers and 

reminders of the cultural past and present. Not only do place-names remind the 

people of their ancestry, they also form a “...network of messages containing both 

practical information and a breath of spiritual and moral counsel” (Denton, 2007, p. 

154). Denton (2007) is closer to, but not yet at a linguistic investigation. He does 

however make the link between what is in a place-name and the cultural saliency of 

the land for liyiyiuch of Whapmagoostui.

3.3 Linguistic investigations into language and worldview

Mailhot (1974) who has worked with the Innu language26 is not convinced that 

place-names are useful in identifying cultural perceptions of the geographical 

environment. Mailhot (1974) identifies the area of geography as a salient semantic 

category for Innu, and claims that it is reflected in the morphology of the language, 

and therefore can be threaded out through semantic analysis. In other words, since 

a culture’s conceptualization of the physical land is considered semantically 

embedded in cultural thought, a different approach is needed in exposing how land 

concepts are cognitively organized.

26 Innu is a sister language to East Cree. See section 2.3 of chapter 2 in this thesis.
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From a semanticist point of view, Mailhot (1974) suggests looking at geography 

terms that directly describe and refer to the actual physical environment, rather than 

“toponymized” words that are perhaps more indicative of the cultural practices and 

history of people and places. Furthermore, toponyms, even descriptive ones, are 

problematic for semantic analysis because they may have become lexicalized in the 

language and at best are only implicit of true semantic meaning. Hence, specifically 

treating descriptive verbs are promising of clearer and more accurate results.

In her treatment of geographical terms, seen here as offering a direct link into 

Innu conceptualization and organization of space, Mailhot (1974) has focused on 

verbs rather than nouns because Innu verb derivation -  consisting of an initial, 

medial, and the II (intransitive inanimate) abstract final -a -27 points to a very rich 

database of “...lexical items and concepts” (p. 318). According to her, nouns in 

themselves hardly say anything about land perception and remain quite simple in the 

sub-categorization of geography.

According to Mailhot (1974), the purview of geography as a knowledge category 

is extremely salient in Innu traditional ways of thinking. However, geography as a 

semantic category is far from being outlined within strict parameters. Rather, this 

domain is considered to be central and interconnected with other loosely defined 

areas such as flora and fauna. Perhaps a way to better define these domains is 

partially based in a morphological approach. The data analysed by Mailhot (1974) 

come from findings of a previous research study done in collaboration with Peter

27 II abstract final -a- is identified by Mailhot (1976) as “one of three abstract finals which occur 
with a variety of roots and medials,” and is one that “refers to spatial states” (Denny & Mailhot 
1976, p. 91).
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Denny on Innu descriptive geography terms. Mailhot (1974) specifically makes 

medials the object of her analysis.

To demonstrate how loose the broader semantic category of geography is 

Mailhot suggests as an example, the medial morpheme of -askamik- appearing in 

verbs like massekw-askamik-a-w  ‘it is swampy terrain’, which according to Mailhot, 

straddles the limits of both the geography and botanical domains. The association of 

this verb to a particular domain or semantic category becomes clearer when Mailhot 

tests medial -askamik- in attested forms with different finals. She establishes that the 

Innu word for peat moss is massekw-askamik-w. Further attested are also 

formulations for specific types of moss: wisaw-askamik-w  ‘Shreber’s moss’, and 

wapicew-askamik-w  ‘reindeer moss’. Hence, the medial -askamik- refers to ‘terrain’ 

or ‘area’ in the context of geographical space, and to ‘moss’ or ‘lichen’ in the 

botanical context. The medial becomes specific to respective domains by way of the 

final morpheme alone. She concludes that the final morpheme -a- {massekw- 

askamik-a-w) refers to spatial extension, while the final -w  {massekw-askamik-w) is 

a nominal final thus found in botanical terms (1974, p. 320).

In such a case, Mailhot (1974) identifies verb medial morphemes as the referents 

for “physical phenomenon” (p. 318) at the land level (e.g. topographic features, 

vegetation, etc.). Medials are the evidence for how Innu cognitively organize and 

prioritize semantic categories such as geography. However, medials that refer to the 

environment can border more than one loose geographic semantic category, and 

can either be in direct relation to the description of the geographical landscape (i.e. 

lakes, mountains, etc.) or remotely related. Examples of broad semantic categories 

that fall under the umbrella category of geography can include flora, fauna, land
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formations, water bodies, and so on. W hat distinguishes these “borders” of semantic 

categories is the association of the verb medial to a final morpheme. In other words, 

medials that have loose semantic meaning often become specific by way of its final 

morpheme.

Finals are discussed in a limited extent in this short essay, except to say that 

finals define medials in their semantic meaning, where medials by themselves have 

a tendency to straddle related semantic domains, but become specific when 

occurring with certain finals. In geographical descriptive verbs specifically, the final 

morpheme distinguishes for example whether the verb (via its medial) is specific to 

describing a geographic phenomenon (e.g. forest, lake, cliff, etc.), or is perhaps 

pointing to substances of likeness of that phenomenon. Mailhot gives the example of 

the medial -askw- that can be found in verbs that have to do with geographical 

description and those that pertain to organic material. When appearing with spatial 

final -a- (-askw-a-), this combination refers to the idea of ‘forest’ and appears in 

many geography descriptive verbs: min-askw-a-w  ‘it is a wooded/tree area’, pis- 

askw-a-w  ‘it is a wooded valley’. Followed by the final -an  (-askw-an), this 

occurrence refers to materials made of wood, or objects representative of trees or 

wooden sticks (i.e. human or animal torso and limbs): wak-askw-an mistikw 'the stick 

is bent’, cinw-askw-an miciwap ‘it is a tall tipi’ (1974, p. 320). Subsequent work from 

Denny and Mailhot (1976) treat these finals in relation to medials in more detail.
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In further treatment of geography descriptive verbs, Denny and Mailhot (1976) 

follow Mailhot (1974) in saying that in Algonquian intransitive inanimate verbs (V II),28 

“abstract finals” can define the meaning of medials.

In Denny and Mailhot (1976), attempts are made to semantically analyze some of 

the abstract morphemes found in the Algonquian verb, including what they call 

"premedials” and abstract finals. The authors take data from multiple Algonquian 

languages such as Innu (collected by Mailhot), Ojibwa (Piggot& Kaye, 1973), Plains 

Cree (Wolfart, 1973), Swampy Cree (Ellis, 1962), and Menomini (Bloomfield, 1962). 

Specifically treated in the analysis is what they call premedial -a- and abstract II 

(intransitive inanimate) finals -a- and -/-. The Innu medial -kam- meaning ‘liquid’ is 

used as the model medial to explore premedial -a- because -kam- can occur with 

and without it. Medial -kam- also occurs with both abstract II finals “...which  

condition its meaning, and which thereby condition the role of premedial -a -” (p. 91).

They discover that the difference between abstract inanimate intransitive (II) 

finals -a- and -an- is that they can distinguish between spatial and non-spatial states 

respectively. Of particular interest here is how abstract II final -a- “...m arks spatial 

states in contrast to a considerable variety of non-spatial states, particularly mental 

states, time states, and states of substances” (p. 93).

When final -a- occurs with medial -kam- (-kam -a-), it “...[refers] to a spatial extent 

of liquid, commonly a body of w ater...” (p. 93). Important to note also is the 

appearance of abstract II final -/-. When occurring with medial -kam-, as in -kam-i-, it 

specifically refers to liquid itself, not a body of water. According to Denny and Mailhot 

(1976), final occurs rarely and therefore no specific meaning can be attributed.

28 See section 2.3.4 of chapter 2 on the background of lyiyiuyimuwin for definition of these terms.
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Denny and Mailhot (1976) also suggest that, in addition to conditioning medial 

morphemes, abstract finals may also determine the role of premedial morphemes. In 

this case premedial -a-, when occurring with medial -kam- (and abstract final -a-: -a - 

kam-a-) denotes extrinsic properties of a body of water, and when absent from -kam- 

verbs (-kam-a-), usually denote intrinsic properties.29

Focus is given to premedial -a- specifically in its occurrence, or not, with medial - 

kam-, and the abstract II final -a- (spatial extension final). Contrasts are made 

between all occurring forms. Included below as Table 3 is the table used to 

summarize their findings on the distinctions of the combinations.

Table 3. Innu verb medial -kam - combinations (from Denny & Mailhot, 1976, p. 98)

-kam-aw
body of water: intrinsic properties
size
shape
orientation
travel route qualities
geological configuration
clarity

-kam-iw
liquid: intrinsic properties
coldness
clarity
qualities from particulate matter closely 
associated 

with water 
broken flow (in lake)

-a-kam-aw
body o f water: extrinsic properties
qualities of adjacent land
qualities from associated particulate matter

-a-kam-iw, -(i)tew
liquid: extrinsic properties 
warmth
qualities from particulate matter
color
hardness
freshness/foulness
dirtiness
flavor
quantity______________________

29Denny and Mailhot (1976) offer the following for clarifications for intrinsic/extrinsic properties of 
a body of water: “Intrinsic: size, shape, orientation, travel route qualities, geological configuration, 
clarity. Extrinsic: qualities of adjacent land, qualities from associated particulate matter” (p. 94) 
(see Table 3 of this section).
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I take on Mailhot’s (1974) and Denny and Mailhot's (1976) generalizations in 

chapter 6 of this thesis, and examine to which extend their analysis also applies to 

the East Cree language.

According to Junker (2003), East Cree also encodes cultural perspective and 

worldview within its lexicon. In her morphosyntactic assessment of East Cree verbs, 

Junker (2003) demonstrates that Cree verbs related to ‘thinking’ contain “...semantic 

universals for mental predicates...” (p. 168), but can also specifically reflect the Cree 

way of thinking in reflecting salient cultural values. From the combination of corpus 

analysis of over 500 words, and interviews with EC speakers, a thorough 

investigation is done of EC words containing the -eyi- morpheme that “classifies a 

large number of words as mental processes” (p. 190). Amongst words containing the 

-eyi- morphemes were words whose meaning encompassed “shamanistic thought 

processes,” and reference to the Great Spirit.

The semantic primes of THINK, KNOW , and W ANT (Wierzbicka, 1996) were also 

shown to be reflected in EC and to further support hypotheses of their universality in 

language. Intriguing here is Junker’s conclusions that “the absence of potentially 

insulting words for a lack of intelligence, and the fact that other rational concepts, 

such as judging, did not involve thinking, all echo a central value of Cree culture, 

namely respect for others” (2003, p. 190). W hat is reflected in the language, how 

people talk about certain things, seems to reveal the way in which they organize 

themselves and their values (i.e. culture). Simply put, the intricacies of language and 

its makeup can often show how people think about, and fashion their world.

In later work, Junker (2007) partly identifies that there is a strong connection 

between the cognitive concept of ‘memory’ and land, which is encoded in a particular
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discourse type. As part of a cross-linguistic survey of ‘memory’ words in EC, she 

explores how narratives, or more specifically stories associated with place-names, 

also encode ‘memory’ concepts. Junker demonstrates that “The semantics of 

memory is not just encoded in pure lexical items, it is also pervasive in some 

grammatical items” (p. 1). For example, the Cree lexicon encodes certain ‘memory’ 

words related to ‘remember’, ‘remind’, and ‘forget’, while grammatically there are two 

formulations that encapsulate the concept of ‘memory’ through the use of 

absentative demonstratives and a certain evidential marker.

In her elaboration on how East Cree talks about ‘memory’ Junker (2007) 

identifies story telling and toponyms, rooted in strong oral tradition, as direct links to 

the idea of ‘memory’. In Cree story telling, there are two types of narratives: n < P  j  A°- 

(tipaachimuuwin) and <jrw"b°- (aatiyuuhkaan). Both serve different purposes and 

are used to tell about different times of the past. Tipaachimuuwin is a type of story

located in the time frame of the not-too-distant past, perhaps spanning a few 

generations. Stories like this are usually about known people or events that can be 

actively remembered, either as direct witnessing or by transmission from someone 

who has witnessed what is being talked about. Aatiyuuhkaan stories are the

equivalents of what is known in English as legends, myths, or creation stories, and 

are only told during certain times of the year.

Junker (2007) explains that toponyms (or place-names) are landmarks that are 

often representative of certain events and stories, and in a very real sense are 

keepers of cultural history in the sense that they can evoke or trigger certain 

memories of the ancestral past. They are varying types of place-names, each having 

different purposes in the stories they help remember. Some specifically describe the
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landscape and inform of the navigational nature of the land, while others can serve 

as moral guides and constant reminders of salient Cree values. The example 

provided by Junker (2007) “shows that toponyms and their associated stories were a 

way to record knowledge and retrieve it in a holistic way. This knowledge...can be as 

much about the land as it is about proper social and moral conduct” (p. 259).

With the focus of her paper being on “memory,” Junker (2007) uses the example 

of the toponym and its associated story specifically to demonstrate that the East 

Cree language discourse practice of telling stories associated with place-names are 

a reminder of liyiyiu cultural values and bring forth the historical and ancestral 

memory. On the one hand, Junker’s (2007) argument is support for my argument 

that the language has features that encapsulate liyiyiu world beliefs and reflect how 

liyiyiu organize and know the world to be. And on the other, it can be seen as a link 

to identifying how liyiyiu talk about the land in relation to place-names, bringing us 

back the question proposed in section 3.1 (this chapter) on place-name usage in 

discourse. Having already said that this question is not further explored in this thesis, 

I hope to lay out the ground for such a research to take place one day. I do propose 

here that looking at the linguistic features of East Cree can unearth culturally salient 

semantic domains such as geography as proposed by Mailhot (1974) and Denny 

and Mailhot (1976). More specifically however, my project will explore what exactly 

within the domain of geography is the more salient of categories. In other words 

what are the more culturally important landmarks and geographical distinctions 

encoded in the East Cree lexicon. This brings us to the next section on land 

description of location and orientation.
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3.4 Orientation and location

In linking language with ways of thinking w e move on to cognitive linguistics 

where Levinson (1996a, 1997a, 2003) has identified that different languages can 

operate, conceptualize and communicate spatial perception differently. Specifically, 

Levinson identifies that “...languages make use of different frames of reference for 

spatial description” (Levinson, 1996a, p. 109), and that linguistic frames of reference 

“...are systematically distinguished in the grammar or lexicon of different 

languages...” (p. 135). Levinson’s (1996a) findings revolve around the revived Sapir- 

Whorf hypothesis on linguistic relativity, in which he seeks to identify whether a 

particular frame of reference coded in the language is also used across the 

modalities, including non-linguistic areas such as memory recall, recognition, and 

“...even unconscious gesture” (p. 109). In order to evaluate whether the “sam e” 

frame of reference is used across modalities, Levinson (1996a) first treats how the 

various disciplines (i.e. linguistics, philosophy, brain sciences, psychology) define 

and understand frames of reference, with special attention to the linguistic frames of 

reference. In order to arrive at a cross-linguistic alignment of all frames of reference, 

he redefines and disambiguates the linguistic FoR and proposes three distinct ones: 

“absolute,” “relative” and “intrinsic.” This distinction is maintained in Levinson (2003), 

a book he authored that has two purposes. The first purpose is to introduce spatial 

coordinates used in language and cognition, a subject that according to him has 

been understood differently across the disciplines. The second purpose is to use 

identified spatial coordinates (i.e. frames of reference) to explore the question of how 

language and thought are related. The premise of Levinson’s (2003) (and 1996a) 

research question is that space perception is linguistically expressed differently
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across the languages of the world, which according to him implicates that habitual 

cognition, or preferred ways of thinking, also varies across cultures.

Levinson (1996a) notes that his survey of the three suggested linguistic frames of 

reference are only relevant to linguistic spatial description on the horizontal plane, 

and exclude the notions of “in and on,” concepts that according to him, are otherwise 

separately treated and documented in other literature. Levinson also excludes the 

vertical axis from consideration because, although languages have distinct ways of 

describing vertical orientation and placement, these often intersect, and therefore 

can be viewed as being more or less universal in conceptualization, at least in the 

documented languages.

Having established concrete definitions for the three linguistic frames of 

reference, Levinson (1996a) is then able to compare these across modalities and 

disciplines to answer his question, or more justly what he calls Molyneux’s question, 

of whether or not a specific spatial frame of reference can be utilized by all 

modalities. In other words, if the “central spatial model” used by the sensory, 

perceptual and cognitive machines is the same as expressed by “output systems” 

such as language. Levinson (1996a) concludes that the preference in one linguistic 

frame of reference will also be the one preferred in non-linguistic tasks, hence 

confirming the Whorfian hypothesis that language indeed shapes ways of thinking.30

3.5 Levinson (1996a) three linguistic frames of reference

Levinson’s (1996a) “intrinsic,” “relative” and “absolute,” are defined as follows:

In trinsic Fram e o f  Reference  Informally, this frame of reference 
involves and object centered coordinate system, where the coordinates are

30 For a recent discussion of how Whorf has been misrepresented see Leavitt (2011).
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determined by the “inherent features,” sidedness or facets of the object to be 
used as the ground or relatum.... “facets," as we shall call them, have to be 
conceptually assigned according to some algorithm, or learned on a case-by- 
case basis, or more often a combination of these. The procedure varies 
fundamentally across languages. [...]. But whatever the procedure in a 
particular language, it relies primarily on the conceptual properties of the 
object: its shape, canonical orientation, characteristic motion and use, and so 
on. (pp. 140-141)

Relative Fram e o f Reference  The relative frame of reference 
presupposes a “viewpoint” V  (given by the location of a perceiver in any 
sensory modality), and a figure and ground distinct from V\ it thus offers a 
triangulation of three points and utilized coordinates fixed on y to  assign 
directions to figure and ground. English “The ball is to the left of the tree” is of 
this kind of course. Because the perceptual basis is not necessarily visual, 
calling this frame of reference “viewer-centered” is potentially misleading, but 
perhaps innocent enough. [...]

The coordinate system, centered on viewer V, seems generally to be 
based on the planes through the human body, giving us an up/down, 
back/front and left/right set of half lines. [...]. Although the position of the body 
of viewer V  may be one criterion for anchoring the coordinates, the direction 
of gaze may be another, and there is no doubt that relative systems are 
closely hooked into visual criteria. [...].

But this set of coordinates on V  is only the basis for a full relative 
system; in addition, a secondary set of coordinates is usually derived by 
mapping (all or some of) the coordinates on V  onto the relatum (ground 
object) G. The mapping involves a transformation which may be 180° 
rotation, translation (movement without rotation or reflection), or arguably 
reflection across the frontal transverse plane. Thus “the cat is in front of the 
tree” in English entails that the cat F  is between V and G (the tree), because 
the primary coordinates on V  appear to have been rotated in the mapping 
onto G, so that G has a “front” before which the cat sits. [...]

Not all languages have terms glossing left/right, front/back. Nor does 
the possession of such a system of oppositions guarantee the possession of 
a relative system. Many languages use such terms in a more or less purely 
intrinsic way (even when they are primarily used with deictic centers); that is, 
they are used as binary relations specifying the location of F  within a domain 
projected from a part of G (as in “to my left,” “in front of you,” “at the animals 
front,” “at the house’s front,” etc.) The test for a relative system is (1) whether 
it can be used with what is culturally construed as a ground object without 
intrinsic parts, and (2) whether there is a ternary relation with viewpoint V  
distinct from G, such that when V  is rotated around the array, the description 
changes.... (Levinson, 1996, pp. 142-143)

A bsolute Fram e o f  Reference  Among the many uses of the notion 
“absolute” frame of reference, one refers to the fixed direction provided by 
gravity (or the visual horizon under canonical orientation). Less obviously of 
psychological relevance, the same idea of fixed directions can be applied to 
the horizontal. In fact, many languages make extensive, some almost 
exclusive, use of such an absolute frame of reference on the horizontal. They
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do so by fixing arbitrary fixed bearings, “cardinal directions,” corresponding 
one way or another to directions or arcs that can be related by the analyst to 
compass bearings.

[...].
The conceptual ingredient for such systems are simple: the relevant 

linguistic expressions are binary relators, with figure and ground as 
arguments and a system of coordinates anchored to fixed bearings, which 
always have their origin on the ground.31 (Levinson, 1996a, p. 145)

INTRINSIC

"He's In front ol the house.”

He’s to the left of the house."

00

ABSOLUTE

"He*s north of the house."

Figure 4. Levinson's three linguistic frames of reference model (1996a, p. 139)

31 What he means by “origin on the ground” here is not the physical ground, but rather the 
argument “ground” of the relator.
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Although Levinson (1996a) uses the terms intrinsic, relative and absolute for the 

three linguistic FoR, there has been debate over the taxonomy used to describe 

reference frames. Other suggested terminologies include “object-centered” for 

intrinsic, “observer-centered,” or “viewer-centered” for relative, and “environment 

centered” for absolute (Bohnemeyer, 2009; Newcomb & Huttenlocher, 2000). It is 

further suggested that the intrinsic and absolute frames of reference be grouped as 

“allocentric” as opposed to “egocentric,” that is the observer-based (relative) frame of 

reference (Bohnemeyer, 2009).

Newcomb and Huttenlocher (2009) found that “The viewer/object/environment 

taxonomy differs most notably from the intrinsic/relative/absolute taxonomy in 

whether a viewer versus the other classification is seen as fundamental or whether 

the number of differentiated referents is taken to be the more important distinction”

(p. 189). They conclude however that it is to be seen if one variant of the taxonomies 

give certain advantages over the other in how testing results are presented, and 

further question if these differences are even crucially important. Furthermore, 

Newcomb and Huttenlocher (2009) posit that there might be more than just three 

linguistic frames of reference. For them, other methods of describing spatial 

locations include description using compass related points, and linguistic 

descriptions such as “in the middle of,” otherwise what they call “viewpoint- 

independent” where a location or object is “in between” referent points.

The distinctions between Levinson’s intrinsic and relative FoR might be made a 

little clearer if we take a look at an empirically based investigation that set out to 

distinguish the parameters upon which the linguistic FoR are defined. Watson, 

Pickering and Branigan (2006) explore the difference between what they term
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“Traditional taxonomy” in psycholinguistics and Levinson’s own taxonomy of 

intrinsic/relative/absolute. Up for debate specifically is how the Levinson and 

Traditional taxonomy defines intrinsic and relative (or deictic).

In brief, in Traditional taxonomy, the frame of reference is defined according to 

what is used to establish the direction and orientation parameters. In a deictic FoR  

(also known as egocentric) it is the speaker (e.g. “the garbage can is to the left of the 

bicycle”), and in an intrinsic FoR would be the reference object (e.g. “the garbage 

can in front of the bicycle”).

Levinson’s defining parameter is “the argument structure of the description” (p. 

2354). If it is a “binary” argument where there is a reference object to where the 

figure object is located, then it is an intrinsic FoR. If it is a “ternary” argument where 

there is the reference object, the figure object, and the speaker or viewer, then it is a 

relative FoR (Watson, Pickering & Branigan, 2006).

According to Watson, Pickering and Branigan (2006), the distinction between the 

two taxonomies is that Traditional taxonomy considers descriptions like “the rock is 

to the right of the bike” and “the bike is in front of me” as using the same deictic FoR, 

while Levinson considers descriptions like “the rock is in front of the bike” and “the 

bike is in front of me” as both intrinsic. Based on two experiments using a 

“confederate priming paradigm,” Watson, Pickering and Branigan (2006) provide 

evidence in support of the Traditional taxonomy’s defining parameters, but suggest 

the possibility of further investigation.

Levinson (1996a) has also shown that in spatial reasoning and assessment 

some languages primarily use FoR systems like the “absolute” system, a system set 

upon specific angles such as the English cardinal points orientation model of
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“north/south/east/west.” For Levinson, this breaks longstanding assumptions that all 

languages utilize “a 'relative’ or viewpoint-centered” frame of reference like the 

English “left/right/front/bacK’ in spatial orientation and description (p. 134).

Example languages that operate in an absolute system for spatial orientation and 

description include Guugu Yimithirr of Australia (Levinson 1997b), and Tenejapan  

Tzeltal (Levinson 1996a) of Mexico, both unrelated. Guugu Yimithirr uses an 

absolute system that is more or less equivalent to the English cardinal points, except 

that in this Australian language, the fixed angles on the geographic terrain are 

thought of in terms of “quadrants,” not points, each corresponding and glossed as 

north/south/east/west (Levinson, 1997b, p. 101). According to Levinson (1997b), it 

would seem that Guugu Yimithirr does not prioritize any of their given directions over 

others, this in contrast to European traditions where ‘north’ is thought of as the 

anchor direction.

Levinson (1997b) methods in determining the above involved observing and 

documenting natural interactions of Guugu Yimithirr speakers in their explanations of 

how they describe space in their language. Tasks were also assigned to speakers to 

elicit linguistic spatial description. And lastly, informal experiments were conducted 

to assess cognitive reasoning of space that would be independent of language.

The absolute system in Tzeltal differs quite a bit, although their linguistic terms of 

directions when glossed in English also roughly correspond to the European notion 

of cardinal point directions. Because the Tenejapan natural environment is 

mountainous, the linguistic point of references are influenced and "... transparently 

derived from a topographic feature...” where “uphill” means south, and “downhill,” 

north (Levinson, 1996a, p. 111). For reasons Levinson (1996a) explains in detail,
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Tzeltal “across” is used to refer to both east and west. Distinction between both is 

made “periphrastically" (p. 111).

Levinson (1996a) furthermore demonstrates that certain languages will primarily 

use one linguistic frame of reference as a way to describe location and orientation in 

both the macro (i.e. landmarks in a geographical context) and micro (i.e. objects on a 

table) level of space. In the case of Tzeltal, Brown and Levinson (1993) explain that 

they had designed a task where a speaker of the language had to verbally direct 

another blindfolded speaker around a patio area. The informants understood what 

direction to go towards simply by using the “uphill/downhill” distinctions, whereas an 

English speaker might have solved such a task by using left and right as a way to 

direct someone. Another example was of a woman who was in a neighbouring 

village in a house she had never been and asked her husband if the hot water tap of 

the bathroom sink was “uphill” or “downhill.”

In these languages (i.e. Guugu Yimithirr and Tzeltal), “Speakers...can then 

describe an array of, for example, a spoon in front of a cup, as ‘spoon to 

north/south/east/(etc.) of cup’ without any reference to the viewer/speaker’s location” 

(1996a, p. 145). Levinson (1996a) points out that such language speakers must 

constantly keep track of their orientation vis-a-vis their “fixed bearings.” The way in 

which they do so is not yet fully understood, but the ability to do that may be due to 

“...a  heightened sense of inertial navigation...regularly cross-checked with many 

environmental clues” (p. 145).

In his definition of the absolute frame of reference, Levinson (1996a) raises the 

important question of how these absolute systems are conceptualized by said 

groups. He proposes a number of scenarios of these possibilities. Polarity is one of
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north is the designated anchor and east, south, west, found by clockwise rotation 

from north" (p. 146). Others may operate by axis and assign primary and secondary 

importance or relevance to those axes, while others may not even have any 

particular anchor direction and seemingly do not privilege any one direction over the 

others. This evidently demonstrates further ambiguities for the likes of Levinson 

whose research is focused on “mapping" together language and cognition.

In chapter 5 of this thesis, I will be using Levinson’s (1996a) proposed linguistic 

frames of reference as a model to explore East Cree to expose how liyiyiuch “talk” 

about the land. Levinson’s (1996a, 1997b, 2003) definitions of the “absolute” frame 

of reference is what inspires this investigation into the East Cree FoR, and shapes 

the hypothesis that East Cree primarily uses a coordinate system based on the sun 

that corresponds to the English cardinal directions in describing location and 

orientation on land.
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Chapter 4: Methodology

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I discuss the methodology chosen to answer my research 

questions of: how liyiyiuch are able to orient themselves and navigate a vast 

“unmarked” territory, and how liyiyiuyimuwin encodes for the way liyiyiuch are able 

to situate and describe reference points, and how liyiyiuyimwin semantically 

organizes the knowledge category of geography. I then present how I obtained my 

data and the approach taken in the analysis.

My quest to uncover evidence of liyiyiu salient semantic organization in 

liyiyiuyimuwin involves two distinct approaches: the first involves looking at how the 

language is used to talk about the natural geographical environment in orientation 

and navigation practices. More specifically, I investigate how liyiyiuch orient 

themselves in land navigation. This is explored in chapter 5 of this thesis. The 

second approach involves morpho-semantic analysis of geography Vlls and particles 

of location, taking into consideration the saliency of certain morphemes within the 

broader semantic domain of geography. The two separate approaches will hopefully 

uncover evidence of how the land environment is semantically represented in 

liyiyiuyimuwin.

4.2 Data

Data for this study were obtained by using my personal family video and audio 

footage captured during family trips with my father out on the land (commonly 

referred to in English as “the bush”). These videos and audio files were captured as
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part of a larger personal project to document my family’s traditional hunting territory. 

The media clips I selected for this study are of my father describing the land’s 

geographic features, and currently used travel routes. As part of this documentation 

process, these travel routes were also visually depicted with a pencil on 1:50,000 scale 

Government of Canada topographic maps (33104 - Lac De Salleneuve, 3G16 - Lac 

Fontay, 33H13 - Lac Tilly, 33J01 - Lac Foulhia). In order to supplement the data from 

those media recordings, I later conducted informal interviews with my father on his 

perspective on how Cree view the land.

The interviews consisted of asking questions on how a Cree hunter would 

orientate himself out on the territory, and more specifically how one would give 

directions to travel on the land to a set destination. When questions were asked on 

land orientation and travel, the mode of travel was not considered or defined. It was 

assumed that travel was by foot as it was done in the traditional nomadic way. Also 

because the mode of travel was not specified, it could be taken to refer to 

snowmobile travel in the winter.

My primary interest in identifying how the idea of land is semantically organized 

and talked about led me to first explore the Cree orientation system using Levinson’s 

(1996a) linguistic frames of reference (FoR) model to identify if East Cree encodes 

any of the three evidenced FoR identified by Levinson. His tests with different 

language groups showed that that there was a preferred frame of reference used in 

linguistic description of spatial arrangement. For his research, this implied that the 

preferred FoR used in linguistic description was the same FoR used in non-linguistic 

tasks such as recall memory. Said otherwise, the primary linguistic FoR used was 

encoded in the language and was evidence for ways of conceptualizing space on the
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horizontal. With that said, the possibilities of “measuring” the Cree language in how it 

expresses spatial orientation could help us get a closer view into, and an 

understanding of, the Cree worldview as reflected in the language. My use of the 

Levinson (1996a) model is not meant to test for cognitive aspects but is used as a 

tool to help assess how the semantic domain of geography is conceptualized and 

encoded in the East Cree language.

An additional exercise consisted of using Levinson’s (1996a) “Figure 4.9  

canonical examples of the three linguistic frames of reference” (p. 139), presented in 

chapter 3 (Literature Review) as Figure 4, to try to elicit East Cree examples for the 

three different linguistic frames of reference. As a speaker of East Cree, I personally 

came up with examples that I thought would correspond to Levinson’s three linguistic 

FoR. I then asked my father if he could use those examples in describing locations 

on the land description level. This was followed by questions on how he would 

describe things on the micro level such as the position of objects in a house, and on 

a smaller scale scenario such as objects on a table.

Additional data come from within the frame of the eastcree.org language project 

where I was able to sit in a geography terminology workshop involving native Cree 

speakers, and consulting Elders who possess the inherent traditional land 

knowledge. Additionally, I was able to utilize the eastcree.org language resources 

such as the The Eastern James Bay Cree Dictionary on the Web: English-Cree and  

Cree-Engiish (Northern and Southern Dialects) (EC D ) and the ECD database on 

Field Linguist’s Toolbox by SIL International, version 1.5.5 (Toolbox). The ECD is 

essentially the online version of Toolbox database. Both resources provide different 

ways of searching the database. For example, in Toolbox I was better able to use
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specific functions such as filters and sorting options to manipulate my data, whereas 

the ECD permitted me to do “relaxed” searches that allow for things such as spelling 

variants.

Other material comes from an audio recording of a Whapmagoostui Elder,

Maggie Natchequon, which I was graciously given permission to use by the Cree  

Programs department of the Cree School Board. In this recording, Maggie 

Natachequon,32 who has never entered “formal” style education, offers her 

knowledge of liyiyiu teachings as a way to document and preserve the Cree 

language as still spoken by many Elders. She was asked by Cree Programs to 

explain some of the terminology used in describing traditional Cree activities 

because the younger generations of Cree speakers are less familiar with many of 

the words in such a context. This recording is invaluable because Maggie expresses 

that liyiyiuyimuwin is a reflection of liyiyiu knowledge, and hence looking at and 

explaining different aspects of the culture, such as the miichiwaahp ‘tipi’

environment, serves as a cultural and lexicographic lesson in itself. Maggie explains 

that it is the same with looking at areas such as swamps, mountains, plants, and 

lakes. In this recording, Maggie particularly chooses to share her knowledge on the 

lake environment and its surroundings.

The most triggering words that came out of the recording and corpus were those 

that made reference to the sun. For me, words like <j‘',n"Ci7"nd (aashtihtaayaahtikw

‘on the sunny side of the tree/forest’) and <3>PbL <3t̂ ° (aukikaamaawaashaau ‘on the

32 Maggie was raised, and has lived out on the land for most of her life. Her generation is the last 
generation of liyiyiuch who have spent the majority of their lives living as the ancestors have for 
thousands of years. In that respect, her generation is the last to still have that traditional language 
knowledge, untouched and unaffected by non-Cree outside influences.
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south side of the bay where the sun does not shine’) were indicative of something 

additional to what the translations suggested. I understood these words as more 

than mere references to locations on the landscape. These words represent a very 

intricate way of describing and navigating the natural world, but also seem to be 

implicit of a specific way of seeing the world.

4.3 Approach to Data

Primary data was sorted by revisiting audio and video footage and picking out 

relevant segments pertaining to land description practices. This includes land area 

description, landmark identification, and recalling past travels and hunting trips.

The second process consisted of mining the East Cree lexicon to extract words 

pertaining to the semantic domain of geography. As part of my work as a research 

assistant on the East Cree dictionary project, I had been given the task to identify the 

semantic domain of some words, among which were land description, orientation 

and geography. Amongst these, certain geography themes or categories stood out 

and appeared to be salient within the domain of geography. Within those salient 

geography categories, certain morphemes were further identified as salient and very 

productive in the lexicon. Three of these morphemes were then generated into 

individual corpora that subsequently were used in the analysis to demonstrate the 

morphemes’ productivity (see appendices of this thesis).

One of my hypotheses relating to the saliency of geographical morphemes was 

that Denny and Mailhot’s (1976) findings on the morphological organization of the 

neighboring language Innu also applied to East Cree. I describe in greater details 

how I explore this hypothesis in the next section.
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4.4 Testing Denny and Mailhot's (1976) hypothesis

To test East Cree against Denny and Mailhot’s (1976) Innu hypothesis, I chose 

as a model the table used by Denny and Mailhot (Table 5, p. 98) to summarize Innu 

contrasting forms for which the morpheme -kam- ‘liquid’ occurs. Extensions of this 

morpheme in Innu are -kam-(i)- (referring to ‘liquid’ in general) and -kam -a- (referring 

to ‘body of water’ specifically). I use the model Table 5  to sort East Cree verbs 

containing those same morphemes. This allowed me to account for whether or not 

East Cree is comparable or equivalent to Innu with respect to geography land 

descriptive Vlls.

To test East Cree with Innu, I first had to convert the Innu orthography used in 

Denny and Mailhot (1976) to EC spelling standard. A conversion was necessary in 

order to establish a parallel between the Innu examples coinciding with EC verbs. A  

conversion of spellings from Innu to East Cree does not pose much difficulty for they 

are dialects of the same language family continuum, and are geographically 

neighbouring languages that are at times mutually intelligible. What also facilitates 

the comparison is the way in which both languages have been consistently 

standardized in roman orthography, with the exception of possible spelling mistakes 

in the EC dictionary.

The conversion process started with an initial observation that I could easily 

understand some of the Innu verb examples in Denny and Mailhot (1976) and 

translate them into Northern East Cree (NEC) and Southern East Cree (SEC). This 

then led me to first test general compatibility of Innu and EC verbs containing the - 

kam- morpheme (Denny and Mailhot (1976) specifically call this a medial) in
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association with an initial morpheme (called “root” by Denny and Mailhot). I did this 

test by contrasting EC words with Innu examples found in Table 1 and Table 4 of 

Denny and Mailhot (1976, pp. 93, 96). Table 1 looked at the occurrence of Innu 

morpheme -kam- with spatial final -a- (-kam-a-), and Table 4 lists forms of 

morpheme -kam- with non-spatial final -/- and premedial -a - (-a-kam -i-), which 

served to identify the EC equivalents for both premedial -a - and non-spatial final -/-.

To ensure the accuracy of my intuition, I first searched EC counterpart verbs 

using a combination of ECD and Toolbox for provided definitions. It is sometimes 

faster and easier to search the online dictionary version, while Toolbox offers more 

precise searching options. As a preliminary demonstration of the conversion process 

Table 4 and Table 5 below show the Innu examples from Denny and Mailhot (1976) 

for which I found EC equivalents in the ECD and Toolbox databases for both 

Northern and Southern Dialects.

Table 4 -kam-a-w 'body of water’ ( Table 1, Denny & Mailhot, 1976, p. 93)
Innu NEC SEC
mis(i)-kam-a-w
‘great lake’

mishi-kim-aa-u
'the lake is large’ ‘ example not found in ECD

cmo-kam-a-w
‘long lake’

chinu-kim-aa-u
‘it is a long lake’

chinu-kam-aa-u
‘it is a long lake'

wawace-kam-a-w
‘lake with many bends’

waawaachi-kim-aa-u
‘it is a winding lake’

waawaachi-kam-aa-u
‘it is a winding lake’

wawiye-kam-a-w
‘round lake’

waauvaa-kim-aa-u
‘it is a round lake’

waawive-kam-aa-u
‘it is a round lake’

pito-kam-a-w
‘twin lake’

piihtiwi-kim-aa-u
‘the lake is close to another 
lake’

piihtuu-kam-aa-u
'the lake sits close to another 
lake’

takotaw(i)-kam-a-w
‘summit lake’

tihkuhtaauhchi-kim-aa-u
'the lake is on top of the 
mountain’

tahkutaauhchi-kam-aa-u
‘the lake is on top of the 
mountain on high ground’

wase-kam-a-w
‘clear water lake’

waashaa-kim-aa-u
‘water is clear’

waashe-kam-aa-u
‘it is clear, transparent liquid’
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Table 5. -a-kam-i-w, -a-kam-(i)te-w 'liquid' ( Table 3, Denny & Mailhot, 1976, p. 96)
Innu NEC SEC

aDw-a-kam-filte-w
‘warm liquid’

aapuw-aa-kim-itaa-u 'the 
liquid is warm’

aapuw-aa-kam-ite-u
‘it is warm liquid, after 
heating’

cis-a-kam-(i)te-w
'hot liquid’

chiishw-aa-kim-itaau ‘the 
liquid is warm’

chiishuw-aa-kam-ite-u
‘it (liquid) is warm’

picise(y)-a-kam-(i)te-w
‘steamy liquid’

piichishaa-y-aa-kim-itaa-u
‘there is steam rising from 
hot water’

piichishe-v-aa-kam-ite-u
'it is warm liquid, after 
heating’

asissiw-a-kam-i-w
'muddy water’

sischiiw-aa-kim-i-u
‘the water is muddy’ water’

sischiiw-aa-kam-u-u
'the water is muddy’

wap-a-kam-i-w
'white liquid’

waap-aa-kimi-u
‘it is white liquid’

sischiiw-aa-kam-u-u
‘the water is muddy’

mac-a-kim-|w
‘bad, foul water’

mich-aa-kimi-u
‘it is bad water, dirty liquid’

mach-aa-kam-u-u
‘it is bad water, dirty liquid’

wisik-a-kam-I-w
‘foul water’

wiisik-aa-kimi-u
‘it is sour, bitter liquid’

wiisak-aa-kam-u-u
‘it (anim) is bitter liquid’

win-a-kam-i-w
‘dirty water’

wiin-aa-kimi-u
‘the water is dirty’

wiin-aa-kam-u-u
‘it is dirty water’

mis-a-kam-i-w
'a lot of liquid'

mihch-aa-kimi-u
‘there is a lot of liquid, the 
tide is high’

mihch-aa-kam-u-u
‘there is a lot of water, the 
water is deep’

By comparing EC with Innu examples I was able to reach satisfactory 

consistency and conversion of the Innu -kam -a- and a-kam-i- combinations. The 

Northern East Cree (NEC) equivalents are -kim-aa- and -aa-kim-i- respectively,

where in NEC, long final -aa- (noted as VII final in Junker, Salt&  MacKenzie, 2006) 

is the equivalent of Innu spatial extension abstract final -a-, and -i- remains -/- as the 

non-spatial final identified by Denny and Mailhot (1976). In further observation, third 

person inflection -w  in Innu equals to third person inflection -u in EC 33. The same 

method of contrasting Innu and EC verbs containing morpheme -kam - was used to 

establish that Innu premedial -a- (as in -a-kamawl-a-kamiw) corresponds to long -aa-

33 In Innu standard orthography this -w  is represented with a raised u (u). In Cree syllabics it often 
corresponds to the final -u (> )  or little u (°).
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in NEC and SEC (as in -aa-kim aau/-aa-kim iu and -aa-kam aau/-aa-kam uu). Table 6 

below summarizes the EC equivalents of Innu spelling of the above-mentioned 

morphemes:

Table 6. Innu morpheme ec uivalency in Northern and Southern East Cree

Dialect premedial medial spatial/ 
non-spatial final

third person 
inflection

Innu -a- -kam- -a-/-i- -w
NEC -aa- -1dm - -a a - /- i- -u
SEC -aa- -kam - -aa - / -u - -u

Having established that East Cree is compatible with Innu as shown above, this 

provided a basis of consistency to classify East Cree example verbs into the Innu 

model (Table 5) for the morphemes -kam -a-w  and -kam -i-w  in their occurrences or 

non-occurrences with premedial -a- as given by Denny and Mailhot (1976, p. 98). 

Henceforth in this description of these morphemes, in subsequent chapters, the EC  

converted spellings will be used.

Next, I used searches, created filters, and sorted my data in the Toolbox 

database for further analysis. By using filters to sort search results I am able to 

obtain very precise verbs according to how I choose to filter results. During this 

process I also performed morpheme analysis to better define morpheme meanings. 

Furthermore by cross-referencing my results and manipulating the searches I was 

able to see patterns emerge. This will be discussed in detail in chapter 6 of this 

thesis.
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4.5 Limitations of the study

The purpose of this thesis is to show how East Cree language encodes for the 

particular way liyiyiuch observe and semantically organize their natural world (i.e. the 

semantic domain of geography and its description). The study’s limitation in this 

regard is that I only used one primary informant (my father), in addition to my own 

knowledge as a speaker. Therefore what is presented in chapter 5 reflects mainly 

the knowledge of one speaker, and in one dialect (Northern) of East Cree. This 

thesis is not specifically meant to generalize on the ways all people talk about the 

land. Rather, this thesis reflects my, and the East Cree language project’s, many 

ambitions of wanting to further the documentation of liyiyiuyimuwin. It is also about 

identifying other areas of the language that either needs further documentation, or 

into which future research is suggested.

In chapter 5, section 5 .1 .2 ,1 present the discussion on the eastern direction as 

being the “anchor” direction in the EC “absolute” orientation system. I give several 

reasons why this would be. However as an insider to my topic of investigation of 

East Cree, there are certain questions pertaining to cultural and spiritual beliefs, and 

practices that I could not elaborate on or verify because I felt the necessity to respect 

the cultural and customary implicit “rules" of learning by observation. In other words, 

direct questioning on the whys of certain things that can be of a sensitive nature is 

viewed as inappropriate. Asking such direct questions particularly on the “spiritual” 

beliefs that underlie certain cultural practices is in my view taboo. Furthermore, my 

perspective on the language and culture is necessarily biased because I am 

reporting on my own language as an liyiyiuskwaau (Cree woman). It may have
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prevented me in fully reaching the capacity to elaborate on cultural concepts and 

ideas that may elude some of my readers.

In respect to morpheme analysis in chapter 6, the ECD and Toolbox database 

had to be used with the awareness that the East Cree dictionary still has the 

possibility of spelling irregularities in the entries. Thus the same morpheme might not 

yet be spelled consistently across families of words (this work is currently underway 

for the next edition). Furthermore, the dictionary itself does not yet contain a full list 

of morphemes, nor are words segmented for morphemes, so each word or example 

had to be segmented and analyzed.

In addition, many of the definitions associated with entries are perhaps 

inaccurate, inconsistent, or simply lack specificity. This aspect also makes it a 

challenge in assigning concrete meanings to morphemes. I therefore limited my 

study to a small set of representative and salient morphemes, rather than 

undertaking an exhaustive analysis of all the morphemes entering the geography 

and land description domain. A complete morpheme analysis of all terms pertaining 

to geography and land description remains beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Chapter 5: Direction-Orientation

In this chapter, I explore the three linguistic frames of reference (FoR) (absolute, 

relative, intrinsic) used in spatial description as defined by Levinson (1996a). I argue 

that in land description East Cree primarily makes use of an absolute frame of 

reference equivalent to the English cardinal directions of north, east, south, and 

west. But that in description, certain terminology used (e.g. demonstratives and 

certain location particles) indicates that the intrinsic and relative FoR are also used 

as supplements to reinforce description. The intrinsic and relative frames of 

reference used on their own prove to be inefficient and thereby useless in land 

description of location and orientation. Furthermore, I argue that in liyiyiu culture, the 

easterly direction is privileged over the other three directions, and serves as the 

“anchor” direction. First, in section 5.1, is a discussion of how an “absolute” FoR 

system is used and conceptualized in East Cree, followed by discussions of the 

“intrinsic” and “relative” FoR in sections 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.

5.1 East Cree absolute frame of reference

Using the FoR model proposed by Levinson (1996a), I would like to suggest that 

East Cree is a language that operates primarily in an absolute frame of reference in 

land location and orientation description.

The East Cree absolute FoR is defined by four main directions that are 

equivalent to the English north/south/east/west cardinal directions. However, instead 

of cardinal “points,” East Cree directions can be thought of as quadrants that are 

based on sun’s locations during its movement along the horizon throughout the day.
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In the Cree conceptual world, like in most other parts of the world, we know that the 

sun rises in the ‘east’ and descends into the ‘west’. W e also know that in our part of 

the globe (Canada), the sun shines from the ‘southern’ direction even at its highest 

peak during mid-day. This is because of the earth’s axial tilt.

Tanner (1979) briefly discusses the Cree cardinal points orientation system.

...the notion of cardinal directions is not exactly similar to European concepts, 
since in addition to the reference system of four winds there is a second 
system of four directional terms which are used for orientation with reference 
to the position of the sun. The first set of terms, from which the names of the 
winds derive, refer essentially to locations beyond the horizon, (p. 95)

Tanner goes on to say that other than the more abstract wind directions, the 

reference system based on the sun “is used when describing locations within sight, 

or when recalling journeys and giving directions” (p. 95).

Coming back to the sun’s trajectory, the liyiyiu way of describing the sun’s 

‘southerly’ travel is referred to “the side where the sun walks.”34 The sun’s “walking” 

path is what the East Cree directional terms describe. Accordingly, the East Cree  

terms for the four directions (classified as particles of location in the East Cree 

dictionary), shown in (14) through (17) below, make direct reference to the positions 

of the sun as it travels across the sky. The EC terms below are glossed according to 

my father's explanations of their literal meanings to help illustrate the connection 

between the four directions and their respective names. Beside the gloss in

34 The reference to the sun’s trajectory as “where the sun walks” is a description I have heard in 
liyiyiuyimuwin (M. Natchequon; J. Neacappo). To me, this type of reference offers a rich look into 
Cree world beliefs. It would be worthwhile to investigate how East Cree language is used to 
describe natural phenomena in order to identify prevailing themes, or metaphorical concepts used 
(if used) in land description. For example, I speculate that describing the sun as “walking” is 
somehow related to the Pb<~ (Chakapash) narratives. These are legend stories that also 
express the Cree worldview. In one particular tale, Chakapash, the mischievous Cree mythic 
“hero”, attempts to snare the sun in its travel after discovering that the sun's path is constant, 
where the sun never stops walking the same trench-like trail.
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parentheses are the definitions as found in the online East Cree dictionary at 

eastcree.org (henceforth, ECD).

(14) waapinuutaahch

••‘dAjoC"1'
waapin-uu-taahch

dawn-?-towards/on/at.LOC

‘towards the dawn’ (ECD: ‘on the east side’)

(15) piisimwaahtaahch 

Ar'-l"C"u
piisim-waah-taahch

sun-?-towards/on/at.LOC

‘towards the sun’ (ECD: ‘to the south’)

(16) achishtuu35

< r * o
achisht-uu

downward-?

‘where the sun descends’ (ECD: ‘in the west’)

(17) atimaapiisim36

<nLA^L
atimaa-piisim

away-sun

‘where the sun disappears, goes down’ (ECD: ‘side opposite the sun, north’)

35 When I consulted with my father on the literal meaning of achishtuu ‘west’, he offered the 

description of a bird or plane making its descent by giving the example word achishtiwiiyiu. To 
his understanding the term achishtuu refers to the descent of the sun, and as a directional 
reference, points to where the sun makes its descent into the horizon. The initial achist- is found 
in eleven other words in the ECD, ten of them glossed as ‘upside-down’. One word in particular 
achishtaawiniskwaayiu means ‘s/he bows her/his head down’.
36 According to my father, atimaapiisim refers to the direction where the sun disappears. 
According to him, this is most evident in the summer time where the sun truly disappears in the 
northern direction before the actual darkness falls.
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The examples above are glossed to reflect the direct meaning of the words as 

explained to me by my father, but the meaning of those terms as directional terms 

refer specifically to coordinates grounded to quadrant directions on the earth’s 

horizons. If we imagine a perpendicular extension from the sun down to the horizon, 

we would find the four Cree “sun” directions. O f course, this imaginary extension is 

shorter in the mornings and in the evenings when the sun “touches” the horizons, 

than at mid-day when the sun is at its highest and this extension is the longest and 

harder to imagine.

According to Levinson (1996a), cultures that base their orientation systems on a 

“solar compass” (e.g. Walpiri of Australia) will “...fix the system by reference to a 

mentally constituted orthogonal" (p. 163) because “solstitial variation” along the 

horizon makes that directional axes oscillate. Levinson goes on to explain how 

fluctuating reference points may eventually become “fixed” points in the landscape.

Once the community has fixed a direction, it remains in that direction 
regardless of fluctuations in the local landfall, drainage, wind source, equinox, 
and so on, or even removal of the subject from the local environment. Thus 
the environmental sources of such systems may explain their origins but do 
not generally explain how they are used, or how the cardinal directions are 
psychologically “fixed.” (p. 163, footnote 53)

The English definitions for the four EC directions as found in the ECD is perhaps 

indication that the terms for the four directions have long been integrated and 

lexicalized in the language as “fixed” points of reference on the horizontal plane. 

Therefore they may be glossed as ‘east’, 'west’, ‘south’ and ‘north’. Perhaps at one 

time far into East Cree ancestral past were the directional terms tied to the literal 

movement of the sun along the horizon, but this is speculative and can perhaps be 

further pursued in other investigational opportunities.
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In traditional Cree culture, land travel and navigation is primarily done while 

daylight is available in order to have accurate landmark reference, especially when a 

family is travelling together with young children. In such cases people need to reach 

desirable areas where an abundance of materials would be available like firewood, 

or a good place to fish. An orientation system based on solar positioning would also 

imply that directional referencing is encoded and visualized in a daylight context. 

However nighttime travel was also of importance in traditional Cree culture. When 

with their families, men would often travel at night if they needed to: it was something 

that was necessary in order to get things done. When men would travel alone, then 

they could easily travel the land whether it was daytime or nighttime. When the 

primary landmarks such as lakes and mountains were not readily visible, people 

used the moon and the stars as reference points given a clear night sky. I presume 

here that the general “sun" directions would have been still valid but how these 

directions were used, or not, in conjunction with nighttime orientation is a question 

that is not explored here. It is an intriguing question that merits further investigation.

5.1.1 The ‘sunny’ and ‘dark’ side of things

In addition to the directional terms referencing solar variation, there are other 

words that make reference to the sun. More specifically, location particles like the 

ones in examples (18) and (19) make reference to specific locations on the land.

(18) aashtihtaayaauhch

<j-n"ci7>,,u
aashtihtaa-yaau-hch

sunny.side-mountain-LOC

'sunny side of the mountain’
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(19) aukitinaahch

opnoL1"'
auki-tinaa-hch

dark-mountain-LOC

‘dark/shade side of the mountain’

The initial morphemes aashtihtaa- ‘sunny’ and auki- ‘dark’ can occur with different

finals respectively to describe different types of landmarks. Examples (20) and (21) 

below describe ‘sunny’ and ‘dark’ sides of geographical features respectively.

(20) a a s h tih ta a - ‘sunny side’

aashtihtaayaahtikw < ‘, n ,,cV lfy  ’on the sunny side of the tree’

aashtihtaakaamaawaashaau < ‘’ n l,CbL-<S° ‘on the sunny side of the bay’

aashtihtaakaam <hn"CbL ‘on the sunny shore’

(21) a u k ( i) -  ‘dark side’

aukaahtikw O b 'T V  ‘on the shaded side of the tree where
the sun does not shine’

auldkaamaawaashaau <>P'bL < s °  ‘on the side of the bay where the sun
does not shine’

aukikaam  < > P b L ‘on the shore where the sun does not
shine’

As terms used in location and orientation description, I interpret aashtihtaa- and 

auki- as having two meanings where the specificity of the meaning depends on the 

context or type of land description being done. One interpretation is that they refer to 

specific locations in relation to where the sunlight hits, or does not hit, the ground. 

Examples (22) and (23) below from the ECD demonstrate how sun references are 

used in language to specify locations on the land.
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(22) aashtihtaawaayaach

. i c  <» ^dc11 b" o-b V '^  <* Pĉ pL%
naataah aah a a s h tih ta a w a a y a a c h  aakutaah kaah akwaayaahach an
chishaachiimaan.

T h e  big ship was washed up onto the sunny side of the bay’.

(23) aukitinaahch

<nn° (T’bVj10 opnoL"*',
atitiu tihkaayaashiu a u k it in a a h c h .

‘It’s cooler on the shadow side of a mountain’.

The second interpretation of aashtitaa-/auki- (‘sunny/dark’) comes out of land 

description in the context of land travel and navigation where these initials can be 

used as equivalents to phrases that make specific reference to the sides of a 

geographical feature. For example, the word sequence piisimwaahtaahch iitaahchaa 

‘on the south side’ highlighted in bold in (24) below can easily be substituted with 

aashtihtaayaauhch ’sunny side of the mountain’ in (25), also in bold.

(24) i> r N rp < A ,,ca- cr"< j° >c" L» Ar'Ll,C"1' ac'"1 spmAp* pp 
■<A"CS

uuchiih chiki waapihtaan nihaaw waapinuutaahch, uutaah maak 
p iis im w a a h ta a h c h  iita a h c h a a  saakihiikin chiki waapihtaan.

‘you will see mountains exactly towards the east and towards the south side 
you will see a lake’.

(25) fc>P" PP •<jA"C°- o-"<° ■<A-£>C"S i>c" Lb 'bP"AP°- PP •<A"C'°-x

uuchiih chiki waapihtaan nihaaw waapinuutaahch, uutaah maak 
a a s h tih ta a y a a u h c h  saakihiikin chiki waapihtaan.

'you will see mountains exactly towards the east and on the sunny side of 
the mountains you will see a lake’.

The substitution of the word for 'south side’ with the word for ‘sunny side of the 

mountain’ also applies for the ‘north side’ versus ‘dark/shadow side of the mountain’ 

distinction (i.e. atimaapiisim iitaahchaa with aukitinaahch). In other words, aashtitaa-
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and auki- can be used as substitutes for ‘south’ and ‘north’ when talking about the 

southern and northern sides of a landmark. The only specificity in the interchange 

demonstrated above in (24) and (25) would be that aashtihtaayaauhch would 

necessitate the lake to be right next to the mountain, whereas piisimwaahtaahch 

iitaahchaa could mean that the lake could be any distance from the mountain (J. 

Neacappo, interview, September 23, 2011).

In the ECD, certain entries have aashtitaa- and auki- glossed as ‘south’ and/or

‘north’, which would also indicate that there is certain interchangeability of both sets 

of terms. The examples (26) and (27) below are entries found in the ECD, followed 

by the example sentences given in the dictionary.

(26) aashtihtaau

‘on the north shore, sunny side of the bay, island’

«i‘ ,n " c o r  <•'b'l7,l>d"(:dA," <■■ <inr«* b r sP-<Jpcr-Ac,
a a s h tih ta a u  chiih akwaayaahukuhtaakupin an aahchikw kaa iskiwaakiniwit. 

‘The seal that was found had washed up on the north shore of the bay’.

(27) aukikaam

on the south shore'

<<rC" 4 > P b L <jdC" b" A r n " - ^  J>"C-Ax
anitaah a u k ik a a m  aakutaah kaah pichistihwaat nuuhtaawii.

‘My father set his net on the south shore of the river’.

It is necessary here to elaborate on exactly how these initials are synonymous to 

‘north’ and ‘south’ because the synonymy of aashtitaa- and auki- to ‘north’ and 

‘south’ is not fixed in the sense that aashtihtaa- will strictly correspond with ‘north’, 

and auki- to 'south’. These initials in fact can respectively correspond to either ‘north’ 

or ‘south’ depending on the final they occur with (i.e. the type of landmark they



describe). For example, aashtitaa- 'sunny side' will refer to the ‘north’ side when

describing a body of water (e.g. lake, river, bay, etc.), but to the ‘south’ side when 

describing protruding geographical land features (e.g. trees and mountains). The 

opposite can be said of initial auki- ‘dark side’. It will correspond to ‘south’ when 

describing a body of water, and to ‘north’ when describing a tree or a mountain for 

example. This depiction is not the easiest to envision, as it can be confusing, 

especially if we are not used to conceptualizing and describing space in such a way. 

Figure 5 below allows for a visual explanation of how initials aashtihtaah- and auk- 

respectively can either refer to ‘south’ or ‘north’.
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©
waapinuutaahch

east

atimaapiisim «=^W-Piisimwaahtaahch 
north » south

Achishtuu
west

aukitinaahch
dark/shade side of the 

mountain'

aashtihtaayaauhch
sunny side of the mountain'

aukaahtikw
shaded side 

of the tree/forest’

aukikaam
'dark, shaded shore'

Figure 5. Correspondence of aashtihtaa- and auki- to 'south' and 'north'

Hence, from the diagram above we can observe that there is a logical 

explanation as to why there is variance in terminology correspondence because as a 

general rule of nature, what extends out on the vertical will cast a shadow and what 

extends on the horizontal can only be cast on by taller vertically extended objects 

such as trees. As mentioned previously, the use of aashtihtaa- and auki- words may 

be used in reference to ‘north’ and ‘south’ directions where the initials aashtihtaa- 

and auki- can both take on the meaning of ‘north’ and ‘south’. The associated 

meaning of aashtihtaa- and auki- respectively to ‘north’ or ‘south’ depends on what 

landmark is being described in relation to the sunlight.



So far we have seen that initials aashtihtaa- and auki- specifically mean ‘sunny 

side’ and ‘dark side’ respectively to describe specific locations in the geography. 

Furthermore these initials can also be used in orientation on the land in making 

reference to ‘north’ and ‘south’. This indicates that EC grammar can, not only talk 

about opposing sides of prominent geographical features in relation to the sun, but 

also encode for sidedness in general. W e will revisit this observation in section 5.2 

when we explore “sidedness,’’ and how facets play a role in the intrinsic FoR. The  

question will be asked if terms like aashtihtaakaam ‘sunny shore’ and aukikaam 

‘dark, shaded shore’ reflect an absolute or intrinsic FoR.

5 .1 .2  W a a p in u u ta a h c h  ‘east’ as anchor direction

In the frame of understanding the absolute system, Levinson (1996a) asks the 

important question of how this system is conceptualized and understood by those 

who use such systems. He points to the idea that certain absolute FoR have a 

designated “anchor” direction. In the English cardinal system, this would be north 

from which the rest of the points are found by clockwise rotation (Levinson 1996a). 

For various reasons that I will explain, I would like to suggest that this is the ‘eastern’ 

direction for East Cree. In the following discussion, I will also make reference to 

Tanner (1979) who offers additional insight as to the importance of the eastern 

direction in East Cree culture.37

37 It is worth noting that Tanner's (1979) observations of traditional camp life of the Mistissini Cree 
happened predominantly in a winter setting because that is the season when Cree hunting 
groups, still practicing the traditional nomadic lifestyle, would spend months out on the land away 
from the settled community.
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As a first observation, one of the basic reasons why waapinuutaahch would be 

considered the anchor direction in East Cree is because East Cree makes use of the 

sun’s position as a reference point for orientation on the land. More specifically, the 

sun emerges from the eastern direction where the new day is born and where 

everything begins.

In his observation of Mistissini linuuch38 encampment style and organization, 

Tanner (1979) writes that in winter camps “...the place where the sun rises is of 

most importance in the orientation of the door” (p. 83). I can attest that this is a 

practice that is done throughout liyiyiu Aschii, and in my own community. When I 

was a young girl, my aunt stressed to me that when building a dwelling, the door 

should always face ‘east’. This was at a time when, as children, my friends and I 

would build little miichiwaahph (tipis) to play in. I was reminded of the importance of 

the door having to face waapinuutaahch, or ‘south’ in some cases, and again later in 

life when I would help build all types of dwellings, even modern cabins.

In my own experiences I can recall other hints of the importance of the eastern 

direction in East Cree culture. In the winter, when my father and I would go about on 

snowshoes, he would emphasize that when I took my snowshoes off to stand them 

up in the snow, I should always ensure the toes of the snowshoes pointed east.39 

Figure 6 below shows liyiyiu-style handmade snowshoes on the left and non-liyiyiu 

store-bought snowshoes on the right.

38 linuu (plural in the above) is the endonym used by the southern inland Cree for ‘person’ in 
general, or more specifically for a First Nations person.

This is commonly done as a temporary way of storing snowshoes when not worn but needed to 
get around in the snow. When retired for the day, they can remain outside next to the dwelling, 
upright and always facing east.
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Figure 6. Cree style snowshoes on the left with pointed toe facing waapinuutaahch 
'east'

Reasons for this were never given to me. Maybe this is because it is culturally 

understood that this is the way it is and was always so, but mostly because direct 

explanations are seldom given. As children we learn by observation and not by 

asking why things are done the way they are. This style of learning is customary in 

liyiyiu culture, and as my father pointed out, it was the same for him when he was a 

child. His father would not explain the “whys” and so it was expected for my father to 

learn simply by observing.

Sometime ago, my aunt hinted that there is a reason why snowshoes have to 

face waapinuutaahch when planted outside and not in use. But she soon stopped

herself and told me she would tell me some other time. I did not dare to ask why, as 

direct questioning is not something that I ever felt was appropriate, but also because 

it is my understanding that teachings like this have their place and time. I had to 

respect the possibility the time and place was not then and there.
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As Tanner (1979) readily points out, the orientation of dwelling doors and 

snowshoes to the east must of course have direct benefit and can perhaps be out of 

“material need”, such as the use of solar radiation for warmth in cold weather 

conditions. However Tanner (1979) also suggests that there are other non-material 

considerations as to why position to the sun, in the case of door orientation, is 

privileged. An example given by Tanner is the belief that hunters will fare better in 

their hunting if they go out into direct sunlight at sunrise.

According to Tanner (1979), there are of course other spiritual beliefs that play in 

the Cree tradition of door orientation to the east. He talks about beliefs such as the 

ones that are linked to the need to please the easterly spirits (i.e. east wind spirit and 

morning spirit), and the avoiding of the “unpleasant" wind spirits (i.e. north and 

northwest wind spirits) that are said to be in charge of harsh winter weather. For 

Tanner (1979) these spiritual beliefs and behaviours better explain, more than 

ecological reasons, why there is a need to have the door facing the sun. In his 

words:

The initial material conditions leading to the orientation of the dwelling 
doorway is the need to avoid the prevailing cold winds, but this idea of a 
turning away on material grounds has been added to with the idea of the 
positive orientation towards the southeast, and towards the rising sun on 
spiritual grounds. Thus the Cree spiritual model of dwelling orientation is 
more elaborate than their own material explanation; while the material 
explanation deals only with cold winds, the spiritual explanation is based, in 
the final analysis, on both cold winds and solar radiation. (Tanner, 1979, p. 
104)

What is behind the favoring of the southeast direction has a wholly encapsulated 

cultural meaning as well (as related to material relationships via the need to hunt and 

survive). As Tanner (1979) points out, most winter animals will position themselves 

southeasterly (of hills, trees, etc.) to profit from sun’s warming benefits, as well as
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taking shelter from the predominant sharp northwesterly winds. And so, in that 

phenomenon, there is an inherent indication to hunters of where to quickly and 

efficiently find food resources (pp. 104-105).

My father gives the example of the porcupine and the bear’s behavior in the 

winter. During the winter months a porcupine may find itself on the north side of a 

mountain because there is perhaps an abundance of food for him to eat. When the 

warmer days of the winter come around, it will migrate to the south side of mountain 

where his source of food will most likely be softer and warmer because of the sun’s 

warming rays. The porcupine will also climb up the sunny side of the tree to bask in 

the sun’s warmth. This is why often the porcupine looks lighter in colour during that 

time because the sun has a bleaching effect. According to my father if you are 

looking for a porcupine in the winter and all of a sudden he is no longer on the north 

side for example, it probably means that he has now moved to the warm er south 

side of the mountain.

Similarly, a bear emerging from its den in late winter will head to the sunny side 

of a mountain or hill where there most likely will be thawed plants that are ready to 

eat. In the springtime, a bear will continue to spend most of his time on the sunny 

side. While still in the den during the latter part of the winter, once the bear starts to 

feel that it is getting warm enough he will move closer to the den’s entrance to better 

feel the weather outside before he will finally emerge from its den to spend more 

time outside.

One last mention of the importance of the eastern direction in Cree culture has to 

do with how bodies of the deceased would customarily be buried. The head would 

be placed in the west so that they are facing waapinuutaahch ’east’.
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As we can see from the discussion above, waapinuutaahch is an important

direction in liyiyiu culture for reasons that are varied. It most certainly has to do with 

the direct benefits the sun provides, but also has underlying cultural and spiritual 

reasons as well. Whether it is primarily out of practicality, or because it is part of the 

cultural way of understanding the world, waapinutaahch plays a significant enough 

role within the different areas of culture to be considered as the grounding direction 

in East Cree.

Tanner (1979) does explore how the other directions are perceived, but he does 

so within the context of weather controlling rituals and the four directional winds, not 

the directions themselves. He elaborates that the four winds specifically bring certain 

types of weather. For example, the north and west winds are harsher yet bring stable 

weather, whereas the south wind brings milder conditions, and the east wind entails 

unstable weather. He also explains the type of relationship people have with the 

each of the wind spirits associated with the four winds.

In my personal cultural encounters when growing up, I was told at one time to 

never point with my finger towards the northwestern directions. The reason was 

never clear but it was said that it could bring harsh winds, or something of the like. 

Again, this is a situation where I could not ask why that was. Another example 

regarding the directions given to me by my father is when a bear is killed in the 

winter the bear’s head should never be placed towards the western direction. My 

father himself could not tell me the reason except to say that it has been repeated to 

him not to do it.
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In this above section I discuss the cultural importance of waapinuutaahch as a

direction but do not give any contrary indication as to the possibilities of this being 

contrary. In that regard, more specific investigation in the area of how the four 

directions are conceptualized would have to be done in order to determine whether 

there is contradictory indication of waapinuuhtaahch ‘east’ as a privileged direction.

5.2 liyiyiu use of the “intrinsic” frame of reference

According to Levinson (1996a) an intrinsic FoR is “an object centered coordinate 

system, where the coordinates are determined by the ‘inherent features,’ sidedness 

or facets of the object to be used as the ground or relatum” (Levinson 1996a, pp. 

140-141). The East Cree lexicon does code for “sidedness” of objects and does use 

facets of objects to determine coordinates in describing location and orientation on 

the land. However, we must be careful in assessing how these facets are considered 

in EC and what counts as objects. I propose that in East Cree, the “intrinsic” FoR as 

described by Levinson (1996a) is used in land location and orientation description, 

but more so in remotely related contexts such as certain hunting and traveling 

situations, and less so in large area description contexts like travel route description. 

Let us explore both contexts by looking at some examples of EC words that make 

reference to the sidedness of things.

In the following examples, special consideration needs to be taken, as these are 

location descriptions of living entities in relation to the location of others in a group, 

namely the ‘back’ and ‘front’ positions. In other words the following examples are 

used to demonstrate that the EC lexicon can express a ‘front’ and ‘back’ in certain
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situations, in this case a group of people or animals walking and running. Examples 

(28) and (29) describe the ‘front’ position.

(28) niikaanihtaau

crbcr"C0
niikaani-htaa-u

front-walk-3

‘s/he walks in the lead’

(29) nikaanipihtaau

crba-A"C0
niikaan-ipihtaa-u

front-run-3

‘she, it (anim) runs ahead, in the lead’

Examples (30) and (31) describe the ‘back’ positions of person and animals in 

travel formation.

(30) utaahchaau 

>c'l,L°
utaahch-aa-u 

behind-VAI. Final-3 

‘s/he walks behind’

(31) utaahchipihtaau

>C"PA"C°
utaahch-ipihtaa-u

behind-run-3

‘s/he, it (anim) runs behind, at the back’

Here, for the sake of my argument, I consider the group as a unitary entity to 

which the positions of ‘front’ and ‘back’ are assigned according to their canonical 

orientation towards movement.40 The examples above make reference to living

40 Here, idea of the unit as opposed to the individual parallels the holistic approach of liyiyiu way 
of seeing the world. It is a salient value that the “whole” bears more importance than its “parts."
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entities in a group considered to be a unit. This conceptualization of a traveling 

group parallels the idea of transportation vehicles such as canoes that also have the 

‘front’ and ‘back’ distinction determined by their canonical orientation towards 

movement. Examples (32) and (33) are the terms used for the front and back of a 

canoe.

(32) niishtaamutihkhch

6--c'jn,,dni'
niishtaamu-tihku-hch

front-canoe-LOC

‘bow of a boat or canoe’

(33) utaahchaatihkuhch

utaahch-aa-tihku-hch

back-?-canoe-LOC

‘on the back part of canoe, boat, stern’

From the examples above, it would seem that in-line with Levinson’s defining 

criteria of the intrinsic FoR where “facets” are inherently assigned according to their 

“canonical orientation” and their characteristic “direction of motion” (p. 140), that EC  

also does so to traveling objects, including travelling units of people or animals. 

Furthermore, the particles of location covered so far demonstrate that in certain 

situations EC indeed uses the intrinsic FoR in spatial reasoning and location 

assessment because it uses ‘front’ and ‘back’ to specify locations. However, this 

type of location description is merely making reference to the positions of people or 

animals in formation within a predefined area. In other words, up to this point my

liyiyiuyimuwin can also be described as such where the whole word gives contextual meaning, 
and where the morpheme meanings themselves can be general, only becoming specific when 
they occur with other morphemes to form a word or speech event.
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data does not show that the specified ‘front’ and ‘back’ positions are used to 

describe the location of something else.

The question then remains if this ‘front/back’ distinction can actually be used as a 

relatum to which other objects’ positions are described. In searching the ECD I found 

the following example sentence for utaahchaatihkuhch repeated here in example 

(34).

(34) utaahchaatihkuhch

<dc" b rrcc ><srp%
u ta a h c h a a tih k u h c h  aakutaah kaa chimitaat upaaschikin.

‘He put his gun at the back o f the canoe’.

If we look at the example sentence above, it could be argued that this is evidence 

that EC codes for an intrinsic FoR in certain contained situations (i.e. in a canoe) 

where the referent object’s (i.e. gun) location is assessed by the relatum’s (i.e. 

canoe) assigned facets (i.e. the back of the canoe). The underlying question here is 

how would the intrinsic FoR be used in a land description context where the area  

being described is not necessarily “contained” and where the area spans beyond the 

simple visual field?

In my attempt to elicit examples of such description I used the diagrams of 

Levinson’s (1996a) three linguistic FoR in Figure 4 presented in chapter 3 (Literature 

Review) of this thesis. I first came up with examples that I thought would correspond 

to Levinson’s three linguistic frames of reference. I then asked my father if he could 

use each of the three frames of reference in describing locations.

In respect to the intrinsic FoR, I asked him how he would say, “he is standing in 

front of the house” in Cree. He proceeded to assess the situation by asking me
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towards which direction (i.e. cardinal direction) the house was facing. This indicated 

to me that his way of conceptualizing and describing space in such a situation 

primarily relied on an absolute frame of reference, and that perhaps the intrinsic FoR  

is not used in spatial description. His reasoning however demonstrates that a house, 

at least for traditional Cree dwellings indeed has a prominent “side” assigned, that of 

where the entrance is located. As we have seen in section 5.1.2, in traditional Cree 

built dwellings, the door is always facing the east or south.

At this point, I would like to suggest that there is an exception to the limited use 

of the intrinsic FoR which extends to the broader scale of land orientation and 

location description. The semantic domain of land navigation and travel route 

description offers a closer look at particles of location that encode for an intrinsic 

FoR. But before we move on to this exception I would like to offer more insight into 

my father’s spatial reasoning.

My father’s spatial assessment of location was not evident to me until I moved on 

to the relative FoR questions. I asked him how he would describe in Cree “he is to 

the left of the house.” Again he asked me what direction the house was facing. I did 

not indicate the direction, so he then continued to say aloud “uhpimaa achishtuu

iitaahchaa (on the side of the ‘west’ side), assuming the house is facing south” (J. 

Neacappo, interview, September 23, 2011). My father’s response showed that 

before he could answer or translate the intrinsic and relative example sentences, he 

first had to orient the house and then assess the person’s position in relation to the 

house. After doing so, he still described the person’s position in terms of an absolute 

system. This does not mean that he cannot conceptualize spatial location from an 

intrinsic or relative system, because he is after all fully bilingual and knows the
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distinction of left and right. This might however indicate that EC might not have the 

lexical items to describe such systems. Or, those full EC speakers who have been 

raised within and still practice traditional land-related activities do not assess spatial 

orientation and location on a macro scale in any other way but in an absolute 

system. Before any conclusions can be drawn, we have yet to examine the relative 

FoR, which we will cover in the next section. But before we do, let us go back to that 

exception I previously mention.

In asking my father how travel routes are described and recounted, he mentioned 

a set of words used as directional terms. Further investigation into these terms 

seemed to indicate an intrinsic FoR. Examples (35) and (36) are used to help outline 

directions of a travel route by referencing the direction of water flow in a river, 

glossed here as ‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’. Example sentences follow each word.

(35) nitimihch 

upstream, upriver’

o_c" o-nr"1- <jdc" b > j iMcpo-At o-D"d^o-prdx
naataah n itim ih c h  aakutaah kaa ushihtaakiniwich nituhkuymikimikw.

T h e  clinic was built upriver’.

(36) maahmihch 

‘downstream, down the river’

>n"n"<ir<L d'A p p  o -n d A 11 i>c" L t ,,«* Ac'"L
uutihtihaminaa siipii chiki waapihtaan paaushtikuih uutaah m a a h m ih c h  
iitaahchaa.

‘When/if you reach the river, you will see some rapids on the downstream ’.

The above argument is made on the basis that in other languages such as 

Tzeltal, it was identified that words like “uphill” and “downhill” easily corresponded to
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‘north’ and ‘south’ and furthermore encoded an absolute FoR in spatial reasoning 

(Brown & Levinson, 1993; Levinson, 1996a).

As a contrast to EC, the Innu language does however use natimit ‘upstream’ and 

mamit ‘downstream’ as markers for absolute directions. In a consultation session for 

the online linguistic atlas (www.atlas-ling.ca) that runs out of the East Cree language 

project, two Innu speakers and research partners were consulted on their directional 

terms used for the four cardinal directions. Amongst the terms identified were those 

glossed as ‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’ but also used for ‘west’ and ‘east’ 

respectively. This is possible for them because in their area, rivers all flow from the 

west to the east, and so therefore have adopted the lexicalized meaning of ‘west’ 

and ‘east’. In EC, at least in my father’s case, rivers can flow from, and towards, any 

given direction in his territory, which means that ‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’ cannot 

be used as references to absolute directions.

The strategy of using designated “facets” as a relatum to which a location or 

other objects are descriptively located on the bigger scale of land orientation and 

location description is not widely used in East Cree, except for terms glossed 

‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’. This is because geographical landmarks in East Cree 

traditionally do not have designated “anchor” facets, as Levinson (1996a) describes, 

that would be based on shape or any kind of algorithm.41

On the one hand, it can be argued that ‘upstream/downstream’ references fall 

into a relative FoR because the description of a specified location point (figure F) in

41 Mountains, trees, or any vertical objects inherently have the up/down distinction because like 
any culture, Cree is seemingly no exception with regard to how it conceptualizes up/down binary 
opposites because according to Levinson (1996a), cultures around the world all seem to perceive 
the vertical and encode it in the language in one form or another. As previously mentioned, along 
with the in/on location descriptions, the vertical is not considered in Levinson’s FoR model.

http://www.atlas-ling.ca
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reference to ‘upstream’ or ‘downstream’ will depend on where the relatum (or ground 

G) is designated to be. For example, the above travel directions of “when you reach 

the river, you will see some rapids on the downstream” necessitates that the 

traveler (i.e. viewer) arrives within an area where the rapids will indeed visually be 

‘downstream’, and not arrive where the referred rapids may be ‘upstream’ in the 

river. According to Levinson (1996a), in the intrinsic system “the origin X  of the 

coordinate system C is always on (the volumetric center of) G [i.e. relatum]” (p. 141). 

In other words, because it is hard to determine where the volumetric center of a river 

is, especially if it runs beyond the visual field, it cannot be accurately defined as to 

where the relatum G is located because in the intrinsic system, the relatum is where 

the origin of the coordinate system is (i.e. G=X) (see Figure 4. Levinson's three 

linguistic frames of reference model (1996a, p. 139) in Chapter 3 of this thesis). In a 

relative FoR however, the origin X  of the coordinate system is the ego where 

viewpoint V is located. In the example sentence above describing maahmihch 

‘downstream’, repeated below in (37), would most likely make sense since the origin 

X  of the coordinate system is dependent on the viewer.

(37) maahmihch

i>n"nn<r<L M  p p  <A "C a < > -n d A "  i>cH L t " 1' ac"'u
uutihtihaminaa siipii chiki w a a p ih ta a n  paaushtikuih uutaah m a a h m ih c h
iitaahchaa.

‘When/if you reach the river, you will see some rapids on the downstream  
side’.

On the other hand, it is exactly the argument of the necessity of the viewer being 

at the right location along the river that makes the reference “...you will see some 

rapids on the downstream” determine that it is the area itself, not the ego (viewer V) 

that must serve as the relatum G. Meaning that the origin X  of the coordinate system
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can be considered to be the same as the relatum G in that relatum G is based upon 

that informally defined “area” upon which the “anchor” facet is defined by the term  

maahmihch ‘downstream’. Said otherwise, in the context of EC travel route

description, it is the point on which the traveler arrives, and not the traveler himself, 

that serves as the ground relatum where sidedness and the anchor facet is defined. 

From there the rapids (i.e. the referent) is indeed described by way of an intrinsic 

FoR.

Instead, terms like aashtihtaayaauhch ‘sunny side of the mountain’, and

aukitinaahch 'shade side of the mountain’ would also be used to distinguish “sides”

of landmarks, but there is no indication that one side has more consideration than 

the other. This brings us back to the question posed earlier in section 5.1.1. The 

question asked if terms like aashtihtaakaam ‘sunny shore’ and aukikaam ‘dark,

shaded shore’ reflect an absolute or intrinsic FoR. My response is that even if these 

terms encoded for sidedness, and that an anchor facet is determined by the referring 

term, the manner in which they are used to describe orientation and location is more 

closely related to an absolute FoR. Let me reiterate why.

As explained earlier, aashtihtaa- and auki- can be used as substitute words for 

talking about ‘north’ and ‘south’. In addition, they are a constant and do not vary 

because they reference where the sun shines (or does not shine). It is because they 

correspond to absolute points of references that do not change that they remain 

within an absolute system in describing land orientation and location.

Having identified that there is use of the intrinsic FoR in EC land orientation and 

location description, specifically within the semantic domain of land navigation, we
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now move on to examining the “relative” FoR to see if it is lexicalized in EC, and 

whether it is used to describe spatial orientation.

5.3 How relative is the “relative” frame of reference in EC?

To answer the question “how relative is the relative FoR in EC?” we will address 

certain terminology that I identified, and later consulted with my father to verify 

whether they expressed a relative FoR. As a preliminary observation, East Cree has 

certain terms in its lexicon that are equivalents to ‘left’ and ‘right’. Entries in the ECD  

demonstrate that the ‘left’ and ‘right’ distinction is also encoded in the language. 

However, this does not readily indicate that EC uses the ‘left’ and ‘right’ as part of a 

relative system. Let us take a closer look at the examples found in the online 

dictionary. The examples (38) and (39) are noun words for 'left hand’ and ‘left foot', 

where the corresponding morpheme for ‘left’ is -nimih-.

(38) unimihchiiwin (nid)

O o -rr-A 0-
u-nimih-chii-win

his/her-left-hand-NOM.final

‘his/her left hand’

(39) nimihtinisit (ni)

a -r" rw c
nimih-tin-sit

left-?-foot

‘left foot’

Below are entries in the ECD glossed as ‘right hand’ in (40) and ‘right leg’ in (41) 

where ‘right’ is identified by the morpheme -nihiiu-.
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(40) unihiiwin (nid)

>a-llA'A°'
u-nihii(u)-win

her/his-right-NOM.final

'her/his right hand’

(41) unihiiukaat (nid)

>o-"A>bc
u-nihiiu-kaat

her/his-right-leg

‘her/his right leg’

So far we have identified the morphemes that correspond to ‘left’ and ‘right’. If we  

were to look for evidence of ‘left’ and ‘right’ being used in spatial description, 

particles of location would give us more precise indication. Example (42) below 

makes specific reference to the 'left side’.

(42) nimihtinihch (p, location)

crP'Dcr"1'
nimih-tini-hch

left-?-LOC

‘on the left side of the body’

Example (43), is put into context with an example sentence that describes the 

‘left side’ in relation to one’s manual ability with regard to that particular side.

(43) nim ihch (p, location)

‘on the left’

r d > c M < rr,“ ' a c "1  <ddC" p y o '  < "  f r j ' - n 11 A lc« 
mikw utaah n im ihch  iitaahchaa aakutaah aashi kischihut aah 
iichishishtihiichaat.

‘S/he can only do beadwork using her/his left hand’.
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Example (44) and (45) below respectively demonstrate how ‘on her/his left hand 

(side)’ and ‘on her/his right hand (side)’ would be used to talk about locations.

(44) unimihchiiwinihch (p, location)

> C "  ►o-r"P-A<r"‘' <dC" AC"L b <d"n<r^,
utaah un im ihchuw inihch  aakutaah iitaahchaa kaa akushtiniyich.

‘Here, on her/his left hand side is where the roof was leaking’.

(45) unihiiunihch (p, location)

<a-n" ►<r"A-Acr'^ A C " l  <dn" b < A ^ "  > C LMx

anitih unih iiw in ihch iitaahchaa aakutih kaa apiyichh utaamh.

There, on his/her right hand side, is where his/her dog sat’.

Sorting through the ECD examples has not brought us closer to identifying a 

relative FoR but has shown that the conceptualization and use of ‘left’ and ‘right’ for 

spatially describing locations is more akin to an intrinsic FoR.

Levinson (1996a) explains that even if a language encodes for ‘left’ and ‘right’ 

and uses them to describe location, it does not necessarily mean it reflects a relative 

system. It could reflect an intrinsic FoR because of the nature of the argument.

There is a distinction between “the apple is to Bill’s left” and “the apple is to the left of 

the tree.” The first example is judging the apple’s location via Bill’s own left side (i.e. 

a binary argument). No matter where the viewer (the one making the locational 

judgment) stands, the apple (figure) will still be to Bill’s left (relatum), given that Bill 

does not move. It is making the judgment via the sidedness distinction where the 

anchor facet is “Bill’s left” where the apple can be found. “The apple is to the left of 

the tree” however, is gauging the location according to the ego (i.e. ternary 

argument), where the tree is the relatum, the apple is the figure, and the ego is the 

origin of the coordinate system. If the viewer moves to a spot where the tree now
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stands between the ego and the apple, the description changes. The apple is no 

longer to the left of the tree. It is now behind it.42

The examples coming from the ECD on how East Cree talks about ‘right’ and 

‘left’ demonstrate that ‘left’ and ‘right’ is used only in relation to someone else’s 

hands and for describing locations on someone’s body (‘right’ or ‘left’ sides), or 

locations in close proximity to that person. Furthermore, the above examples only 

show evidence for ‘left’ and ‘right’ being used in an intrinsic way, and not in a relative 

sense.

According to my father, there is no equivalent term for the general ‘right’ and ‘left’ 

side of things in Cree. They are simply not used for description of location, at least 

not on the broader land description level. He says that the only time such words 

would be used is when describing someone working with something in their hands 

for example. There is the possibility of saying things like “chinihiiunihch ‘in your right

hand’.” As with the ECD examples above, my father attests that nimihch and 

unihiiunch specifically mean ‘left hand’ and 'right hand’ respectively. The only 

evidence I found with my father on the possible use of ‘left’ and ‘right’ again fell 

within the context of a small-scale description situation. I asked him how we would 

instruct someone over the phone to get his glasses in his house for example. 

Example (46) below is an excerpt of his description.

42 This also because in English culture trees in general are not assigned any prominent facets. 
This is the same for Cree.
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(46) <n A 'T lrN L  < *  P'OP'S <3crC" <3* C"LV1- t>C" Ac'"b fV A A o-"1' A *"C >  
<o-C" t r < A 1L...

aati piihchichaayinaa an chishtukin, anitaah aah chiihchaayaach uutaah 
iitaahchaa chim hiiw in ihch  ishtaau anitaah nipaawin...

‘When you go in at the door, over there in the corner of you right hand side, 
there’s a bed'....

My father also assured that some people in the same context of description can 

more easily say something like “...uutaah atim aapiisim  iitaahchaa aah

chiihchaayaach, ach ish tuu  iitaahchaa. ‘at the north side corner, on the w est side

(i.e. northwest corner)’.”

Further questions on the use of ‘left’ and ‘right’ were not pursued. Instead I asked 

my father how he would describe locations of objects on the micro level, as opposed 

to the macro level (i.e. land description level). In an informally devised task, I asked 

him how he would describe objects on a table in relation to other objects. For 

example, I asked him to describe a set of house keys in relation to a television 

remote control. Normally, in everyday situations there is really no need to put things 

in relation to each other. This is applicable in English as much as it is in 

liyiyiuyimuwin. If it was needed, a simple description like “bring me the remote 

control that is on the table, next to my tea mug” suffices because it is assumed that 

people know where to search within a small visually defined area.

However, in wanting to identify how EC describes locations in relation to other 

objects on a small scale, the informal exercise with my father resulted in some 

interesting observations, namely in identifying the words aashtimitaah and wishtaah 

that indicate a relative system of location description. W e will examine these words 

next but before doing so, let us briefly explore the word uhpimaa ‘to the side, beside’
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that came up in my father’s description of objects in proximity to one another. Below 

in (47) is the example sentence from the ECD for uhpimaa.

(47) uhpimaa

<o-C" >"A l <dC" b > T  PPJ1- AP'AP%
anitaah u h p im a a  aakutaah kaa uhchi chikimuch an piimihiikin.

T h e  screw was attached to the side’.

My father’s use of uhpimaa is similar in that it is a non-specific location 

description. It just says that something is beside something else. It does not specify 

an exact location except to help explain that it is on the side of the relatum. W hat 

makes the meaning of uhpimaa specific is the demonstrative gestures that usually 

accompany its use.43 In his explanations, my father used uhpimaa both with the 

intrinsic ‘on your left hand side’ (i.e. ‘on the side of your left hand side’) and with the 

absolute 'on the south side’ (i.e. 'on the side of the south side’). Uhpimaa then is

used to complement location description.

Now, we move on to the first set of particles of location identified as possible 

words reflecting a relative FoR. They appear in examples (48) and (49).

43 The use of gestures is a big part of talking about the land and describing it. In observing my 
father in describing directions, I noticed that every time he gestured toward a named direction that 
his demonstrative gesture was towards the direction he was talking about. Levinson (1997b) 
notes that previous studies of Guugu Yimithirr showed that gestures were supplementing 
linguistic description of directional reference. For Levinson (1997b), the implication of such 
findings “...demonstrates clearly that [directional reference] is not simply a linguistic system but a 
broader communicative one" (p. 103). To do a cross-linguistic and cross-cultural study of East 
Cree with other languages like Guugu Yimithirr of Australia, either from a linguistic or cognitive 
linguistic approach, would no less result in fascinating findings and would overall contribute to the 
documentation of East Cree and add to the repertoire of the world's documented languages.
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(48) aashtimitaah (p, location)

<~nrc"
‘on this side’

(49) wishtaah (p, location)

•A“ C"

‘behind something’

Put into context of use, these words indicate that the description itself happens 

within the visual field of the speaker/viewer. In other words, the particles of location 

above are used in situations where either the description is visual, meaning that both 

speaker/viewer and hearer can see the area, or in a description situation such as 

giving land navigation instructions. In the latter scenario, the speaker has to be 

certain that the hearer accurately reaches the location where he or she will be able 

to see what was instructed to him/her. The speaker speaks as if he or she would be 

there with the hearer.

If I take the example sentence offered in the EC D  “a a s h tim ita a h  chimitaau 

niichinaan ‘our house is on this side’,” 'on this side’ implies that the house is located 

in relation to a relatum that puts the house in between the speaker and the relatum 

itself. The examples (50) and (51) below give an example sentence of aashtimitaah

and wishtaah put into context.

(50) aashtimitaah

ix!" < ‘"nrc" <r r~nd b" rrvc <dc b <~cva a-r^Ap,
uutaah a a s h tim ita a h  an mishtikw kaah chimisut aakut kaa ashtaayaan 
nichikhiikin.

‘Over here on this side of that standing tree is where I put my axe’.
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(51) wishtaah

<LC" a - c" rr<j"<^ <d'c" b -< iA T J <3°- < n Lx
naataah w is h ta a h  miichiwaahp akuutaah kaa waapihmikw an atim.

‘Over there behind the tipi is where I saw that dog’.

From the examples above, it is made clear that particles of location such as 

aashtimitaah and wishtaah indicate a relative FoR. As an example of a land 

description scenario, example (52) is an excerpt of navigation instructions. Below, 

aashtimitaah appears in the diminutive form.

(52) aashtimitaahshiish (p, location, dim.)

<n b.nr<L <* bA^dnb.j’0, >c'" i_d <*<’nrcVM r~r\6 nrco
aati naatiminaa an kaapishkutinaashich, uutaah maakw a a s h tim ita a s h iis h  
mishtikw chimitaau...

‘When you walk towards the little hill, over here then on this side there is a 
wooden pole’...

The example above is only relevant if the speaker knows the position of the 

person s/he is directing. In this case there is a need to imagine the person within the 

area. In both scenarios, the area described is necessarily an area that is defined by 

the limits of the visual field.

As a summary to this section, I suggest that the relative FoR system is not 

readily used in land description. It is not a favored way of describing location 

because description of the land necessitates that instructions be explicit and very 

specific. The relative FoR does not do that. It is, in other words, irrelevant and 

useless in a land description and orientation situation when used by itself. However, 

it is used as a secondary description to the absolute system of description as a way 

to reinforce or supplement primary description.
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Furthermore, the relative FoR is used only within a visually defined context, 

where the description itself needs to be within the visual limits of both speaker and 

hearer. Relative FoR descriptions can be used to describe a scene where location of 

material objects are described in relation to one another, or to one’s self, or to 

someone else. The relative FoR is not appropriate to use in land description when 

giving travel directions, recalling past journeys, or instructing travel routes.

Describing things by way of a relative FoR “would be a very weak description” (J. 

Neacappo, interview, September 23, 2011).

5.4 Summary of findings

In this chapter I have demonstrated that the primary FoR used in location and 

orientation description is an absolute FoR. Its coordinate origins are based on the 

four “sun” direction that correspond to the English cardinal points of 

north/south/east/west, and are therefore glossed as such. I have also argued that 

the absolute FoR system of description is supplemented by landmark description 

which at first glace seems to be an intrinsic FoR description. However, upon closer 

investigation the description of these landmarks are often done by way of an 

absolute description, which was demonstrated by terms such as ‘sunny side’ 

(aashtitaa-) and ‘dark side’ (auki-).

I have also identified that there is an exception to the absolute description 

demonstrated by the use of terms glossed as ‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’. These 

suggest that this type of reference uses an intrinsic system, meaning that the 

intrinsic FoR is used in EC and is coded for but is still limited in land location and 

orientation description. I have also noted that objects such as canoes are assigned
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“facets” by way of their “canonical orientation” from which locations can be assessed 

in an intrinsic FoR. Traditional Cree dwellings also have a preferred “side”: the 

entrance side of the dwelling. My data shows that it is not referred to as the “front" as it 

is in English, but as ‘the side where the entrance is’ (<’" i>"P A"l-o°).

There are also other words such as the particle of location aashtimitaah ‘on this 

side’ that describe locations in terms of a relative FoR, which like the intrinsic FoR is 

limitedly used in land description contexts. It is however used to reinforce and 

support primary descriptions done via the absolute system.

This concludes the discussion on direction and and land orientation description. 

The following chapter presents some of the intricacies of East Cree geographical 

descriptive Vlls and particles of location.
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Chapter 6: Geography

6.1 Geography as a salient semantic category

liyiyiuyimuwin offers an indication of how liyiyiuch fashion their landscape to have 

meaning. The natural environment has always played an intimate role in the way  

liyiyiuch have organized themselves as people and as a culture, liyiyiuyimuwin is the 

tool that allows the connection to be established between liyiyiuch and the land. And 

it is that tool that gives us an indication of what the land signifies to liyiyiuch and how 

it is semantically represented in language. More specifically, the words used in 

describing the land indicate which semantic domains are the most salient for 

liyiyiuch. In this chapter, I explore a corpus of words used in the context of land 

description, where special attention is given to verbs (VIIs) and particles of location.

In section 6.1.1 of this chapter I elaborate on the ways in which, within the scope 

of the East Cree language project, we started to identify relevant and salient 

categories under the semantic domain of geography. This part serves as a precursor 

to the geography morpheme discussion that appears later in the chapter.

In section 6 .1 .2 ,1 compare liyiyimuwin with Innu-aimun (Innu) with respect to 

Mailhot’s (1974) and Denny and Mailhot’s (1976) findings that describe the semantic 

domain of geography as a salient knowledge category for Innu. They argue that 

certain morpheme combinations are direct evidence of how Innu conceptually 

organizes the domain of geography. I test the compatibility of East Cree with Innu by 

using Denny and Mailhot’s (1976) summarizing table ( Table 5, p. 98) as a template 

in which I place EC equivalents of ‘liquid’ and ‘body of water’ verbs.
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Furthermore, in section 6 .1 .3 ,1 highlight how the productivity of certain 

geography morphemes in EC is evidence of liyiyiu ways of semantically categorizing 

the land. I demonstrate that the semantic domain of geography is conceptualized as 

an interconnected whole resulting from relationships, rather than as “parts” that can 

be classified separately. That said, families of words are nonetheless identifiable in 

the form of recurring morphemes. In the geographical domain, some of these 

recurring morphemes are indications of how liyiyiuch semantically categorize and 

understand the land to be.

6.1.1 Identifying salient geography categories in the East Cree dictionary

In my work as a research assistant with the East Cree language dictionary 

project (eastcree.org), I started to identify salient geographical categories that would 

serve to code Cree word entries in the East Cree dictionary. Topic codes (TPs) help 

to sort and organize entries in the ECD database, and will be used in the future to 

create other more specific language tools like thematic dictionaries.

The entries I was working on fell under the umbrella category of geography. The  

TPs identified included ‘landform’, ‘land description’ ‘orientation’, and ‘travel’. These 

domains are identified as primary areas that use land description words. For 

instance, when people travel out on the land, land description discourse happens 

automatically because people will necessarily talk about where they are to travel, or 

might observe certain scenery and describe it to their fellow travelers, or even recall 

the journey later on. Within that discourse is a myriad of land descriptive words.

In the previous chapter (chapter 5), I talk about what is described in a travel 

route. This includes how people situate themselves (‘orientation’), locations on land
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in a travel route (‘travel’), landmark description ( ‘landforms’) and the observation of 

cyclical or non-permanent environmental processes such as the tide or snow and ice 

formations ('land description’). In other words, the ‘land description’ TP is used when 

coding words that describe non-permanent features of the land, as opposed to 

permanent ones, which fall under the category of ‘landform’. The ‘landform’ TP is for 

words that primarily describe the semantic categories of ‘lake’, ‘mountain’, ‘ridge’, 

‘point’, ‘muskeg’, ‘river’, and others.

A word is coded under ‘orientation’ if it is used in describing orientation methods 

on the land, or describes a fixed or approximate location on a surface area of the 

land. In the previous chapter of this thesis, we explored words like aashtihtaau 

'sunny side’, the four “sun” directions, and ‘upstream/downstream’. These types of 

words are coded ‘orientation’, of which another example is aapihtiwaauhch ‘ha lfw ay  

up the hill’. Basically, words are coded as ‘orientation’ if they describe points of 

reference.

The topic code ‘travel’ is for when the land is described in relation to travel. 

Because topic codes in the ECD database have not yet been consistently 

established, I propose that 'travel' be used for land description in relation to travel, 

and 'transport' for coding transportation tools such as uut ‘canoe’, or asaamich

‘snowshoes’. An example of a ‘travel’ word is ispihtipaakin ‘the water is the right

depth for travelling, for setting and checking fish net’.

The TP categories identified above have the potential to offer a glimpse into the 

liyiyiu conception of the land because traditionally, the Cree world was anchored in 

an ecosystem where harvestable goods (e.g. plants and animals) and the means to
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travel on the land were essential to the Cree way of life. If we look at the broader 

category of geography as it is expressed in the proposed TPs, it would seem that 

they reflect what is salient and valuable to that particular Cree way of life.

In the process of assigning English Topics to Cree words, I initially thought that 

the TPs were a possible indication of how the Cree worldview is reflected in 

language. Later, however, I became aware that these were English categories 

probably devised from an English way of conceptualizing the geography. The only 

way we can get closer to TPs reflecting the way liyiyiuch understand the geography 

is to have speakers who posses that traditional knowledge of the land to come up 

with the categories and TPs. It would perhaps be counter-intuitive to have them  

come up with “categories” because in the liyiyiu way of seeing the world, things 

operate in terms of relationships, and not necessarily as “parts” that make a “whole.” 

The natural world, in the traditional Cree view, is seen as the ecosystem that it is. 

However, with respect to TPs the ideal approach is to formally consult with Cree  

speakers and have them assign appropriate Cree words that reflect the Cree  

geographical conceptualization of the land. Hence these words or concepts would 

ideally be used as the TPs for word entries in the database.

An alternative approach to “categories” and TPs is to start identifying word 

families within a semantic domain by looking at the common morphemes that occur 

in words. This way the categories and TPs assigned to code words are defined by 

the language itself, and not necessarily from preconceived English terminology. A  

practice approach of this kind will be explored further in section 6.1.3 when I 

examine four examples of morphemes that prove very productive in geography
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descriptive words, and furthermore give an indication of how word families are  

formed within a semantic domain.

6.1.2 Compatibility of liyiyiuyimuwin with Innu-aimun

Mailhot (1974) identifies the area of geography as a salient semantic category for 

Innu, claiming that it is reflected in the morphology of the language and can further 

be identified through semantic analysis. I argue here that EC is compatible with Innu- 

aimun with respect to the semantic domain of geography as established by early 

findings of Mailhot (1974) and Denny and Mailhot (1976). Denny and Mailhot (1976) 

have identified that certain abstract finals have discernable meaning, and when 

these finals occur with certain morphemes such as premedials, they can determine 

the role of this premedial. To help illustrate how this applies to East Cree, I give from 

now on the Northern East Cree equivalent of the Innu morphemes they discuss. The  

equivalence I have established between Innu and Cree is summarized in the Table 7 

below, repeated here from chapter 4 (Methodology).

Table 7. Innu morpheme equivalency in Northern and Southern East Cree

Dialect premedial medial
spatial/ 

non-spatial final
third person 

inflection
Innu -a- -kam- -a-/-i- -w
NEC -aa- -kim- -aa-/-i- -u
SEC -aa- -kam- -aa- / -u- -u

Denny and Mailhot (1976) observe that the abstract II final -aa- marks spatial

states such as geographical extension, as opposed to other states such as mental, 

time, or substance states. This final is found in a variety of geography-related Vlls, 

and when combined with the medial morpheme -kim- ‘liquid’ (-kim-aa) for example, 

its meaning specifically becomes ‘body of water’.
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In addition, Denny and Mailhot (1976) show that the morpheme -kim- ‘liquid’ can 

occur with a combination of premedials and stative finals, as well as process finals. 

More specifically, the morpheme -kim- takes the premedial -aa- (-aa-kim-) when the 

initial morpheme appearing before -aa-kim- (initial-aa-kim-) refers to extrinsic 

properties o f -kim- ‘liquid’. When the initial morpheme refers to intrinsic properties of 

-kim-, the premedial -aa- does not occur (initial-kim-). Furthermore, the combination 

of the morpheme -kim- and the final -i- (-kim-i-) denotes ‘liquid’, and the -kim- and 

final -aa- combination (-kim-aa-), ‘body of water’. Both sets of combinations occur 

with and without premedial -aa-, again due to the distinction between intrinsic and 

extrinsic properties.

Based on Denny and Mailhot’s (1976) findings, and on the fact that Innu and 

East Cree are dialects of the same language family, and that their grammars are 

very similar, I predict that the morpheme combinations that involve the morpheme - 

kim- ‘liquid’ is also applicable to Northern East Cree. I explore this hypothesis next.

Using Toolbox, I gathered my data for EC verbs for the various -k im - morpheme 

combinations (-aa-kim-aa-u/-aa-kim-i-u-, -kim-aa-u/-kim-i-u). I searched for ‘liquid’ 

words first by filtering for the final morpheme -kimaau.44 This produced all ‘body of 

water’ words appearing in the dictionary that occur with the morpheme -kimaau. I 

then searched the database for ‘liquid’ by filtering for the final morpheme -kimiu, 

which gave me all ‘liquid’ but not ‘body of water’ words that occur with this

44 This morpheme can be further broken down into the morphemes -kim- ‘water/liquid’, -aa- VII 
final morpheme denoting spatial extension (Denny & Mailhot, 1976; Junker, Salt & Mackenzie, 
2006), and third person inflection -u.
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morpheme (-kimiu). My searches resulted in a total of 62 words containing the 

medial -kim-, 22 referring to ‘body of water’ (-kim-aa-) and 40 referring to ‘liquid’ (-

kim-i-).

The next step was to sort my results, separating the endings -kimiu ‘liquid’ and -

kimaau ‘body of water’ and placing them in their respective boxes in the template

tables shown below in Table 8 and Table 9. At this stage, I took into account whether 

or not the initial morphemes were descriptive of intrinsic or extrinsic properties as 

listed by Denny and Mailhot (1976). The preliminary sorting task of categorizing 

according to intrinsic and extrinsic properties consisted of looking at the definitions 

associated with whole verbs. If, at first glance, verbs seemed to describe intrinsic 

properties as listed by Denny and Mailhot (1976) (see Table 3 in chapter 3:

Literature Review), then they would be listed under the heading intrinsic; and this 

same approach was applied to those that seemed to denote extrinsic properties.

This was done for both -kimaau and -kimiu verbs.
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Table 8. Northern East Cree -kim-aa- 'body of water' verbs: extrinsic and intrinsic
properties (template borrowed from Denny & Mailhot, 1976, p. 98)

-k im -a a - ‘body of water’ 
intrinsic properties

-a a -k im -aa - ‘body of water’ 
extrinsic properties

size qualities of adjacent land
chinu-kimaa-u ‘it is a long lake’ [chinu- 
Ichinw- ‘long]
mishi-kimaa-u ‘the lake is large’ [mishi-
Imisi- ‘big/large’]
shape

mischaakw-aa-kimaa-u ‘there is a lake in 
the swamp’ [mischaakw ‘muskeg, bog, 
swamp]
piku-schaak-aa-kimaa-u ‘there is a lake in 
the swamp [piku ‘hole’, -schaak- ‘swamp’] 
ushk-aahtik-aa-kimaa-u ‘it is a lake 
surrounded by young trees’ [ushkaahtikw 
‘young tree’, ushk- ‘new/young’, -aahtik- 
‘tree’]
qualities from associated particulate  
m atter

aashaachi-kimaa-u ‘it is a hooked lake’ 
[aashaa(k)- ‘hook’]
puutuwi-kimaa-u 'it is an oval, rounded 
lake’ [puutu- ‘oval/inflated’] 
waauyaa-kimaa-u ‘it is a round lake’ 
[waauyaa- ‘circular’, derived from waau 
‘egg’]
wiihkwaa-kimaa-u  ‘it is the other end of 
the lake’ [wiihkwaa- ‘bag-shape’] 
orientation

mishkushiiw-aa-kimaa-ii ‘body of water is 
full of grass’ [mishkushiuh ‘grass, 
vegetables, hay’]

tihkuhtaauhchi-kimaa-u ‘the lake is on top 
of the mountain’ [thihku-hch ‘on top of a 
surface]
geological configuration
mihchaatu-kimaa-u-h ‘there are many 
lakes’ [mihchaat- ‘many’] 
niishu-kimaa-u-h there are two lakes’ 
[niishu ‘two’]
piihtiwi-kimaa-u ‘the lake is close to 
another lake’ [piihtiwi- ‘layer’] 
clarity
waashaa-kimaa-u ‘water is clear’ 
[waashaa- ‘clear’]

Table 9. Northern East Cree -k im -i- 'liquid' verbs: extrinsic and intrinsic properties
(template borrowed from Denny & Mailhot, 1976, p. 98)

-k im -i ‘liquid’ 
intrinsic properties

-a a -k im -i, - ( i) ta a  ‘liquid’ 
extrinsic properties

coldness warmth
tihchi-kimi-u ‘it is cold liquid' [tihkaau ‘it is
cold’, tihchi-/tihk- ‘cold’]
clarity

aahkw-aa-kimi-taa-u ‘it is very hot liquid’ 
[aahku- ‘very, an extreme, high degree’] 
chiishw-aa-kimi-taa-u ‘the liquid is warm’ 
[chiish(u)- ‘ warm’] 
iispiht-aa-kimi-taa-u ‘the liquid is a 
certain temperature’ [iispiht- ‘certain size 
(area)’ or ‘distance’] 
color

waashaayaa-kimi-u ‘it is clear water’ - 
[waashaa- ‘clear’, variant of waasaa- 
‘clear’]
qualities from particulate m atter  
closely associated w ith w ater  
kishkiwih-kimi-u ‘there is fog on the water’ 
[kishkiwin ‘cloud/fog’]

mihkw-aa-kimi-u ‘liquid is red’ [mihkwaau 
‘it is red’, mihkw ‘blood’]
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(qualities from particulate matter
closely associated w ith water)_______
piku-saachi-kimi-u 'there is an area of 
open water on the ice’ 
piichishaa-h-kimi-u 'the mist rises above 
the water’ [piichishaa- ‘steam/mist’]

(color)
usaaw-aa-kimi-u ‘the liquid is yellow, 
brown’ [usaau- ‘green/yellow/brown’] 
wiyip-aa-kimi-u ‘it is black, dark liquid, 
water is dark in windy weather’ [wiyip(i)- 
'dark’, wiyipaau 'it is black'] 
qualities from particulate m atter  
minituush-iw-aa-kimi-u ‘the water has 
bugs in it’ - [minituush ‘insect’] 
sischiiw-aa-kimi-u 'the water is muddy’ 
[sischiu ‘mud, clay’]
yaakaaw-aa-kimi-u ‘it is sandy water’ - 
[yaakaau ‘sand’]
hardness____________________________
mishkiw-aa-kimi-u ‘it is strong liquid, 
drink’ [mishkiw- ‘hard’] 
freshness/foulness 
piyaahk-aa-kimi-u ‘it is clean water’ 
\piyaahkin ‘it is clean, pure’]
dirtiness_____________________________
mich-aa-kimi-u ‘it is bad water, dirty 
liquid’ [mich(i)- ‘bad’] 
wiin-aa-kimi-u 'the water is dirty’ [wiin- 
‘dirty’, wiinaau ‘it is dirty’] 
flavor
nishishtw-aa-kimi-u45 it is a rich drink’ 
[nishishtwaau ‘it has a rich flavour, taste’, 
nishishtw- ‘rich’]
shiiwaapuw-aa-kimi-u 'the water has a 
salty taste’ - [shiiwaapui ‘saltwater’ 
shiiwaau ‘it is salt or sweet’] 
wiihk-aa-kimi-u ‘it (liquid) tastes good’ 
[whiihkin ‘it is tasty’]
wiisik-aa-kimi-u 'it is sour, bitter liquid’ 
[wiisik-in ‘it is sour, bitter in taste’]
quantity_____________________________
mihch-aa-kimi-u 'there is a lot of liquid, 
the tide is high’ [mihchaanh ‘there are 
many, lots’ mihch- ‘big’]________________

45 The ECD entry of this word is spelled nishtw-aakimiu. This form may be a contracted spelling 
of the longer form nishishtw-aakimiu, of which the initial nishisht- ‘rich’ occurs in three other 
related words about 'rich liquid'. A revision of this morpheme is currently underway by the editorial 
team, where the suggested form is nishsisht- as the more accurate form. The shortened form of 
nishtw- for ‘rich’ also occurs as the initial for the number ‘three’.
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Once EC verbs were categorized into the template tables, I proceeded to clearly 

identify the initial morphemes occurring with all -kimiu/-kimaau words. This was 

done by searching Toolbox for the identified initial morphemes and further searching 

each morpheme’s co-occurrence in other words in the database. By doing so I was 

better able to associate concrete meanings to all verb initials. That is, if an initial 

morpheme occurred in a set number of words (the more the better), I could more 

easily segment it and assign it a specific meaning.

The first step in identifying initials involved using my own linguistic intuition as an 

EC speaker. I verified this by using Toolbox to filter initial morphemes in their longer 

form (appearing before the morpheme -kim-). This ensured that I was not cutting the

initials prematurely. For example, in the verb wiipuskaakimaau ‘it is a lake in an area

that had a forest fire’, I readily identified the morpheme wiipuskaau as an existing

verb on its own, but occurring here as the initial wiipuskaa- followed by the final

morpheme -kimaau. As a speaker, I know here that wiipuskaau can further be

broken down into wiipu- ‘dark/black’ and -skaau, an abstract morpheme that denotes

an “abundance” of something (e.g. harvestable materials) in an area. However, in 

the process of filtering for initials I continued to search for longer versions first, then if 

needed, I searched for shorter forms of the initial based on my intuition.

Searching for shorter forms is a step taken to assure accuracy of initial 

morpheme identification. A search for wiipuskaa- resulted in a total of four words,

wiipuskaau being one of them. Searching for what could be the short form of
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wiipuskaa- (wiipusk-) did not produce any additional words other than those already 

found with wiipuskaa- as the initial.

The process of filtering for shorter forms of morphemes was particularly useful in 

trying to identify the genuine occurrence of the premedial -aa-, the morpheme 

identified by Denny and Mailhot (1976) as occurring when verbs describe extrinsic 

properties of liquids and bodies of water. The challenge was to determine if the -aa-

appearing before the -kim morpheme was the premedial -aa- or part of the initial.

For example, verbs like waashaakimaau ‘water is clear’ and mihkwaakimiu ‘liquid is 

red’ can both seem to appear to occur with the premedial -aa- (waashaakimaau, 

mihkwaakimiu). The first verb specifically describes the clarity of water, clarity being 

one of the properties listed in the intrinsic category of -kimaa-u. The analysis 

predicts that it should not have a premedial. The second (mihkwaakimiu) describes 

the colour of a ‘liquid’, an extrinsic property of -kimiu verbs. The analysis predicts 

that its -aa- should be the premedial in question. In the following I explain my method 

of identifying the genuine occurrence of premedial -aa- in -kimaa- and -kimiu- verbs.

As a speaker I know that mihkwaau is the verb that describes the colour ‘red’, 

knowing that it is a verb made from mihkw, the noun word for ‘blood’. Mihkwaau, 

however, does not translate into something like ‘it is blood-like’. Rather, it means ‘it is 

red’.46 By searching for the short form of the initial m ih k-1 was able to confirm that it

was an initial on its own by comparing with the number of other verbs like mihkusiu

46 The initial that describes ‘bloody’ is suuhku-/suuhkw- [e.g. suuhkusiu 's/he, it (anim) is bloody’] 
(www.eastcree.org).

http://www.eastcree.org
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‘s/he, it (anim) is red’ that occurs with it. This initial has two variants: mihkw- and

mihku-. This process confirmed that the initial mihkwaa- in mihkwaakimiu could be

shortened to mihkw-, therefore revealing the genuine presence of premedial -aa-,

and thus confirming that it rightfully belonged in the extrinsic category under the 

property of colour.

The same search process was used for verbs like waashaakimaau that occur with

the long -aa- before the morpheme -kim-, but that describe intrinsic properties. In all,

I have identified five such verbs. They appear in italics in Table 8 above and are 

repeated here in examples (53) through (57) with their respective properties 

identified in parentheses.

(53) waauyaakimaau (shape)

•<>VpL°
waauyaa-kimaa-u 

circular-lake-3 

‘it is a round lake’

(54) wiihkwaakimaau (shape)

•A"-bPL°
wiihkwaa-kimaa-u

bag.shape-lake-3

'it is the other end of the lake’

(55) waashaakimaau (clarity)

•<c^pL°
waashaa-kimaa-u 

clear-lake-3 

‘water is clear’
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(56) waashaayaakimiu (clarity)

<<>>\?pro
waashaayaa-kimi-u 

clear-liquid-3 

‘it is clear water’

(57) iishtaayaakimiu (proposed: stillness)

A-’CVpr0
iishtaayaa-kimi-u

still-liquid-3

‘the liquid settles, is still’

Examples (53) through (55) are verbs for which I could not find evidence of a 

shorter initial form through the process identified above. Examples (56) and (57) are 

discussed later, where I suggest that example (56) waashaayaakimiu is the only

“real” exception, and example (57) iishtaayaakimiu leads to a proposal for a review  

of Denny and Mailhot’s (1976) semantic properties of intrinsic and extrinsic. But first 

let me present a concrete example of the process of identifying initial morphemes in 

the first three examples.

In example (53), the initial waauyaa- ‘it is circular’ is made from the noun waau 

‘egg’, essentially meaning ‘it has an egg shape’. However, waauyaa- occurs in 44  

other words as an initial to describe ‘circular’, waau- as an initial only appears in four 

words that describe ‘hugging’ or putting one’s arms around someone or something. 

This indicates that the shape ‘circular’ is lexicalized as the initial waauyaa-, where 

long -aa- (waauyaa-) is part of the initial, and cannot be separated. In other words it 

is not an “extra” morpheme (i.e. premedial -aa-) that attaches itself to give meaning. 

What confirms this is the word waauyaayaau ‘it is circular’. In this word, we have the
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initial waauyaa- ‘circular’, followed by empathetic -y-f VII final -aa- and inflection -u, 

which demonstrates that waauyaa- is the initial to which other morphemes attach, 

including medials and abstract finals. By following the same process of analysis, the 

same conclusions were attained in regard to examples (54) wiihkwaakimaau and

(55) waashaakimaau above.

Further confirmation of such an analysis of EC morphemes comes from Southern 

East Cree data. SEC has an additional vowel in its vowel inventory (see chapter 2 on 

the Background of liyiyiuyimuwin). In this dialect, these initials are spelled and 

pronounced with a long -e-, not a long -aa-, as shown in (58-59) below. However, 

recall from Table 7 that the premedial is -aa- in the Southern Dialect, not -e-. As 

illustrated below, my segmentation is thus correct: the -aa- in examples (53-55) 

above47 is part of the initial and is not the premedial -aa-.

(58) waawiyekamaau (shape)

•<d'AzibL0
waawiye-kamaa-u 

circular-lake-3 

‘it is a round lake’

(59) waashekamaau (clarity)

■<%b'L°
waashe-kamaa-u

clear-lake-3

‘it is clear, transparent liquid’

47 The Southern equivalent wiihkwaakamaau of Northern word wiihkwaakimaau is spelled 

with a long -aa- in the 2012 print edition of the Southern East Cree dictionary. However, a study 
of the morphological family of words with the initial wiihkwe- shows that this is probably an 
orthorgraphic inconsistency.
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I treated the examples (53-55) above as possible exceptions to Denny and 

Mailhot’s (1976) findings concerning premedial -aa- because they fit neatly into the 

intrinsic semantic properties of clarity and shape as listed by the authors, but occur 

with -aa- before the medial -kim-. However, upon closer investigation it appears that

the long -aa- is simply part of the initial and cannot in fact be this premedial -aa-. So

far, the evidence shows that EC words follow Denny and Mailhot’s (1976) 

hypothesis.

Other possible exceptions were examples (56) and (57). If we take another look 

at example (56) waashaayaakimiu and compare it with example (55) 

waashaakimaau, they both have the initial waashaa- designating clarity of ‘liquid’ or 

‘water’. They seem synonymous. There are two differences here: a) the occurrence 

of the morphemes -y-aa- in w aashaayaakimiu and not in waashaakimaau, and b)

the difference in finals, -kim-i- ‘liquid’ and kim-aa- ‘body of water’, between the 

verbs. I do not believe the latter plays a big role in the occurrence of -y-aa-. W hat 

makes waashaayaakimiu an exception is the occurrence of the “extra” morpheme - 

yaa-, which can further be broken down as -y-aa-, where -y- has been identified as an 

epenthetic semi-vowel that is inserted between long vowels to ease pronunciation 

(MacKenzie & Junker, 2004). This therefore reveals the long -aa- as being an

abstract morpheme in itself, and a likely candidate to being the premedial -aa-. 

Example (56) waashaayaakimiu could thus be an exception to Denny and Mailhot’s 

(1976) premedial -aa- rule for indicating an extrinsic property. Semantically, this word 

indicates an intrinsic property.
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W e now come to look at example (57) iishtaayaakimiu ‘the liquid settles’. Here 

again, we can see the epenthetic semi-vowel -y-, between the two long -aa-.

However, iishtaayaa- ‘calm/settle’ has no shorter form, and occurs only in two other - 

kim- related Vlls seen in (60) and (61) below, which are further derived from

iishtaayaakimiu.

(60) iishtaayaakimipiyiu

A^C'VPrA^ 0
iishtaayaa-kimi-piyi-u

calm-liquid-become-3

‘water becomes calm’

(61) iishtaayaakimihtin

A-c^prn*-
iishtaayaa-kimi-htin

calm-liquid-has.the.property.of

‘the liquid settles, is still’

I therefore analyze iishtaayaa- as the whole initial. Like for examples (53-55), I 

could not find evidence that the initial had any shorter attested forms. The possibility 

of the ECD database not accounting for their shorter forms is also likely, as it is not a 

complete lexicon of every EC word. If it were the case that the long -aa- in these 

verbs was indeed the premedial -aa-, then Denny and Mailhot’s (1976) classification 

of intrinsic versus extrinsic properties would be up for debate. At this time, however, I 

do not think this is the case.

In addition to the above words my searches for -kim - verbs resulted in eight

other words that also did not readily “fit.” Within this small corpus of eight words, 

there are similarities between some of the words in terms of the properties they
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describe: two describe "viscosity,” three describe “stillness," and three describe the 

water being “disturbed.” Since these eight verbs do not fit any of the listed properties 

for Innu, and have common themes, I propose a revision of Denny and Mailhot’s 

(1976) extrinsic and intrinsic semantic properties (Table 5, p. 98) that would take into 

account my EC data on -kim - ‘liquid’ verbs. I propose that the semantic property of 

movement be added as an intrinsic property of ‘liquid’, and that thickness and 

stillness be added as extrinsic properties. These are represented in Table 10 below, 

in which the eight previously-mentioned -kim - verbs are placed under their 

respective suggested properties.

Table 10. Proposed properties for East Cree intrinsic and extrinsic categoies of -k im -i- 
verbs

-k im -i-
intrinsic properties

-a a -k im -i
extrinsic properties

movement thickness
iishtaayaa-kimi-u ‘the liquid settles, is still’ 
[iishtaayaa- ‘calm/settle’, no shorter form, 
occurs in two other -kim- related VIIs] 
kaau-kimi-u ‘there are approaching signs 
of wind on a body of water while it is still 
calm’ [kaau- ‘rough’] 
piichinaa-kimi-u 'the water is disturbed, 
stirred up’ [piichinaa- ‘disturbed’, no 
shorter form, occurs in three other -kim- 
related vebs: 2 VIIs, 1 VTI]

pihyaakw-aa-kimi-u 'liquid is thick’
[pihyaakw- ‘thick’, pihyaakw-aau 
‘substance is thick’, VAI: pihyaaku-siu ‘it 
(anim) is thick, dense’] 
piikw-aa-kimi-u ‘the broth is thick and rich’ 
[piikw- ‘thick/dense’] 
stillness
shuushiw-aa-kimi-u ‘the water is smooth’ 
[shuushiu- ‘smooth’, shuushiwaau ‘it is 
smooth’]
iywaashtin-aa-kimi-u ‘there is calm, still 
water’ [iywaashtin ‘the wind is calm’] 
miyw-aa-kimi-u 'the water is calm’ [miyw- 
‘good’]

I have chosen to categorize stillness and thickness as extrinsic properties for two 

reasons. First, the verbs describing stillness and thickness can easily be identified as 

containing the abstract morpheme -aa-, considered here to be premedial -aa- 

because the initials naturally occur in other words without it. Second, thickness is not
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an intrinsic property of water or natural liquids defined by morpheme -kim-.

Thickness is perhaps an intrinsic property of other liquids such as blood or broths, 

but these are described by other distinct morphemes such as mikw- and -aapui 

respectively. To have a certain thickness, ‘water’ or ‘liquid’ as defined by -kim- would

have to have undergone some kind of transformation induced by other substances, 

thus making it an extrinsic thickness property of ‘water/liquid’. In regard to stillness, it 

is an extrinsic property because -kim- in these words refers to the water in bodies of

water. Out in the open environment, lake water for example, is seldom still except 

perhaps at times in the early mornings. W ater therefore seems to be predominantly 

in some sort of “disturbance” state caused by various environmental factors, such as 

wind and other sources. The very topic name of “disturbed” water precisely 

illustrates my reasons for labeling the property of movement as an intrinsic category, 

within which appear three of the eight -kim- verb exceptions. Here, the first verb in 

the list (iishtaayaakimiu ‘the liquid settles, is still’) should be paid particular attention.

I understand this word to mean that the liquid is in the process of calming. In other 

words, the water is still “moving,” on its way to becoming “still.” However, this is my 

personal interpretation and I have not verified this, so my comments here remain 

speculative. If it is the case that iishtaayaakimiu describes the property of stillness, 

then we have another exception to Denny and Mailhot (1976) based on the same 

reasoning used for the earlier-identified exception, of verb waashaayaakimiu ‘it is 

clear water’, presented in Table 9 and example (56) above. Movement of water, in 

particular, is coded in East Cree under the final morpheme -chiwin, a morpheme 

that is found in 101 entries in the ECD. This is perhaps further evidence that indeed
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movement (of ‘water/liquid’) would be considered an intrinsic property of water, and 

stillness as an extrinsic property. The final -chiwin is taken up again in section 6.1.3  

of this chapter to demonstrate its productivity.

My next step was to see if other medials that allowed for the same contrasting 

forms as medial -kim - were attested. However, I did not find any so far. Analysis of

the medial -kunik- ‘snow’ for example, shows that this medial only occurs with what 

seems to be premedial -aa-. Said otherwise, there is no evidence that the morpheme 

-kunik- occurs without this premedial -aa-. In that regard, there is the possibility that 

medials like -kunik- only take premedial -aa- and do not occur without it, while other 

medials possibly do not take premedial -aa- at all. The analysis of medial -kunik- in 

the occurrence with premedial -aa- showed that the properties described in this 

combination were indeed what I believe to be extrinsic properties of snow, thus 

furthering evidence that premedial -aa- occurs in a verb when describing extrinsic

properties of the medial. However, in order to determine the nature of premedial -aa- 

in regard to other geographical medials, further investigation and analysis would be 

needed.

I now offer a brief summary of my testing of the Denny and Mailhot (1976) 

hypothesis. After conversion from Innu spelling standards to East Cree roman 

orthography spelling standards, East Cree data confirms that the Innu abstract II 

final -a- (e.g. kinw-a-w ‘it is long) identified by Denny and Mailhot (1976) as the 

morpheme referring to spatial states, is equivalent to the East Cree VII final -aa- 

(chinw-aa-u ‘it is long’). The VII final -aa- in East Cree is hence understood to be the
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morpheme that refers to spatial extension in geography verbs. East Cree data also 

supports compatibility between Innu and EC with respect to Innu premedial 

morpheme -a- (long -aa- in EC), where the premedial -aa- in East Cree also occurs

when verbs describe extrinsic properties, and does not occur when intrinsic 

properties are described, with the possibility of a few exceptions. Results from the 

analysis of East Cree -kim - ‘liquid’ verbs do, however, lead to a proposed revision of

Denny and Mailhot’s (1976) semantic properties list, including both extrinsic and 

intrinsic categories, in order to account for East Cree data. The combination of the 

relative ease of spelling conversion and the occurrence of equivalent abstract 

morphemes in an equivalent morphological process leads to the conclusion that Innu 

and East Cree share morphological compatibility with respect to -k im - verbs, and 

that this may also extend to geography descriptive verbs. More specifically, evidence 

from East Cree supports Denny and Mailhot’s (1976) findings relating to the 

premedial -aa- and the abstract II spatial final -aa-.

6.1.3 East Cree geography morphemes

In this section, I look at different geography-related morphemes that are very 

productive, meaning that they occur in a number of words in combination with 

various different morphemes. For example, we have the initial morpheme naa- ‘point 

of land’ that occurs in a family of words along with different medial classifiers, the 

final -chiwin ‘movement of water’ (i.e. rapids) that occurs with various initials and

medials, and the concrete the final -skaau (more accurately: -sk-aa-u) that occurs

with different medials and initials to describe an ‘abundance’ of something in a given 

area. As a preliminary step in this section, however, I offer some insight into the East
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Cree morpheme -kim- ‘liquid’ by first suggesting a disambiguation of its general 

gloss ‘liquid’ to specifically signify ‘water’ or ‘lake’, and second, by distinguishing it 

from the medial morpheme -kaam- that often contains the gloss ‘lake’ in its 

definitions.

When using filters to conduct my searches, I am able to obtain very precise verbs 

according to those filters. When filtering for the final morpheme -kimaau, which

results only in words that have that particular ending, it appears that Denny and 

Mailhot’s (1976) finding regarding the Innu morpheme -kama-w  as a reference to 

‘body of water’ is also applicable to EC. As we have seen, the EC morpheme - 

kimaa-u is what refers to ‘body of water’. However, search results show that the 

morpheme combination -kim-aa-u very specifically means ‘lake’. More precisely, 

findings show that -kim- ‘liquid’ can be glossed as ‘water’ when it appears with VII 

final -aa- because in combination (-kim-aa-), it is referring to the ‘liquid’ of a ‘lake’. In 

other words, depending on the meaning of the verb, -kimaa- in certain verbs

specifically means ‘water’ because a naturally-occuring lake does not generally 

contain any other type of ‘liquid’. To confirm that the general gloss of ‘liquid’ 

becomes specific to ‘water’ or ‘lake’ in East Cree, I performed a cross-search with 

the English gloss ‘lake’ which resulted only in -kimaau verbs. Then I cross-searched 

again with the English glosses ‘river’ and ‘muskeg’. This did not return any words 

ending in -kimaau. The categories of ‘river’ and ‘muskeg’ have their own morphemes 

by which they are each defined -  these are -aashtikw- (variant: -aastikw-) and - 

schaakw-, respectively. Further searches reveal that different morphemes occur
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when referring to types of water other than lake water. Here are some examples: 

shiiwaapui ‘salt water’, kuunaapui ‘water made from melted snow’,

chimuwinaapui ‘rain water’, and iyihpii ‘drinking water’. In the first three examples, 

the final morpheme -aapui occurs. This particular morpheme is also used in words 

that describe various ‘broths’. Given that different morphemes occur when describing 

other types of water, it thus concluded that -kim-aa specifically refers to either ‘lake’ 

or ‘lake water’.

One test that is often used in morpheme identification is the search for 

occurrences in any other position. This allows for the identification of contrasting 

forms of the morpheme. For example, it is useful to know if -kim- occurs in any other

position than in the medial position before the verb class final position. Filtering for -

kim- ‘liquid’ showed that the only time it refers to ‘liquid’ is when it occurs in the

medial position before the verb class final; it does not occur in any other position. I 

now proceed to exploring different geography-related morphemes that are 

productive in geography Vlls, as well as particles of location.

6.1.3.1 Medial -kaam- and initial akaam-

When starting the process of finding the EC equivalents of the Innu morpheme -

kam- ’liquid’, I came across a medial and final morpheme -kaam- in EC that is often

glossed as ‘lake’ or ‘body of water’. Since the Innu spelling does not indicate vowel 

length, I first took this EC morpheme to be the equivalent of the Innu morpheme - 

kam- ‘liquid’. However, upon closer examination, this particular morpheme is used to 

make reference to the ‘shore’ or ‘side’ of a body of water. The difference between - 

kaam- and -kim- is that -kaam- can be glossed as ‘edge’ or ‘limit’, becoming specific
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to ‘shore’ when describing a lake, whereas -kim- is the specific morpheme for ‘liquid’ 

(-kimaa- ‘water of lake’ or ‘lake’, -kimi- ‘water’ or ‘liquid’).

Further investigation into the morpheme -kaam- led to the understanding that this

morpheme refers to a spatial area’s defining limits or borders, because this 

morpheme also occurs in verbs that describe dwellings, paths, and fireplaces. 

Essentially, -kaam- can occur in verbs that describe surface areas with clearly- 

defined limits to their extension in space (i.e. shores, walls, sides). These are 

demonstrated in examples (62) through (65) below.

(62) aapihtiwikaam (p, location)

< A "n A 'b L
aapihtiwi-kaam

half-shore

‘halfway along a lake’

(63) yaayikaamaayaau (p, location)

Vr̂ 'bLV0
yaayi-kaam-aa-y-aa-u 

along-shore-?-y-VII.final-3 

‘along the shore of a lake, river’

(64) kuishtikaamaashtaauh (VAI) 

dA^n'bl-c'0"
kuishti-kaam-aasht-aa-u-h

around-edge-sit-VII.final-3-P

‘things are set around the outside edge’

(65) iitiwikaam (p, location)

A D A b L
iitiwi-kaam

either.side-edge

‘on both sides of a body of water, on each, either side of the dwelling’
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The related morpheme akaam-, which occurs only in the initial position, means 

‘across to the other side/edge’. In contrast to -kaam-, which strictly refers to 

distinguishable ‘edges' or limits of a horizontal spatial extension in an area, akaam- 

occurs when specifying a location that is across the way, on the other edge of a 

spatially defined area. Examples of akaam- appear in (66) through (69) below.

(66) akaamihch (p, location)

< b r"1'
akaam-ihch 

across- LOC

‘on the other side of a body of water’

(67) akaamiskiniu (p, location)

<b rsPcr0
akaam-iskiniu

across-road

‘across the road, path’

(68) akaamishkutaahch (p, location)

< b r ,"dc1"'
akaam-ishkutaa-hch 

across-fire-LOC 

‘across the fire’

(69) akaamischaach (p, location)

< b r i/ -
akaam-ischaa-ch 

across-muskeg-LOC 

‘across the muskeg’

The productivity of morphemes such as -kaam- and akaam- show that geography

morphemes are very productive and can occur with a number of other morphemes to 

describe different aspects of the land. It also shows that the semantic domain of
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geography is conceptualized as a relationship between all things, rather than as 

separate “parts” that combine to work together. The productivity aspect of different 

geography-related morphemes is explored next with the following morphemes: the 

initial naa- ‘point of land’, the final -chiwin ‘movement of water', and the concrete

final -sk- ‘abundance’.

6.1.3.2 Initials naa- 'point o f land' and michishtaawaa- 'very long po in t'

First, let us explore the initial naa- that refers to the geographic land formation of

‘point’. In my corpus of geographic words, I identified naa- as one of the initial 

morphemes that is very productive because it occurs with a variety of medials that 

“classify” the type of land that naa- ‘point’ qualifies. In total, the initial naa- occurs in 

15 entries glossed as ‘point’. Table 11 below summarizes some of its forms. See  

Appendix B for the complete list of entries containing the initial naa-.48

Table 11. Productivity of the initial morpheme naa- 'point of land'

naayaau naa-y-aa-u  
point-y-VI I. Final-3

‘it is, has a point, projection on something’

naaschiwikaau naa-schiwik-aa-u 
point-mud-VI I. Final-3

‘it is a muddy point’

naasikwaau naa-sikw-aa-u 
point-ice-VI I. Final-3

‘it is a point of ice’

naayaapiskaau naa-y-aapisk-aa-u  
point-y-rock-VII.Final-3

‘it is a point of solid rock, outcrop point'

naayaauhkaau naa-y-aauhk-aa-u  
point-y-sand-VI I. Final-3

‘it is a point of sand’

The morpheme naa- occurs in the initial position of the stem, but it can also be 

found in further-derived words like chiihkaanaayaau seen in (70) below. This is a

48 Thank you to Frances Visitor and Anna Blacksmith for the first pass in analyzing these
morphemes during the www.eastcree.org geography workshop in November 2011.

http://www.eastcree.org
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case of what is called secondary derivation (see section 2.3,6 in chapter 2 of this 

thesis), whereby the initial chiihkaa- is added to an existing stem naayaa-, which now

acts as a final.

(70) chiihkaanaayaau 

chiihkaa-[naa-y-aa]-u 

prominent-[point-y-VII.Final]-3 

‘it is a prominent point of land’

The definition above is a proposed revision of the ECD definition, ‘it is a sharp 

point of land’. I propose the English gloss ‘prominent’ to disambiguate ‘sharp’. 

Chiihkaa- means ‘it stands out’, akin to something like ‘clearly visible’ or ‘visually 

obvious’, and is found in other words that describe ‘strong’ smells and ‘clear’ sounds, 

seen in (71) and (72) below.

(71) chiihkaamaakun 

chiihkaa-maakun 

strong-smells

'it smells strong, a lot’

(72) chiihkaahtaakun 

chiihkaa-htaakun 

clear-sounds

'it sounds clear’

The geographical concept of the land formation of ‘point’ is represented in 

liyiyiuyimuwin by different initials, naa- being just one of them. As a contrast, let us

examine the initial morpheme michishtaawaa-, which after consultation with liyiyiu
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elders,491 propose be glossed ‘very long point’, with naa- remaining as ‘point’. The 

distinction between naa- and michishtaawaa- is the length of the point. Furthermore, 

the initial michishtaawaa- functions the same way, and occurs in the same place(s), 

as the initial naa-. Evidence from a word list generated by the English gloss ‘point’ 

(see Appendix B)50 shows that both initials can occur with the same classificatory 

medials. The initial michishtaawaa- occurs in eight words in my corpus, five of which

occur with the same classificatory medials as naa-. This contrast is presented in 

Table 12 below.

Table 12. Contrast of initials mischishtaawaa- 'very long point' and naa- 'point of land' in 
_______occurence with classificatory medials________________________________________
Classificatory

medial Initial m ic h is h ta a - Initial naa-

-h k u p -
‘willow’

michishtaawaa-hkup-aa-u

'it is a very long willow point'

naa-hkup-aa-u

‘it is a willow point’

-s ik w -
i' -iice

mischishtaawaa-sikw-aa-u

‘it is a very long point of ice’

naa-sikw-aa-u
‘it is a point of ice’

-a a p is k -
‘rock’

michishtaawaa-y-aapisk-aa-u

‘it is a very long rocky point, 
stony point, with rocks on it’

naa-y-aapisk-aa-u
‘it is a point of solid rock, outcrop 
point’

-a a u h k -
‘sand’

michistaawaa-y-aauhk-aa-u
‘it is a very long point of sand’

naa-y-aauhk-aa-u
‘it is a point of sand’

6.1.3.3 Final -chiwin 'movement o f water'

The final -chiwin is another morpheme that proves very productive, and

furthermore demonstrates how liyiyiuch semantically organize the geographical 

domain. Words that end in -chiwin, glossed ‘moving water’, describe things like 

rapids, the tide, and different types of water flow. The corpus o f-chiwin words

49 This consultation with the Elders was done through the East Cree language project geography 
terminology workshop (www.eastcree.org).
50 I thank Delasie Torkornoo (www.eastcree.org) for his help in automatically formatting these.

http://www.eastcree.org
http://www.eastcree.org
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exported from the ECD database has 101 entries, three of which are particles of 

location, and the rest of them VIIs. Represented below in Table 13 are but a few  

examples (see Appendix C for the complete list).51

Table 13. Productivity of final morpheme -chiw in 'water movement’

chiihkaawaachiwin (vii) chiihkaa-waa-chiwin
loud.sound-rapids

‘there is a sound of rapids in the 
distance’

ministikuchiwin (vii) ministiku-chiwin
island-water.flow

‘the current flows around an 
island'

niihtaachiwin (p,loc.) niihtaa-chiwin
below-rapids

‘below the rapids, downriver’

kischisaachiwin (vii)
kischisaa-chiwin  
high.steep.rock.cliff- 
water.current

‘it is a steep, high falls’

mishtichiiwaachiwin (vii) mishti-chiiwaa-chiwin
a.lot-goes.back-tide

‘the tide is really low’

There is another morpheme worth mentioning here, not solely in terms of being 

productive, which it is, but also in the context of how geographical areas are 

described in East Cree. As we have seen thus far, geographical aspects of the land 

can be described according to physical properties (i.e. intrinsic and extrinsic), 

according to geographical shape (e.g. naayaau ‘point’), and can be semantically

categorized according to things like movement of water (e.g. -chiwin). Next, I

examine the final morpheme -sk-.

6.1.3.4 Final -sk -'abundance'

The final -sk- is found in many Vlls and denotes an ‘abundance’ of something.

Example (73) below is a description of an area where fish are in abundance.

51 Thank you to Frances Visitor and Anna Blacksmith for the first pass in analyzing these
morphemes during the www.eastcree.org geography workshop in November 2011.

http://www.eastcree.org
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(73) kukimaaskaau (VII) 

kukimaa-sk-aa-u

lake.trout.abundance-VII.Final-3 

‘there is an abundance of lake trout’

Denny and Mailhot (1976) identify this final -sk- as a “concrete final referring to 

spatial states [meaning] abundance of..." (p. 92). Though not part of this analysis, 

the argument can hence be made here that the morpheme -skaau can be further 

broken down as seen in (74):

(74) -skaau 

-sk-aa-u

abundance-VII.spatial.extension.final-3 

‘abundance in a spatially extended area’

When I first encountered this morpheme in previous research, my instinct as to 

its meaning was that -sk- occurred in words that describe an abundance of generally 

harvestable materials and food resources. In other words, my “harvestable 

hypothesis” was about the morpheme combination -sk-aau in that it described, first of

all, an abundance of things in a given land area, and secondly, things that are of use 

to people. It turns out that what is being described as “an abundance” does not have 

to have immediate useful purposes for people. It is a morpheme that indeed strictly 

describes an “abundance of...” (Denny & Mailhot, 1976, p. 92). Furthermore, the 

area of abundance need not be “on land” but can be in the air or in/on the water.

During the East Cree language project geography workshop, I had the chance to 

consult with Elders from Whapmagoostui. They assured me that the final morpheme 

combination of -skaau describes an abundance of things in an area, but they also
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specified that it could be used to describe an area above ground (or water), or in the 

water. Thus something like mintuushkaau seen in (75) below can very well be said 

and be perfectly understood.

(75) mintuushkaau 

mintuush-sk-aa-u 

insect-abundance-VII.final-3 

'abundance of insects in one area’

The English word ‘abundance’ used in the gloss is somewhat misleading 

because there is an undertone in the English definition that suggests “abundance” 

connotes something desirable, or as the Oxford American Dictionary would suggest, 

“a very large quantity of something,” as in “the plentifulness of the good things of 

life.” My initial presumption that -skaau described something “useful” came partially

from my understanding of the English definition. But disregarding its undertones, the 

gloss ‘abundance’ here is taken to simply mean “a very large quantity of something,” 

even if it describes something unpleasant such as insects.

In the context of hunting for certain desirable animal species, -skaau verbs are

used to describe the type of vegetation these animals like to eat or hide in, rather 

than to describe the animal itself as abundant. For example, when describing a place 

where rabbits or ptarmigan are in abundance, the primary thing described is the 

animal’s food source (e.g. the kind of willow that rabbits like to eat). The generic verb 

to describe an abundance of willows in an area is niipsiiskaau, nipsii being the noun 

for ‘willow’. The ECD contains the entry waapushuskaau, meaning ‘there is an

abundance of rabbits’. However, according to our language /  linguistic consultants, 

this would not necessarily be the primary way of describing an area where rabbits
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may be plentiful. If a hunter wants to describe the best place to snare rabbit, s/he will 

describe a place where there is an abundance of the type of willow close to which 

rabbits are likely to be found. In this sense, the abundance of harvestable material 

referred to in the verb stem initial is not relevant to humans, but to the animal itself. It 

is an indirect way of talking about the desired harvestable animal resources (in this 

case, rabbits).

6.2 Summary of findings

Within the eastcree.org language project, it is our observation that initials in 

geographical Vlls and particles of location often refer to the physical qualities (i.e. 

qualifiers) of what is being described, and that medials classify the nature of the 

landform (e.g. -kim-aa ‘lake’, -aapisk- ‘rock/mineral’, -schiwi- ‘mud’). Finals have the

function of specifying the relationship between the qualifying initial and the 

classifying medial in concretizing the sense of a word itself. For example the 

seemingly abstract final -aa- in geography Vlls defines the role of the initial and

medial relationship, giving the forming word specific meaning. It is through the 

relationship of these morphemes that we can identify the salient semantic 

geographical categories in East Cree.

In achieving compatibility between liyiyiuyimuwin and Inuu-aimun we can 

comfortably say that this VII abstract final -aa- in East Cree is equivalent to the Innu 

abstract II final -a- denoting “spatial states” where in East Cree, geography VII final - 

aa- refers to spatial extension in particular.
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Furthermore, preliminary attempts to search for geography VII (in addition to - 

kim- ‘liquid’) that would account for contrasting forms of premedial -aa- was partially 

successful. Most other medials seem to occur either with or without the premedial. 

For example we found that the medial -kunik- ‘snow’ only occurs with what seems to 

be premedial -aa-. The properties described in this combination were indeed extrinsic 

properties of snow, thus furthering evidence that premedial -aa- occurs in a verb 

when describing extrinsic properties of the medial.

It was also demonstrated that various search techniques in the database led to 

the finding that the East Cree morpheme combination -kim-aa-u specifically meant

‘lake’, and that some East Cree -kim- verbs could not be easily listed under Denny 

and Mailhot’s (1976) extrinsic and intrinsic semantic properties. The exceptions 

found hence lead to a proposed revision of the Denny and Mailhot (1976) semantic 

properties to take into account EC data on -kim- ‘liquid’ verbs.

Finally, I highlighted the idea that different geography-related morphemes in their 

productivity showed that these morphemes could help to identify word families that 

reveal how the natural land environment is semantically represented in 

liyiyiuyimuwin. That said, this concludes our summary of chapter 6, leading us to the 

next chapter where I conclude on the findings and the implications of this research.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion

This thesis presented a linguistic investigation into how liyiyiuch of liyiyiu Aschii 

talk about the natural land environment. The investigation into the particular 

discourse practice of “land talk” revealed that the preferred frame of reference used 

in location and orientation description is an absolute frame of reference system 

anchored to the four sun directions (equivalent to English cardinal directions), and 

that the direction of waapinuutaahch is shown to be priviledged over the other three

directions. In navigation discourse practice, the method of describing a travel route 

involves setting the initial direction in which a traveler must set out by making 

reference to an “absolute” direction. This is typically followed by landmark references 

that are primarily situated via the absolute system, sometimes supplemented by the 

lesser-used intrinsic and relative systems of location description. In a land navigation 

context, the latter frames of reference demonstrate a certain imprecision and 

vagueness in situating crucial landmarks and land locations.

Morphological investigation into the language surfaced evidence of how the 

domain of geography is represented within the liyiyiu lexicon and discourse by 

identifying the specific productiveness of certain morphemes that are representative 

of important semantic categories. This morphological investigation also highlighted 

the fact that certain broadly defined geographical morphemes become specific by 

way of their relationship in word arrangement. This leads to the generalized 

conclusion that specific morpheme combinations can express how the domain of 

geography is organized and encoded in liyiyiuyimuwin, and perhaps how it is 

conceptualized in the liyiyiu worldview.
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By first testing liyiyiuyimuwin with the Innu-aimun hypothesis that abstract II final 

-a- denotes “spatial states”, and then finding evidence for it in East Cree, we can 

conclude that East Cree abstract VII final -aa- refers to spatial extension in 

geographical descriptive verbs. Further comparison with Innu-aimun on premedial - 

a- showed that East Cree medial -k im - verbs also followed the hypothesis put forth

by Denny and Mailhot (1976), but that exceptions to the rules were found. 

Furthermore, other medials that allowed for the same contrasting forms as medial - 

kim- were not attested.

On a broader scale, the words and discourse used in “land talk” reflect the 

intricate relationship liyiyiuch have with the natural world. Words like those 

containing the contrasting initial morphemes of aashtitaa- ‘sunny side’ and auki- ‘dark

side’ speak to how liyiyiuch approach the land in practice and in philosophy. The 

particular internal arrangement of the language further suggests how liyiyiuch 

consider the land environment. It is through the demonstrated processes in this 

thesis research that we can perhaps make it clearly understood that liyiyiuyimuwin is 

the tool that allows for a clear connection between liyiyiuch and the land, an inherent 

part of liyiyiu identity. In other words, the language contains the “instructions” of how 

to approach, and interact with, the land. It is out of that understanding that the 

motivation to further the documentation and preservation of liyiyiuyimuwin was born 

-  so that our future generations may continue to know  how the language has guided 

liyiyiuch in the liyiyiu way of life.
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Appendix A: NEC extrinsic and intrinsic properties

-k im -a a - ‘body of water’ 
intrinsic properties

size____________________________________
chinu-kimaa-u 'it is a long lake' [chinu- 
Ichinw- ‘long]
mishi-kimaa-u 'the lake is large’ [mishi- 
Imisi- ‘big/large’]
shape__________________________________
aashaachi-kimaa-u ‘it is a hooked lake’ 
[aashaa(k)- ‘hook’]
puutuwi-kimaa-u ‘it is an oval, rounded 
lake’ [puutu- ‘oval/inflated’] 
shaakiwi-kimaa-u ‘it is a narrow lake’ 
[shaakiwaau ‘it is narrow’] 
waawaachi-kimaa-u 'it is a winding lake’ 
[waawaachi- ‘winding’, waawaa- 
‘curvy/zigzag/wiggle’] 
waayiyu-kimaa-u ‘it is a curved, semi
circular lake’ \yaayiyu- ‘bend/turn/curve’] 
waauyaa-kimaa-u 'it is a round lake’ 
[waauyaa- ‘circular’, derived from waau 
‘egg’]
wiihkwaa-kimaa-u  ‘it is the other end of 
the lake’ [wiihkwaa- ‘bag-shape’]
orientation____________________________
tihkuhtaauhchi-kimaa-u 'the lake is on top 
of the mountain’ [thihku-hch 'on top of a 
surface]
geological configuration_______________
mihchaatu-kimaa-u-h ‘there are many 
lakes’ [mihchaat- ‘many’] 
niishu-kimaa-u-h ‘there are two lakes’ 
[niishu ‘two’]
piihtiwi-kimaa-u ‘the lake is close to 
another lake’ \piihtiwi- ‘layer’] 
pimichi-kimaa-u 'lake lies across (is 
perpendicular to the view or path of the 
speaker)’ [pimich ‘sideways’] 
clarity

-a a -k im -a a - ‘body of water’ 
extrinsic properties

qualities of adjacent land______________
mischaakw-aa-kimaa-u ‘there is a lake in 
the swamp’ [mischaakw ‘muskeg, bog, 
swamp]
miywaa-misk-aa-kimaa-u ‘lake bottom is 
nice’ [miywaa-miskaau ‘the bottom of the 
lake has sand or pebbles’, miywaau ‘it is 
nice’, miyw- ‘nice/good’, -misk-aa- 
‘bottom/land of body of water’ 
piku-schaak-aa-kimaa-u there is a lake in 
the swamp \piku ‘hole’, -schaak- ‘swamp’] 
siihtaaskwaa(y)-aa-kimaa-u ‘lake is 
surrounded by a dense forest’ [siiht-aask- 
waayaa-u ‘the woods are dense’, siiht- 
‘tight’, -aaskw- ‘forest/woods’] 
ushk-aahtik-aa-kimaa-u ‘it is a lake 
surrounded by young trees’ [ushkaahtikw 
‘young tree’, ushk- ‘new/young’, -aahtik- 
‘tree’]
wiipu-skaa-kimaa-u 'it is a lake in an area 
that has had a forest fire’ [wiipuskaau ‘it is 
an area that has been ravaged by a forest 
fire’, wiipu- ‘dark/black’, -skaau, 'in 
abundance in an area’] 
qualities from associated particulate
m atter________________________________
mishkushiiw-aa-kimaa-u ‘body of water is 
full of grass’ [mishkushiuh ‘grass, 
vegetables, hay’]

waashaa-kimaa-u ‘water is clear’ 
[waashaa- ‘clear’]
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-k im - i ‘liquid’ 
intrinsic properties
coldness_______________________________
tihchi-kimi-u 'it is cold liquid’ [tihkaau ‘it is
cold’, tihchi-/tihk- ‘cold’]
clarity_________________________________

waashaayaa-kimi-u ‘it is clear water’ - 
[waashaa- ‘clear’, variant of waasaa- 
‘clear’]
qualities from particulate matter  
closely associated with water__________

kishkiwih-kimi-u ‘there is fog on the water’ 
[kishkiwin ‘cloud/fog’] 
piku-saachi-kimi-u 'there is an area of 
open water on the ice’

piichishaa-h-kimi-u ‘the mist rises above 
the water’ \piichishaa- ‘steam/mist’]

-aa-k im -i, -(i)taa ‘liquid’ 
extrinsic properties
warm th_______________________________

aahkw-aa-kimi-taa-u ‘it is very hot liquid’ 
[aahku- ‘very, an extreme, high degree'] 
aapuw-aa-kimi-taa-u ‘the liquid is warm’ 
[aapuw- ‘warming process’, like melting of 
ice/snow]
chiishw-aa-kimi-taa-u ‘the liquid is warm’ 
[chiish(u)- ‘ warm’] 
iispiht-aa-kimi-taa-u ‘the liquid is a 
certain temperature' [iispiht- ‘certain size 
(area)’ or ‘distance’] 
piichishaa-(y)aa-kimi-taa-u ‘there is 
steam rising from hot water’ - [piichishaa- 
piyiu ‘it creates steam, vapour, is steamy’, 
piichishaa-yaau ‘it (ex mist) rises above 
the water’] 
color

mihkw-aa-kimi-u ‘liquid is red’ [mihkwaau 
‘it is red’, mihkw ‘blood’] 
usaaw-aa-kimi-u 'the liquid is yellow, 
brown’ [usaau- ‘green/yellow/brown’] 
waap-aa-kimi-u ‘it is white liquid’ - 
[waapaau ‘it is white’, waap(i)- ‘light’] 
wiyip-aa-kimi-u 'it is black, dark liquid, 
water is dark in windy weather’ [wiyip(i)- 
‘dark’, wiyipaau ‘it is black’] 
qualities from particulate m atter_____

minituushi(w)-aa-kimi-u 'the water has 
bugs in it’ - [minituush ‘insect’] 
ministikw-aa-kimi-u ‘it is a lake full of 
islands’ [minishtikw ’island’]
miskumii(w)-aa-kimi-u ‘there is ice in the
water’ [miskumii ‘ice’] 
sischiiw-aa-kimi-u ‘the water is muddy’ 
[sischiu ‘mud, clay’]
suupu-(w)aa-kimi-u 'it is soapy water’ 
[suup ‘soap, from English ‘soap”] 
yaakaaw-aa-kimi-u 'it is sandy water’ - 
[yaakaau ‘sand’]
hardness______________________________

mishkiw-aa-kimi-u ‘it is strong liquid, 
drink' [mishkiw- ‘hard’] 
freshness/foulness

piyaahk-aa-kimi-u ‘it is clean water’ 
\piyaahkin ‘it is clean, pure’]
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dirtiness______________________________
mich-aa-kimi-u ‘it is bad water, dirty
liquid’ [mich(i)- ‘bad’]
wiin-aa-kimi-u ‘the water is dirty’ [wiin-
‘dirty’, wiinaau 'it is dirty’]
flavor_________________________________

nishishtw-aa-kimi-u ‘it is a rich drink’ - 
[nishishtwaau ‘it has a rich flavour, taste’, 
nishtw- ‘rich’]
saap-aa-kimi-u ‘it is strong liquid (used 
only with negative: it is weak tea, coffee)’ - 
[saapi- ‘strong’, saapin ‘it is strong (always 
used with negative: it is weak)’] 
shiiw-aa-kimi-u ‘liquid is salty or sweet’ 
[shiiwaau ‘it is salt or sweet’, shiiuhtaakin 
‘salt’]
shiiwaapuw-aa-kimi-u ‘the water has a 
salty taste’ - [shiiwaapui ‘saltwater’ 
shiiwaau ‘it is salt or sweet’] 
wiihk-aa-kimi-u ‘it (liquid) tastes good’ - 
[whiihkin ‘it is tasty’]
wii-schii-paakw-aa-kimi-u ‘the water has 
a swampy taste to it’ [?- unsure of 
morphemes, has ischii ‘earth’, perhaps - 
paakw- referring to ‘water’] 
wiisik-aa-kimi-u ‘it is sour, bitter liquid’ - 
[wiisik-in ‘it is sour, bitter in taste’]
quantity______________________________
mihch-aa-kimi-u ‘there is a lot of liquid, 
the tide is high’ [mihchaanh ‘there are 
many, lots’ mihch- ‘big’]
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Appendix B: 'point of land'

po1 nt
<rnL° BdShtimadU p,location *  on this side of the point ■ P“ ftln* ■ diSh mishaau shaapuhtiwaan aashtimaau. ■

There was a longhouse on this side o f  the point.
O b ®  auchaau p,location ♦ beyond the point ■ <3>l° AKAtf-AL Oc-f b c-'yi>L> ■ auchaau Isplyuwich anichii kaa nituuhuch. ■ The

hunters went on the other side o f  the point. 
o b < °  shaapwaau p.location « the other side of a point 
< i7Q_l7 i/'0 aayaanaayaashiu viidim ♦ point of land is very low

auchaawaau vai •  s/he, it (anim) walks beyond the point 

fT ~ C -< " d < °  michishtaawaahkupaau vii ♦ it is a point of willows 
r P ‘’ C -< r’-b° michishtaawaasikwaau vii •  it is a point of ice 

r P “’C’< sPrb® michishtaawaaskimikaau vii ♦ it is a point of earth
r r * ’ C -< V A ‘‘b° michishtaawaayaapiskaau vii ♦ it is a rocky, stony point, a point with rocks on it
r p -C  < ib 0 michishtaawaayaau vii ♦ it is a point, headland
r p -C -< V > " b °  michishtaawaayaauhkaau vii ♦ it is a point of sand

IT O O ®  michistaawaau vai ♦ s/he, it (anim) walks to the point
r r c < b d o - b ®  michistaawaayaakunikaau vii ♦ it is a point of snow
a."d<® naahkupaau vii ♦ it is a willow point
o-'Tlb® naahtikaau vii ♦ it (useful wood) has a corner, point
Q_Sb° naasaakaau vii ♦ it is a point of steep rock outcrop
Q-l'P 'A b 0 naaschiwikaau vii *  it is a muddy point
b_*'d i/'-Ab° naashkushiwikaau vii ♦ it is a grassy point
Q.r'-b® naasikwaau vii ♦ it is a point of ice
Q_‘'P fb 0 naaskimikaau vii •  it is a point of land
o_C>"b° naataauhkaau vii » it is a point of land
b -> " P n i_ °  naauhkitinaau Vii ♦ it is a projecting point from a mountain

a-bP® naayaakin vii ♦ it is a point on the edge of something sheet-like
a-bA^b® naayaapiskaau vii ♦  it is a point of solid rock, outcrop point
a -bs,bb° naayaaskwaayaau vii ♦ it is a wooded point
o-b® naayaau vii ♦ it is, has a point, projection on something
o .b > "b °  naayaauhkaau vii ♦ it is a point of sand
SLP-<]0 saachaayiwaau vii ♦ wind blows around a point
r v p r - < w < ®  tiskimiwaashaawaau vai ♦ s/he, it (anim) walks across from one point to the next
<J"’D L A ''1' aashtimaapiSCh p.location ♦ on this side of a rock point ■ f lO  o-P“ •<AL-Al PciiWt <i-r'LASL, ■ mihchaatu nichiih

waapimaawich chishaayaakuch aashtimaapisch. ■ I  saw a lo t o f bears on this side o f  the ro cky  point.

r"b o .l7° chiihkaanaayaau vii ♦ it is a sharp point of land
b_nbLb>"b® naatikaamaayaauhkaau vii » it is a point of sand, which almost reaches the opposite bank
K b-<° saachaawaau vai ♦ s/he, it (anim) comes around the point
C n « A " C “ taatipaawaapihtaau vai ♦ s/he, it (anim) runs around a point
C r K  ^Ai^® taatipaawaaplyiu vai ♦  s/he drives around to the other side of the point
■<ii/>"A sr -A b 0 waashihiischiwikaau vii » it is muddy around the edge of the point
o .> " b °  naauhkaau vii ♦ there is a point at the edge of hill, mountain
A sd C > “’b® piskutaauhkaau vii ♦ it is a high hill, point of sand 
poi n t  o f  ground
Av/’ < C > " b °  ishiwaataauhkaau vii ♦ it is a high narrow point of ground 
poi n t  o f  land
A '’A " G < b °  ispihtaawaayaau vii ♦ point of land is a certain size 
T i_ -< n L m inaawaatim  vti ♦ it is a narrows in a lake made by two points of land 
poin ts o f  land

> A D  A “>UP A °‘ upituwishchaachiwin vii ♦ there are two points of land on either side of rapids
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Appendix C: -chiw in 'movement of water'

< ir r - A “- aa m ic h iw in  vii ♦ it is where the current starts 
to descend

< A J P A “’ aap im uch iw in  vii ♦ the current slows down 

< j‘"n"Cb'Li7r-A °- aashtihtaakaam aayaachiw in p.location 
♦ on the north side of the rapids ■ o-C" <i~n"CbL VP-A  ̂

<dC" b fTCV"' < “■ • We set up the wigwam on
the north side o f the rapids.

O b L V P - A * 1 aukaam aayaachiw in p.location » on the 
south side of the rapids •  <o-C" OPbbbr-A*- <dCu AC"L 
b P<V'",x •  We landed on the south side o f  the rapids.

PbP A a ch iikaachiw in vii ♦ the rapids are close to the 
shore

P"b-<jP-A°' ch iihkaaw aachiw in vii •  there is a sound of 
rapids in the distance 

Pb_ <iP A a' ch iinaaw aachiw ifl vii ♦ there is a narrows 
at the end of rapids 

P o-b o .V P P -A ’*' ch iinikwaanaayaachichiwin vii ♦ it is a 
swirling current 

P cr-b c rP A a chiinikw aanichiw in vii ♦ it is an eddy, 
whirlpool

r ^ b A T P -A 1 chiiskaapischichiwin vii » it is a current, 
rapids over a high rock, a steeply falling current 

P '’b A l'b P -A “- chiishkaapischaachiwin vii .  it is a steep 
waterfall over the rocks, rock outcrop 

P ^ P -A "1 ch iiw aachiw in  vii ♦ the tide goes out 
P^CP A*- chistaachiw in vii ♦ it is where the current is 

strongest, it is a principal current 
PcPP A°- chishichiw in vii » it is a swift current •  d."C <" 

P</T A “- > n “ nA"dL <j" APb"1-, •  The current is  sw ift ju s t 
in fron t o f  our camp.

P c> )-< r-A “- ch ishw aaw aachiw in vii ♦ the sound of 
water is loud

A P P '" lP -A °- iiyikishchaachiwin vii ♦ the rapids are 
wide

A P P L P 'A 11' iyiyim aachiw in p.location ♦ upstream from  
the rapids

PA''CP A°- k ip ihtaachiw in vii ♦ the strong current from 
the rapids hits the shore 

P‘' l  <iP A °- kischaawaachiw in vii ♦ the rapids go 
across to the other side 

PSPLPP A ^  kischichaachichiwirt vii ♦ it is a steep, high 
waterfall

PSPSP-A“- kischisaachiwin vii ♦ it is a steep, high falls 

P -P U P P -A 0- kishkichaachichiwin vii * it is a steep falls 
on rapids

P^PcrtPP-A11 kishkishaachichiwin vii » it is a waterfalls 

d A sdP A ”- kuiskuchiw in vii ♦ the water flows straight 
d " A r io -< P -A ° ' kuhpitin iw aachiw in vii ♦ the water 

flows out from a lake, river into a narrow stream  

•bsbLV P-A “- kwaaskaam aayaachiwin vii « the rapids 
flow from one side to the other

•b"’ -'b‘ 'b L i7 r" , 'bPP-Ai
kwaashkwaashkaamaayaamishkaachichiwin vii ♦ the 
waves hit shores from one side to the other

LP P -A 0- m aach ich iw in  vii « the w ater level rises 
quickly

L J T ' ,P -< P -A <“' m aam ushchihkiw aachiw in vii « the
w ater is bubbling up from underneath 

f -h P P -A 0- m im uuschichiwin vii « w ater bubbles up 
from  the ground 

fo ~ lv b A ,'L P P -A a- m inisaakwaapischaachichiwin vii
♦ there is a small rock island in the middle of the 

rapids
r c r sn d P  A a' m inistikuchiw in vii ♦ the current flows 

around an island 
f 'C lP - ^ r - A 1 m ishtichiiwaachiw in vii ♦ the tide is 

rea lly  low
r -C -< P 'A ‘  m itw aaw aach iw in  vii •  the sound of w ater  

is heard
P-VP-A 1 m iyw aach iw in  vii ♦ the rapids are smooth 

j^P P  A 0' m uuschichiw in vii ♦ the w ater current is 
strong from beneath 

j^ P P -A ^  m uushchichiw in vii *  it flows out, as w ater 
out of a spring 

j '" P P  < P P -A “' m uushchikiwaachichiw in vii ♦ it is a 
strong current emerging from  underneath 

Joo < P  A °' m ushaaw aachiw in vii ♦ the w ater goes out 
to a larger body o f water 

o_rJd_P A *  naam im unaachiw in vii ♦ it is the end of 
the rapids

d -flb L P  A 0' naatikaam aachiw in vii « it is an on-shore  
current

d-"CP-A<L n iih taach iw in  p.location ♦ below the rapids, 
downriver ■ o_C” cr^Cr-A* <dnn AVI~L o-Lk1*, ■ The fish  
spawn below the rapids. 

o -"n P  < P -A '“' n iihtichiw aachiw in vii ♦ it flows down 

o - n ’A P -A 1 n itih iichiw in vii ♦ the w ater moves 
upstream

o - ^ n - A P 'A 1  niyaashtiw ichiw in vii « the rapids are 
wide

o-i7 > C < P P -A °- n iyaautaapaachichiw in p.location
♦ halfway down the length of the rapids ■

o -b > c < rrA “- <D>-ndA <ado,n b ^ A rA fo v " -  b 
A>nL"L, •  H alfw ay the length o f  the rapids, i t  is  there that 
we went ashore, while shooting the rapids.

<P **C P  A°- paachishtaachiw in vii ♦ the rapids flow, 
current flows in this direction 

< "b P -A °' paahkaachiw in  vii ♦ the w ater makes a 
sudden loud noise as the waves break in the rapids 

< " -b a _ r1'bP -A '“' paahkwaanaam ischaachiw in vii ♦ the 
w ater level is ve ry  shallow in a rapids 

< " < ’bb_r1'lP P -A °- paahpaakwaanaam ischaachichiw in  
vii ♦ it is a rocky shallow rapids 

< ll< c ^ r ‘'LP A °- paahpaanaam ischaachiw in vii ♦ the 
w ater flows among the rocks 

O P P - A 0- paaschich iw in vii *  the rapids are flowing 
over something 

< sP P rP -A °’ paaschikim ichiwin vii ♦ the river flows
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< J o -< P -A 3 paashw aaw aach iw in  vii ♦ the sound of 
rapids is near

A r P A 3 piim ich iw in  vii ♦ the water flows in a twisted 
way

A rb L P -A 3 piim ikaam aachiw in vii •  the rapids are 
winding

A c o a .rsL P r A°- piishaanaam ischaachichiwin vii 

•  there are lots of rocks showing on the rapids 
A - O r - A 3- piishtaauchiw in vii ♦ the w ater becomes 

foamy from the swift current 
A '"C  <jP A “’ piishtaaw aachiw in vii ♦ the current 

creates foam in the water 
A " C < P r P - A 3 piishtaawaakim ichiwin vii » the current 

creates foam in the water 
A"CP A°- p iih taach iw in  vii ♦ it is a long rapids 

A 'T lC P -A 3 p iihtitaachiw in vii ♦ it is a long stretch of 
rapids

A"Drld P -A <L piihtusikuchiwin vii ♦ the w ater flows 
between layers of ice 

A P " C < P A 3 piiy ihtaaw aachiw in vii •  there is a sound 
of distant rapids 

A rP -A °- p im ich iw in  vii ♦ there is a flow of water 

A rO V 'L P P -A 0- pimitaapischaachichiwin vii ♦ it is a 
rocky, shallow, winding rapids 

A d o 6 _ r ''lP A 3 pishaanaamischaachiwin vii » there are 
small rocks under the rapids 

A p - ’d P 'A 0’ piyishkuchiwirt vii ♦ the w ater breaks and 
goes through something 

A P P " C -< P A 3 piyiyih taaw aachiw in vii ♦ the water 
current can be heard clearly 

> r 'P  A°- puusichiw in vii *  the water pours over into 
the canoe as it travels 

S P P A 3 saachichiw in Vii •  it flows out of something, it 
is an inlet to a lake 

V 'C P-A 3 saahtaachiw in vii ♦ rapids can be seen at a 
distance

r '" n -< A ''lP -A “' siihtiwaapischaachiwin vii •  the rapids 
run between narrow area of rocks 

r/sP-b-<PP A°- sischikwaawaachichiwin vii ♦ there is a 
sudden turn in the rapids 

d b '< 3P 'A 3 suukw aaw aachiw in vii » roaring rapids 

d"bP-A°‘ suuhkaachiw in vii ♦ it is a strong current 

d"-b -<P -A 3 suuhkw aaw aachiw in vii ♦ there is a loud 
sound of rapids 

d"PP-A°' suuhchichiw in vii •  it has a strong current 
cob < V P -A °' shaachaawaayaachiw in vii ♦ sign of 

rapids coming around a bend

i> ix f< ~ P r r -A ° -  shaashiipaashkimichiwin vii .  a small 
creek, stream flows over and under the ground 

<>>-<PA3 shaaw aach iw in  vii » there is an echo of the 
rapids

J X - n d P - A 3 shiipaashtikuchiwin vii ♦ the r iver flows  
between islands! the rapids flow between islands 

i / ,< -< P -A ‘“’ sh iipaaw aachiw in vii ♦ the current, tide 
cuts a new channel

shiipiishichiwin vii ♦ it (a fter rain, thaw ) is a
rivulet

<Gd’ -< P rP -A a- shuushiwaakim ichiw in vii ♦ the current 
is smoth

csj^ b A ^ L P P -A 3- shuushkwaapishchaachichiw in vii ♦ the 
rapids are at a slope, it is a smooth motion of rapids 
over rocks

r(j" ’ b A “’bPP A “- shuushkwaapishkaachichiwin vii 
« the rapids are at a slope 

C -< P P -A a taapw aach ich iw in vii ♦ sounds from  the 
rapids foretells bad weather 

O r 'd P -A 3 taatusikuchiw in vii ♦ the current makes a 
split in the ice

C -O P -A 3 taaw aach iw ir) P.location » in the middle of the 
rapids ■ C-<iP*Aa <]dn" b O'T _bdkc a Pa- ■ There
was an o tte r r ig h t in  the m iddle o f  the rapids. 

n"d"CP A °' tihkuhtaach iw in p.location » above the 
rapids • n 'd 'fP  A 1 a.C" < d n “ b <iALPo-Ac r cJrK  •  A  
bear was seen above the rapids.

> P P -A 3 u c h ic h iw in  vii ♦ it is the start (top) of the 
rapids

> A P 'A ° ’ u p ic h iw in  Vii ♦ it is a narrows in a sw ift 
current, rapids 

> A > A “, lP -A 3 up ituw lshchaachiw in vii •  there are 
two points of land on either side of rapids 

> ''P -A 3 u s ch iw in  nid ♦ its (anim) muzzle 

> srir 'd P  A “’ ustisikuchiwin vii ♦ the w ater flows on top 
of the ice • r" t>srit'dr-A“- b < r  Ic - n  bAr'y11- 
•  There was already water on top o f  the ice  in the r iv e r  
when we came to it.

•<1SP-A°' w aasaach iw in  vii ♦ the white w ater indicates 
rapids

• <  < P C > " lP -A ° -  w aaw aak itaauhchaach iw in  vii » it is 
a winding rapids 

< V P  A 3 w aa yaa ch iw in  vii *  the w ater has a 
depression on it caused by its swirl 

•< P -V < P P -A °' w aayiyw aapaachich iw in vii ♦ there is a 
bend in the river, rapids 

•A"PP A 3 w ih ch ic h iw in  vii ♦ the current flows from  
there
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Appendix D: -skaau 'abundance'

<]HPd,'b0 aahchikuskaau vii ♦  there is an abundance of seal
< lr l'dsb° amiskuskaau vii ♦  there is an abundance of beaver
A r“V n d l'b° iiyiyaahtikuskaau vii ♦  it is an area of black spruce trees
bdsb° kaakuskaau Vii ♦  there is an abundance of porcupine
dPLsb° kukimaaskaau vii ♦  there is an abundance of lake trout
LcrC1'b° maanitaaskaau vai ♦  there are lots of strangers, visitors
rT A d l''b° michipikuskaau vii ♦  there is thick area of shrubs, bush
rcr"Adl'b° minihiikuskaau vii ♦  it is an area of white spruce trees
r sL-b"ndsb° mischaakwaahtikuskaau vii ♦  it is an area of trees in a swamp
nndKb° mistikuskaau Vii ♦  there are lots of trees, it is a forest
crAd^b0 niipisiiskaau vii ♦  it is an area of willows
o - r r b 0 nimischiiskaau vii ♦ there are many thunderstorms
Ab’V 'b 0 piyaasiiskaau vii ♦  geese are plentiful
A b^b0 piyaaskaau vii ♦ there is an abundance of ptarmigan
r ' A ^ b 0 siipiiskaau Vii ♦  there are many rivers
n-bP1'b° tikwaachiiskaau Vii ♦  there is early morning frost
>co[>llLv/“'b0 ushaauhchaashiiskaau vai ♦  there is an abundance of red fox
> ^ b "n d sb° ushkaahtikuskaau Vii ♦  it is an area of young trees
t>-APsb° uwichiiskaau Vii ♦  it is mountainous! there are many montains
•<jALdsb0 waapimaakuskaau vii ♦  there is an abundance of whale
•<l>cv)l'b0 waapushuskaau vii ♦  there is an abundance of rabbits
•A > l'b° wiipuskaau vii ♦  it is an area that has been ravaged by a forest fire
•A^-bl'b° wishkwaaskaau vii ♦  it is an area of birch trees
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Appendix E: particles of location corpus

< jp° aakiu p.location ♦ behind it, out of sight •  <3dC" o_C° 
Apsn*” <3P°, •  Put i t  ove r there, out o f  sight.

aakiwaauhch p.location » on the hidden side of 
the mountain

< r C < r '" C a -A ’' aamitaapaasihtaaniwich p.location ♦ at 
the end of a portage ■ <idn" Oo-n” <i" rC<V"Co~AL b" 
AP'Oo-L"1' <lo-“A l  bo-"A b AP“ CV". •  We le f t  the things 
we brought ahead at the end o f  the portage.

aanaauhch p.location ♦ base of the mountain
<Q.'"/ aanaahch p.location ♦ on the bottom •  < c l " l  P“ 

<-C>" <o-V b Ao-“Cti • What s/he los t wos on the 
bottom.

< c r ,'P r u aaniskimich p.location » on the ground
< A L °  aapimaau p.location ♦ around the corner ■ <3AL® 

<o-C‘ < “• •<‘'k"AP® <dC“ b AS  ddJ’JbN . 1  h id  around 
the corner o f the house.

< A r - '  b"1' aapimishkwaahch p.location ♦ on the side of 
the doorway • b A Tbc h < " b <o-C" <jAr" b'"' AS  
>-<PA°« ■ S/he sot down on the side o f  the door os soon 
os s/he went inside.

< A "C rn i  aapihtaamitin p.location ♦ halfway up a
mountain • <A"Crn“- rd P" A "A S  P"d S > *  ■ There was 
grass on ly halfway up the mountain.

< A " C m o - °  aapihtaamitiniu p.location ♦ halfway up the 
mountain • h."1 <" P“ "̂b1-" Pcr-" i.n" < A ‘Crn<r°x • 
There were a lo t o f berries ha lfway up the mountain.

<A "C o -P "< aapibtaanikihp p.location » halfway through a 
portage ■ <iA"Co-P"< <dn" b < f l AbnL, ■ We had a 
snack halfway through the portage.

< A " C sPcr° aapihtaaskiniu p.location •  halfway along the 
road, path • <A"C‘‘Po-° o-P" LTArPa.“-x • We ran out o f  
gas halfway along the rood.

< A " C f ld " u aapihtaatikuhch p.location ♦ in the middle of 
the canoe ■ P" A d o < d A "C n d ’"' < “■ >'« •  There was a 
hole in the middle o f  the canoe.

< A l,n - < " n 'i aapihtiwaahtikw p.location •  in the middle, 
halfway, on it (s tick-like) •  <o-n“ <jA"n<i"rV <dPI" b 
ppjc r"<C"b“-, .  There was a na il halfway up the board.

< A " f Y < > " 1, aapihtiwaauhch p.location ♦ halfway up the 
hill • ddfl” b <Ab“- o.n" <iA"n <'>"1 b" A"CV'S •  /  sat 
down when I  go t halfway up the hill.

< A " f l -A b L aapihtiwikaam p.location « halfway along a 
la k e *  dA'Tl AbL P" •<dALAt •dAr'®". • They saw a swan 
halfway along the lake.

< A " f l  A b c aapihtiwikaat p.location ♦ halfway along a leg 
• ro-b"" Pn LdTd dA"n-Abcx ■ The bug b it her/him  
halfway along the leg.

< jA " n -A d ,'b 0 aapihtiwikuschaau p.location ♦ halfway 
through the portage ■ <A"n Ad'’L° ddfl" b" A"ndtlL 
j^P Ao-d® <dfl" b P aPa-o- A b a There was a spring  
halfway through the portage, that is  where people used to 
camp.

< A " n - A A 3 <“' aapihtiwipitun p.location ♦ halfway along 
the arm •  dA'PI-AA}® r* A "A S  < d ,nc®. •  S/he pu t 
her/his arm halfway in the water.

< A " f V A sPo-0 aapihtiwiskiniu p.location » halfw ay along 
the road, p a th *  dATI-A'Pcr® o-P" LTArPo-'x •  We ran 
ou t o f  gas ha lfw ay along the road.

< A " f l -A P °  aapihtiwiyiu p.location ♦ halfway down the 
body, waist •  dATl-AP® P“ A'-bP. •  S/he g o t burned  
halfway down the body.

< l'd < V 1' aaskupaayaach P.location ♦ edge of the w ater • 
d 'd d b A  d d lT  b r-C<>C< > n r ' ,  •  S/he washed 
he r/h is  po t at the edge o f the water.

< 3 ~ n L A M' aashtimaapisch p.location ♦ on this side of a 
rock point ■ r"lD o-P" <]aL-Al  PbnbdL d'Tl'LA"', m  I  saw  
a lo t o f bears on th is side o f  the ro cky  point.

<rnL-C0 aashtimaashtaau p.location ♦ on the sunny 
side •  <o-C" < “ d-n'L'CP1- <dPt <o-P o-LAx a  Hang the 
fish  to d ry  on the sunny side.

<j"nL° aashtimaau p.location ♦ on this side of the point a 
P" r Cn° c>>>"n-d® d"nL'x a There was a longhouse on 
th is  side o f  the point.

<rnL>'"- aashtimaauhch p.location ♦ on this side of the 
ridge, mountain a o-JA -odd® A A  d T li-b A , a The sun 
does not shine on this side o f  the mountain.

<rnrc" aashtimitaah p,location ♦ on this side a d~nrc"  
prC° o-Pq-'x a Our house is  on th is side.

<rnr''nL aashtimihtich p.location ♦ on this side of the 
woodpile a  < !-n r”n l- p" Ad"<L r llc“x a  S/he was chopping  
wood on th is side o f  the woodpile.

<rn"C"bL aashtihtaakaam p.location ♦ on the north shore 
from  the speaker a r'lD A1, < " P c r S L d"lTCbLx a There  
are a lo t o f  seashells on the no rth  shore.

<“’n"CbLVr-A‘t aashtihtaakaamaayaachiwin p.location 
♦ on the north side of the rapids a  o_C" d-ry'CbLVP'A® 

ddC" b PPCV11 <*■ cb>"n < is  a We set up the wigwam on 
the north side o f  the rapids.

<m"C° aashtihtaau p.location ♦ on the north shore, 
sunny side of the bay, island a <-n"C° P" <-bV">d"c!dA® 
<jx. d r'"p <jpo-At« a The sea! that was found had
washed up on the north shore o f  the bay.

<rn"CV'nd aashtihtaayaahtikw p.location ♦ on the 
sunny side of the tree • <dC" b” <3d A  r~nd“b >1' <o-C" 
d -lT d b W x  a  The spruce grouse were s itting  on the 
sunny side o f  the tree.

< c - o - A s P o - °  aashuwiskiniu p.location » across the road a 

<oo A ,'Po-® P” A'A'V® O11 o-',bx a  The goose fle w  across 
the road.

<flbL aatikaam p.location » across the rive r w ith no way  
to get there a <jnbl AA A1 <ib Ab>P"c C>fiP°. a They  
are stuck across the river because we do not have a canoe 
to g e t them.

< i7pJln b 1' aayaayihtikaach p.location ♦ along, on a wall a 
<idC“ b < n  crACdbc <5<rV" t>AP-db®° dbP'ObP1-, a S/he 
hung her/h is  m uskrat skins in a ro w  along the wall.

< r ‘L l/ aayimaach p.location ♦ in a difficult place a a.*"- 
■CPI1- <" Ad'A' <H"W, a The beaver is  in a place that 
is d ifficu lt to ge t to.

< r - 0  achishtuu p.location .  in the west a <P” '3 P“ >D"d® 
PcbV'x a The bear came from  the west.
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< b 'L > " 1, akaamaauhch p.location a  across to the next 
ridge • <bL>"b o-P’ AJ1 <"3ld.*-. •  We moved our camp 
across to the next ridge.

< b r r " r P r " u akaamichihchikimiihch p.location ♦ across 
the ocean • <fbrP"PPf"b P“ >"P“ < “■ d_<°x ■ The man 
came from  across the ocean.

< b rh P "A P o -"1' akaamisaakihiikinihch p.location •  across 
the lake • d.P" <lbrbP"APa-"1- <dP" b r r c >  AP-<i°
•AP <°« ■ Their dwelling stood across the lake.

< b r ‘'UL akaamischaach p.location •  across the muskeg ■ 
<Jbr''L'- P" AJ"C° b <!Ark. • /  saw her/him  walking across 
the muskeg.

< b r ''P c r 0 akaamiskiniu p.location » across the road, path 
•  P" P-APl° r-no" d r 1'1' d_C” < b r ,'Po-°x • The beaver 
fe lled a tree across the road.

< b r ^ d C " 1' akaamishkutaahch p.location ♦ across the fire 
from speaker ■ <dC" > “P Po~<AL o CAl:da_l d.C" 
•dbr-dC’1-, •  Watch my bannock from  across the fire. 

< b r " u akaamihch P.location ♦ on the other side of a body 
of water • a."1, <3" <PVPC <i>~ d_C" <br"bx ■ There are 
a lo t o f  rabbit tra ils  on the o ther side o f  the river.

< d  C“T lc r 0 akutwaashtiniu p.location ♦ at the beginning 
of a rapids .  iP I" dd C-flo-" <dn" b d n < y ,b, .  We 
bu ilt a f ire  at the beginning o f the rapids.

< ro P A "d C ° ashuchipihkutaau p.location ♦ near the fire • 
<noPA”dC° p" A P '-n i” <0-V" ><>CV.L" i - 1- <" P" 
<"-b"'PPPk"x ■ S/he pu t her/his rabbits near the fire  
because they were frozen stiff.

< n L A rIL atimaapiisim p.location » side opposite the sun, 
north • <nLAr,L P" > T °  < “■ A b'b" b <P PAP". •  The 
woman who came to v is it was from  the north. 

< n L i7 A n d " L atimaayaapitikuhch p.location •  on the 
blunt end of axe blade ■ <fl-A  <nLVAnd"b P" 
Ano-J^dA”- O crV  >PP"AP“' <!"P <b P"P-< >"P PJ">Pcx .  
S/he nearly cut her/h im se lf with the axe. but luck ily  s/he 
held i t  with the blade away from  her/him.

< D " t  atihch p.location ♦ not centred ■ o-f > “P r-VA"C“ 
A"dC° <HTb <j“ P" A"Pld"t' P-3-A"AP“-x • The fire  did not 
burn well because the fireplace was not centred.

<1>U ° auchaau p.location a  beyond the point •  < > l°  
A'Ad-A1- <o-P b oO">bx • The hunters went on the other 
side o f the point.

O b " n d aukaahtikw p.location a  on the side of the tree 
where the sun does not shine ■ <3dfl" b PPJC Ad’J"’ 
<o-n” O b W ,  a The mushroom g rew  on the shady side 
o f  the tree.

O b b "  aukaayaau p.location ♦ in the shade • <Jo-C" <i" 
<>bbb <jdn" b <P AP-dj’V'S •  I  took a re s t in  the shade. 

O P b L aukikaam p.location ♦ on the south shore a <lo-C" 
<>PbL <idC" b" APsn" <dt _d"CAx a  M y fa ther set h is net 
on the south shore o f the river.

0 P b L -< j< > > 0 aukikaamaawaashaau p.location ♦ on the 
south side of a bay where the sun does not shine a 

«o-C" <l>Pbl <dC" b t>"nb."n-bo-Ab, a Trees were 
cut on the south side o f the bay.

O P b L V P  A 1" aukikaamaayaachiwin p.location a  on the 
south side of the rapids a <o-C" OOPblbP-A'" <idC" AC"L 
b P<b“lx a  We landed on the south side o f the rapids. 

< ]> P n b -V > ''1' aukitinaayaauhch p.location ♦ on the
shady side of a mountain a d_"b < “ p" rPPvn b J* <o-C" 
<>Pni.V>"'x a There was s till lo ts  o f snow on the shady 
side o f  the mountain.

O P f l o . '1, aukitinaahch p.location a  on the shadow side 
of a mountain or a hill • < n n °  n"bbiP° O P r io .”1-. a It 's  
coo le r on the shadow side o f  a mountain.

O K c r 1, ausaanich p.location a  on the other side of the 
island a <]>bcrb a_C" P’ >"P P<-Ab AP <d°« a  The o the r 
canoe-load o f  people landed on the o the r side o f  the 
island.

< > 'h " n «  ausaahtikw p.location a  on the other side of the 
tree a d_~b <" P" AP AC < “• ro-"AJx a The white
spruce had lo ts  o f  gum on the o the r side.

O b °  ausaau p.location a  beyond the point a < > V  Ad" I  
P” AP A1-, a They lived on the o ther side o f  the point.

ausaauhch p.location a  on the other side of the 
mountain a b J AdV"L <idC" o-~L b r"Lb" fo-“ " <o-C" 
O b O " 1. a When we went b e rry -p ic k in g  there were lo ts  
o f  berries on the other side o f  the mountain.

< > r '" n 1' ausihtich p.location a  behind the woodpile 
outside •  <o-C" O P T )1 <dC" b LdAC' <o-V“ >CUI. a 

S/he tied her/h is  dog behind the woodpile.

aushtaashiish p.location a  a bit further away a

O - C T -  d_C” AP'D-AC" <o-"A Pr"nL"x a  Put you r load  o f  
firew ood  a b it fu rth e r away.

Pb A sb chiikaapisch p.location a  near a rock, stone a PbA'L 
p» < -c °  > r"ld ' Ao-"AP‘ . a He se t h is fo x  trap near the 
rock.

PPSLL chiikischaach p.location a near a swamp a PPbl b 
<dn" b rri_xP”Cb"'-x a We gathered spruce boughs near a 
swamp.

rP riA >  chiikisinaach p.location a  near a rock a d-"b <lo-C" 
PPr'd.1- <jdfi" b dn-<ib"L. a We made a f ire  ve ry  close to 
the rock.

P P C >"1 chiikitaauhch p.location a  near a sand ridge, hill a 

<o-c" ppct>"b <dn" b <P AP <d'b"L b d_P-A(Vb, a  

We took a break near a sand ridge when we went to ge t 
firewood.

PP"1- chiikihch p.location a close to the inside edge of a 
dwelling a d.” '- <o-C" PP"1- <idC!'' b APsnd_c <o-b" 
>PodVdAPL"x a S/he put her/his bear grease close to the 
inside edge o f  the teepee.

P"b"nd chiihkaahtikw p.location a  near a wall or tree a 

dJV P"b"nd <dPI" b <"CP'- <o-b >-Ao-"AP"x a  H is /he r 
trap was r ig h t against the tree.

P o -A n d " 1- chiinaapitikuhch p.location a  on the sharp side 
of an axe blade

M r i -b C '" -  chiiwaatinuutaahch p.location a  on the north 
Side a P-sjn-dC"1- P" >"PAd-AL <a-p A '-b>1- b <P o-PJk, 
a The women who sang came from  the north.

P"1' chiihch p.location a  close, near a <b-A d."1- Pnt d->" 
<o-C“ A"dC“-x a  D on 't stand too close to the fire .

P A sPcr° chipiskiniu p.location a  in the middle of the road,
path a <o-n" PAsPo-° <idn" b Ar>P“b < “■ <n b, a  The
dog lay in the m iddle o f the road.

P A "' b"L chipishkwaahch p.location a  at the doorway a 

<o-C" r" PA" b"b <idn" b <P d-> Ac, a S/he ju s t stood in  
the doorway.

P r'< ’d"1- chisipaakuhch p.location a  at the edge of the 
w ater a  Pr'<d"b P" <d"Pl° <o-b" >jdb"-"x a S/he soaked 
her/h is moose hide a t the edge o f  the water.

P ^ fl A 1- chishtiwich p.location a  in between a P Tl-A b P"
<P < A ° d_<° b Pj>b>-Acx a The ta ll man came and
sat in between the two o f us.

A U  iichaa p.location a  out of the way, aside, apart a A t  
<erC" crp" APd.”- <rb°-. a We live d  apart from  the rest.
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A 1"1 iiskw p.location.time ♦ up to a certain point ■ P"
L A T  A l-A b q_(T A1"1 I  [>T A ' l c, ■ /  w ill go with 
her/him  up to the po in t where s/he w ill take another road.

A ^ b Vo-"1, iishkwaayaanihch p.location ♦ at the end • <P
i- ’Oo-1 «o-P A-bbo-"b b <dP“b o-o-L-Cdr1', .  Take those 
smoked fish that are hanging a t the end.

A C Ld o-1' iitaamaakunich p.location ♦ under the snow •
O.-Di"' ACld<rl P" A”C° o-o-bCP* PbPĉ -CVP'S. • The 
rabb it I  snared was a ll covered with snow when I  went to 
check my snares the next morning.

A c L d 'T l1- iitaamaasihtich p.location ♦ under the spruce 
boughs (floor)

A C L 'y 'fV  iitaamaayaahtikw p.location ♦ under the
bushes, trees, deep in the forest ■ a."1, <a-C" ACLbnn d 
<dn“ b r rc L >r"}bo~<ib, •  They set up the ir w in ter lodge 
deep in the forest.

A C r < d " L iitaamipaakuhch p.location ♦ underwater •
<o-cD Acr<d"b <idn" b <jA"rv'b <o-V > i' p ,a p * .  .  s/he  
could see her/his axe under the water.

A C P P r 1' iitaamiskimich p.location ♦ underground • oT"- 
<o-c» A cp prb -ddrr b r bP"b <o-V no-bo-P0. .  s/he  
found the d ry meat or fish powder rock deep in the 
ground.

A C X b 1- iitaamiyaach p.location ♦ under something sheet
like .  A d rV  <idd" b" A "nnrdA i. <o-b" >n -d C L" <b 
> T  o-n <>"n“b I  r-P  Ano-ph". •  S/he p u t the batteries  
under the blanket so they wouldn 't freeze.

ACr111- iitaamihch p.location ♦ underneath, inside ■ Adr“b 
<o-n" t>n,lb <idn" b” A rbn<r"b <o-i71’ >l-ba-L" b 
rj-Ao~Pu. • S/he pu t her/h is things under the canoe when 
i t  rained.

A C " t iitaahchaa p.location » on this or that side (used 
with a demonstrative), at a certain side • L>C’ AC"l b 
t-TrA-cb”- <j> r-V<- <" > v  •bA’APo-A1'. » <■<"■ <rAP"c< 
<o-V, pV* Lb >c" Ad’l  ■ < ir~ rw i.l’b -<t  ArAP-'b
l-’bN •  /  go t water on this side because i t  is  easy to g e t i t  
from  there. * Who is  the one running it?  Is i t  being run 
from  the 'whiteman's' side?

AC"l>bL iitaahchaakaam p.location « on that side of the 
river, lake, on that side of the dwelling ■ -b"C!" AC"lbL 
r" AIV"Cb <trb PAP”. .  o_C ■b"C11 AC"lbL <JdPb <o-P 
r<r~PL"C4r\ * S/he carried her/his canoe on her/h is  
shoulders on the other side o f the river. « Hang you r 
goose skins to d ry on the other side o f the dwelling.

A n °  iitiU p.location ♦ on both sides •  A fT  o~(" f
>nPo-,,bP A'b <o-n" rPo-"APiPo-An"b, •  I  wrote her/h is  
name on both sides o f the box.

An-AbL iitiwikaam p.location ♦ on both sides of a body of 
water, on each, either side of the dwelling •  A n  AbL P' 
< -c b t>-Ao-"AP“b <o-b sp’APo-Pb. <. An-AbL r* 
■Ar“C*<idA0' <o-V fr<i"AP% • S/he set her/h is traps on 
each side o f  that lake. « The people had live d  on both 
sides o f  the dwelling.

An-A- b"1- iitiwishkwaahch p.location » on both sides, 
each side of the doorway ■ An-A"’-b,b PP •AP-A1 < o - P  

o-no P«>iP" bd’bx • The two elderly women w ill live  on each 
side o f the doorway

A p b cr"1, iiyikaanihch p.location ♦ the outside of the 
dwelling where the snow has been piled around it ■
Lo-C" <P APbr r  <T <  bbd<“- Apbtr,b. .  Place the 
snowshovel close to the outside o f the dwelling.

A - V C X " 1- ishkwaahtaamihch p.location » at the entrance 
• i.n b A ', b"cr"b <ddn" b <p Arbna.c <o-b“ >n ”AA", . 
S/he le ft her/his fishnet a t the entrance.

A - A r " 1- ishpimihch p.location •  high, above, upstairs, 
heaven • A "A r“b i.rv  r-n d "b <dC" <Jo-”A P^bdPb", .  
Hang the bear bones high on that tree.

A ~ a P 'i /" "  ishpimihshiish p.location *  a little higher 
A h h L iyiyim p.location « against the wind •  APPL Ad"l 

And'flC" Oc» ■ Steer the canoe against the wind. 
A P P L r -A "  iyiyimaachiwin p.location ♦ upstream from the 

rapids
Po_1' kinaach p.location • in a hidden, safe place, not 

readily available • bPC Po_b A “n c" Oa P J"dCPa. • Make 
sure you keep yo u r crooked kn ife  in a safe place. 

PA"PP-<1° kipihchiiyiwaau p.location ♦ on the windy side 

Pb>L kiyaauch p.location ♦ in the hidden place • orl" PP <i 
> bp r bPL <o-b > n ,,n^>o-pb- <L-b pV>b <i” f ”
A “n n r c'Aa., • She could not f in d  he r lacing needle fo r  
hides because she had put i t  in  a hidden place. 

d A 'T lb 1 kuishtikaam p.location » all around the lake or 
dwelling ■ a.-PIP'- dA"flbL r* jdP-A 1- P V tr'C *1'. • There  
were water lilie s  a ll around the lake.

•b "C “ kwaashtaah p.location » on the other side, another 
way, the other way • b_C" ■b” C" AC"b <dC" b d-> A c. ■ 
S/he was standing on the o ther side o f  it.

L-bbo-1, maakwaayaanich p.location ♦ in the middle of the 
island • <o-C“ L bbo-b <idCn b” <iAr b" r “l3  cr'-P'- <■ 
f  PAx m I  saw m any geese feeding in the m iddle o f  the 
island.

L b b " f l<( m aakwaayaahtikw p.location •  deep in the 
woods . L-bb"ry <lo-C" f“ Prc-Ab >r"Dbo-<", •  They  
b u ilt the ir w in ter lodge deep in the woods. 

ri_°- m imaan P.location ♦ here and there, scattered • f  
fL a p" o-,lC>P“'“ To-"" b J-A/bQ-. ■ When I  went b e rry -  
p ick ing  the berries only g rew  here and there.

T P " O P P  misihtaaskimich p.location ♦ all over the world •
i . -n P 1' rd"c;‘'prb <"C6o-h° >r\hJ-A^, •  H er/h is  
message was heard all over the world.

TC <Q -cr1"' mitaapaanaanihch p.location ♦ at the end of 
the portage

J sn sP r 1' mustiskimich p.location » on the bare ground ■ 
jvn^ppc n« Aryo- <" P" ■AcrP''PPc >n"AxPJ% .  S/he had 
to sleep on the bare ground because s/he fo rgo t her/h is  
mattress.

J s n " O l ‘  mustihtich p.location *  on the floor • <b-A AP^rr 
<"■ <o-n" Jbn“nb -<S n"bVP-°x .D o n ’t pu t the
baby on the floor, i t  is  too cold. 

q _ T naam imun p.location ♦ on the leeward side ■ i_r 
o-P” And”ncb >c b h.rVA<‘ j i “C Ax .  I  s teered the 
canoe to the leew ard side while m y fa the r checked the 
net.

o . r '< n r " t  naasipaatimihch p.location » at the water's  
edge •  o_""- <i" r “bnb PV“db d-C" d.P<nr"t. •  There are 
many seagulls a t the water's edge. 

o _n b L naatikaam p.location « toward land, shore • o.n“ 
i_nbL <dfl" b <dJc i dx •  The loon was swimming  
close to the shore. 

cr b1 niikaan p.location ♦ in front, ahead •  j~  Ah d-b“- 
A"C° < ” P'dPI J -dPo-Ab ■ S/he is  a lways ahead o f  the 
others at school. 

c r ^ C jn d " L niishtaamutikuhch p.location ♦ front, bow of 
the canoe, boat • <o-<!" d-"CJnd”b <dn" b PPC' 
txC'-PPP'"'. •  S/he pu t her/his guns in the fro n t o f  the 
canoe.
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6-"’C Jn "d "1' niishtaamutihkuhch p.location ♦ bow of a 
boat or canoe 

cr”CP-A“’ niihtaachiwin p.location * below the rapids, 
downriver ■ AC" o-'CP'A* <idn" AW l u LrJL. • The fish  
spawn below the rapids.

niihtaahch p.location ♦ below, beneath, at the 
bottom .  <crC° o-"C“L CV'ACPo-"1' <dn“ < “ 6 "  J><r° A P * \  
m M y traps are ly ing  be low  the cache. 

o-rdU  nichisichaa p.location ♦ off to the side 

oT C ° nimitaau p.location ♦ to the edge of something • 
o-TC° AC” A-dC"1 AsAr%c" L O P P 0-, ■ Move close to the 
fire  so you can warm up. 

o - r llr io - ‘'u nimihtinisch p.location ♦ on the le ft arm  

a T 'T lc r '" -  nim ihtinihch p.location ♦ on the le ft side of the 
body

o -r"1, nimihch p.location *  left • r 4 >C“ o-r"L Ac”k <idC" 
<3X P'Ti,Oc <i” rnd '-n"A lc, .  S/he can on ly do beadwork 
using her/his le ft hand.

0-0.Cr "  ninaanish p.location ♦ in all directions, all apart, 
disconnected • T" c-i.tr" P” An-C° lb P ° b A b<"b 
>APAPP", .  S/he had parts scattered a ll ove r the place 
when s/he took her/h is outboard m otor apart. 

crA P ^n d "1, nipichistikuhch p.location » on the floor 

O-AC nipitaa p.location ♦ on one side .  P* A C “ P<j"CdA“- 
o-AC t>nsL\  •  S/he had broken her/h is snowshoe on one 
side.

crA C bL nipitaakaam p.location ♦ one side of the dwelling
• V4 o-ACbL P" <]o_l'l"CdACL, ■ She had put down the 
boughs only on one side o f  the dwelling.

crA C l’Po-° nipitaaskiniu p.location ♦ one side of the road • 
>C" vAC^Po-* <idn" r * b o-"C>PL >~Pd'dro-L. • There 
were dw arf raspberries on ly  on one side o f  the road. 

c rD r" 1, nitimihch p.location » upstream, upriver ■ AC" 
o-nr"L <dC" k >S°CP<rA'- oO"dPo-PrJ» • The c lin ic  was 
built upriver.

c rk O 1, niyaauch p.location ♦ at the m id-point, midway • 
o-ktx- a c " < r  L'Po-' <" < n j L <idn" krd'- o-c-!)“>prdA'"*
• Our hunting cabin is ha lfway up the road.

crl7 > P P J  niyaauchikimuu p.location ♦ in the middle of the 
lake •  a i t  o-korpj <idn" k > “r  p ap"cc a~" <i" 
rPPbn b o-LS • A very large fish jum ped up to the surface 
in the middle o f the lake. 

o -b X Id o -1' niyaautaakunich p.location » at the midway of 
a slope covered with snow ■ <o-n" <rkt>Cdtr'' <dn" b 
■knAJ"”b b>1'Cdo-PAnCc -<k <j” P” -A" Pd'AP', .  The 
snowmobile flipped over at the m idway o f the slope 
because i t  was going too fast. 

c r V X X P P - A 0- niyaautaapaachichiwin p.location 
♦ halfway down the length of the rapids • 

o-kx^pp-A * < > -n d A  <idnn b <ArAP">V"b k
A X IL 111'. •  Halfway the length o f  the rapids, i t  is  there that 
we went ashore, while shooting the rapids. 

crV[>C"’ n 1' niyaautaashtich p.location ♦ between the 
outer edge and the fireplace of a dwelling • < n n °  A n ” 
o-i7>C -n1' A-do-r-’ b", • Skin the muskrats c loser to the 
middle area.

t r k > C “,n <l niyaautaashtikw p.location ♦ midway along a 
r iv e r .  o-kOC-fV AC" o-P” <D  APA* b AoOr'-VOl'"-,
• We set up camp m idway along the r iv e r on ou r way to 
look fo r  signs o f beaver activity.

a -k t> C “n d niyaautaahtikw p.location .  halfway point of a 
log, tree • o-kOCVl" <o-k“ fo -’ A 4" <d fT  b <dA < “■ 
"do-df”. •  The squirrel was s ittin g  ha lfw ay up the white  
spruce tree.

cr‘7 > C > " L niyaautaauhch p.location ♦ halfway up a
m ountain . A “ L <j” f" rrT ro -b b" A pr“  API* o-k>C>"b,
.  The blueberries were big ha lfway up the mountain.

G - V o n ^ n -  niyaautiskimich p.location ♦ m id-height of 
land .  Ad" o-kX'T'PP- <idn" k P o-A"<Po->A- r ”b3 
<n"dL. • Many caribou used to be k ille d  at the m id -he ig h t 
o f  land.

_bL nuum p.location » part of the way, prelim inary .  bl 
AC" AS  -AL°. ■ Walk with her/h im  p a rt o f  the way.

A T P " -  n u u h c h im iih c h  p.location *  inland, in the inland 
direction .  t> <ai"L I  < n  nkP"b «d>>* .ATf"1 k 
n kPAk“. ■ 1 w ill be spending th is fa ll inland.

s i'V V J "~  nuuhchimishiish p.location ♦ short distance 
away from the shore of a lake, river .  J > T fS "  P"
<-CP° <o-k >bn-«d” b o-Pn"dk .  They le f t  the ir canoe a 
sho rt distance away from the shore.

paahkwaahch p.location ♦ on dry land .  <n-A 
<"-b"b P" AP'-no-J"CdAa <o-k” X T -D T d ”-"* .  Fortunate ly  
s/he le ft her/h is  belongings s/he wanted to store on d ry  
land.

< .J " ' paashich p.location ♦ over, p a s t.  AC" < S h
■<~W,AP<rS"'- <dC" b AS < A A C <o-k" X T ' k  .  S/he 
th rew  the ba ll ove r the little  house/shed.

< ‘" C " fld paashtaahtikwp.location ♦ the other side of the 
trees, bushes .  <’“ C"fV AC" <dC" b CA-kb •  S/he se t 
her/h is snares on the other side o f  the trees.

paashtaauhch p.location ♦ other side of the 
mountain, hill .  AC" < “C>"1 <idC" b A "do-Lbc* .  S/he 
plucked the loon on the other side o f  the hill.

< ^ d o -1"' paayikunihch p.location .  in one place, the same 
place, in the same way • A T IP 1, <Pdo-“t A j’Ad"C° 
ppr'1" <j« > y ’"dc, ■ S/he always makes the same sty le  o f  
moccasins.

A f"bL piimikaam p.location « across the r iver diagonally .  
AC" ArkL <dC" k A S  n,'Pr"<L"b k A h 'T l-k^ L 1"-. .  We 
crossed the r iv e r  diagonally to go and g e t firewood.

A A L "C "L piisimwaahtaahch p.location *  to the south • 
A r ' f O  P" A n S “ <P<rAAt- < <o -P  A " 1- b < b A pCP", .  
People were evacuated to the south when there was too 
much smoke in the ir village.

A"C A sl' piihtaapisch p.location ♦ inside the barrel of gun
A " n p r 1"' piihtikimihch p.location ♦ in d o o rs . <o-C"

A '^pr"1- <dC" b j “dClt A~t < “ P” A<no-Pb, .  S/he did  
her/h is  carving indoors because o f  the w et weather.

A " flC  piihtitaa p.location « on the inside
A " D n u piihtutich p.location ♦ aboard, inside a canoe .  

A'On" crP" X 'f lA 1" b Acr"ck“- o -j’d l^, .  /  found the kn ife  
/  lo s t inside the canoe.

A "1, piihch p.location « inside something .  A"L XC'pnr"1 
r" >"nA° CArJSk"A/JQ'" A '" <" r lS S h '- \  •  S/he found a 
beautifu l r ing  inside, her/his pocket.

A 'T d o .0 piihchikunaau p.location *  inside the mouth .  
A“< *  P“ A“PdA-<AC" <o-k Po-J’P", •  S/he th rew  the 
b e rry  r igh t in to  he r/h is  mouth.

A T 1" )  piihchishtuu p.location ♦ into the mouth of the 
river •  A“L <in P" r “Ln'- SSA'- <o-C" A"P“b <o-k PAP", 
.  There were many ducks at the mouth o f  the river.
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A " fV 0 piihchiyiu p,location ♦ internally, inside the body ■ 
<trC° AaPA° ddn* b -AV**DCdc «<rV I  bi*® b fPc» ■ What 
s/he ate affected her/him internally.

A d n KP f u pikutiskimich p,location ♦ in the wilderness, in 
the deep bush ■ <3<rC“ o-n-A Adn'Pr1, ddn* b -<aLc 
<crb" < “ r ‘‘br'Q.dr/Ptn r~ n dn« ■ The strange-looking tree 
that s/he saw was deep in the forest.

A d n ‘vP rb "L pikutiskimikaahch p,location ♦ in the 
wilderness -  drC-d'1 P bL -dW - 6.C  AdnsPrbn|' < “
Ar*aCcx m S/he finds it very peaceful being out in the 
wilderness.

AI~L pimich p.location ♦ sideways ■ <o-C° AH' ddC" b 
AsArkt *>c b A" P<V"t« ■ The canoe moved sideways 
as we were trying to go onto the shore.

ADC pitutaa p,location ♦ off to the side ■ <o-C" ADC
LsPo-Bt <dC" b n p < c <o-V" ^Vh_A"d~"* - S/he found the 
coin on the side o f the road.

A D C sPo"° pitutaaskinlu p.location ♦ off to the side of the 
path, road a AX>P<r° f n «c-VB > r nn L° b PL"b. ■
S/he put the wood s/he cut off to the side o f the road.

> -< d c r L puwaakunich p.location ♦ covered with snow 
but still visible ■ o-("' r slP t°  <*d°- d" P" AJ"CdAa. <in 
jsdtrP'*' X id o -1* <o-n" <" Pu AJ"CC* ■ I  know that a 
person has walked there because I  can see the tracks in 
spite of the snowfall.

S6 / 6 saakusikw p.location ♦ underneath the ice ■ Sdr'-b>d< 
<*■ crP* b < sPdbx ■ The otter I  shot went underneath the 
ice.

^ " 0 °  siihtuu p.location ♦ in a narrow space, in between ■
r r r  « o V  r^o-aAP6.ro-Ac" ddn" b < jd ^ jc « -< k r \
a The child hid between the small space o f the boxes.

Co6 shaakw p.location ♦ under
o o > " lT <  shaapuhtiwaa p.location ♦ through, pass by a r* 

c ^ W d  AJ"C°, r* A~P db o-dAd*d* B S/he just walked 
right past as i f  s/he did not see me.

co’< °  shaapwaau p.location ♦ the other side of a point
kPK Shiipaa p.location ♦ under a j <  C/'ACPo-'11' ddO" d X L 

<**■ do»PN a The ladder is under the cache.
shiipaayaachishtikw p.location ♦ underneath 

the bushes, branches a d_‘”t d" PP**nJtn d X P L 0" <<rC" 
JXW w,n d* a There are well-trodden rabbit trails under 
the bushes.

shiipaayaahtikw p.location ♦ under a tree a
tPdVW  o-P" rP^o.°- b dn-dV% B We ate under a tree 
when we took a rest.

iA o .^ 0 shinwaayiu p.location ♦ on each, either side of an 
animal pelt a i_"d° S ddHB rVdACPo-*Ac < P d b s  ■ 
The beaver skin is tied onto the frame on either side.

\P 0 0 c shlshuch p.location ♦ near the shore a <o-C"
ddn" b <P APKno-b <T m aAA<r° b r<raA <V *. a /  put 
your net near the shore when /  took it out.

J'cv>n<t  shlshutipaach p.location ♦ ashore, near the 
water a Q_On J'oon<t ddn" b J>C"CC erAr*°x a S/he 
played in the water near the shore.

J 'r o n Kd shishutiskw p.location ♦ along the shore of a 
frozen river or lake a cl. " 1 d" A<r~P"b A b>c <«rC!u 
d'cs>nSd* a  There are many ptarmigan tracks along the 
frozen shore o f the lake.

CsdL taaskum p.location ♦ way out on the ice a CsdL a_C° 
ddnn bn -<A fb d" dsLc> m I  saw her/him put her/his 
nightline way out on the ice.

O d f "  taaskumiish p.location ♦ at a little  distance out on
the ice a d > *  <3®- b AdBA tc q l C “ Odr*"x « There s/he 
was cutting a hole in the ice a little distance from the 
shore.

CC>U taataauch p.location « in the middle •  o /d *  CC>L P° 
PIV <1® r - r v  b r'Vdr''* ■ The large tree stood right in 
the middle.

C C > ~ d C ° taataaushkutaau p.location ♦ in the centre of 
the fire

C 0 < taatip p.location ♦ all around a IV -d C0< P" <*"C° 
<3SP^° do-n" fP-d'WS, • S/he put moss all around the 
dwelling.

C ^bL taaukaam p.location ♦ fa r out in the water, ■ CnT
cob1- r  a t w o -p*0 < o-v i>Dn-d° b jd ,,lc1' d" -d d -n o -^ ,
a  Their canoe was already far out in the water when they 
realized it had blown away from the shore.

C > KL1' taauschaach p.location ♦ in the middle of the 
muskeg a o_C“ C>Kl l <df1" b" O -diP-T". a The
moss for the baby was better from the middle o f the 
muskeg.

C > KP rb taauskimich p.location ♦ inland a o_Cn C>sPrL 
ddC" b _bP~ndu<a--Al. a They did some archaeological 
digs inland.

C > ^  bHC taaushkwaahch p.location ♦ in the area of the 
dwelling d irectly opposite the entrance a C>~-b"L Is'" 
APsOo-L > fP ulx a S/he put the food s/he was given 
towards the back o f the dwelling opposite the entrance.

C < P A ^  taawaachipiskurt p.location « in the middle of 
the back a b /d °  C-<PAsda P” -  S/he hit
the fox right in the middle o f its back.

C < P -A a taawaachiw in p.location ♦ in the middle of the 
rapids ■ 6_''d° C-dP-A* ddn11 b > T  _odA o-P^ ■ There 
was an otter right in the middle o f the rapids.

C -< r ','L *A 1' taawaasischaawich p.location ♦ in the middle 
of the fire -  C-dfc'l-A t' <3dfT b APsn < r^  <3o-b > W L* .  
Her/his piece o f meat landed right in the middle o f the fire.

C*<K,b“L taawaaskwaahch p.location ♦ right across from  
the doorway to the back of the dwelling a  a-C" C*ds,bM' 
ddC" b AC~nnb Af7A,,d b <P dA'^r®-* -  The ashes blew  
right to the back o f the dwelling when you opened the 
door flap.

C*AU taawich p.location ♦ offshore a a.*”*' o_C" C AV 
ro-T Id"1, ddO" -dPL« ■ They live on an island far out in 
the bay.

C 'C /6 taahchisikw p.location ♦ on the surface, top of the
ice . U p  b v < A ^ ndc »r"nL" b.n" c r ^  ddn" b dp
APsncr"bx a When s/he brought her/his firewood s/he left 
them on top o f the ice.

n"d,lCPA,'da tihkuhtaachipiskun p.location ♦ on the top 
of her/his back -  <Lnd® n ,,dnCPAsd°- Pn >P‘'PnA r°. .  S/he 
had a boil right on top of her/his back.

n MdHCP A a tihkuhtaachiwin p.location ♦ above the rapids 
•  n"d"CP-A® 6-C" ddn" b -dALPer-Ac Pt^bd* a A bear was 
seen above the rapids.

n Hd HC rn <r®  tihkuhtaamitiniu p,location ♦ on top of a 
mountain ■ ^  d n pfl vn"1' b > n nn l" b b_n° n°dncrn<ro, 
a I t  was very windy once we got on top o f the mountain.

n"d"C <rt' tihkuhtaanich p.location ♦ on top of the island •  
n 0dBCo*'' <jo-nn ro-**nd"- < D r^td-A4* ddn° ba 
J'6Conx a There were lots of cloudberries on top o f the 
island in the swampy area.
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fl"d "C > "1' tihkuhtaauhch p.location ♦ on top of the
riverbank ■ <LC“ n*d"C'[>"b <dn" b < A rP *c r*A*P“-. ■ We 
saw the wolf on top o f the bank.

n"d"u tihkuhch p.location ♦ on top of a surface (touching)
■ n"d"L ^n * < -(!•, o-r rp >n"n<rL, • Put it on top 
where s/he can/t reach it.

HAS- tipishiish p.location ♦ low, below •  r\Aj" <o-C“ 
Al<PJ"C" AdnPiA I  <dCP"- <o-*A r lb o -L" b o-A A*’. • 
Put up a string below so you can hang up your wet 

' clothes.
n A - d L tipishkuch p.location ♦ directly opposite, in front 

or above ■ o_*<i“ PlA-d* P* <P A fb rP *  b<AP:>~APb, • 
The helicopter flew  right overhead.

0 "  f**" 0  d tihchishtikw p.location ♦ all along the river ■ 
i_ -n p b n 'r -n *  o-L"C° • There are signs o f beaver
activity all along the river.

•C d-A r-A o-"1, twaakuwichiwinihch p.location *  at the 
bottom of the rapids • •Cd-AP-A<r"b >APAo-"b <dn" b P 
<3-'bAP'b<r'A1'* • People used to scoop fish at the bottom of 
the rapids at Upichiwin.

•Cr"1, twaamihch p.location « at the bottom of the hill, 
mountain

> c r r T -A o -" 1' unimihchiiwinihch p.location ♦ on her/his. 
its (anim) left side • >C" >o-r"f-Ao-“b <idC" Ac'"l b 
<d"Tlo-Pb, ■ The roof was leaking and dripping on the left 
side of her/him.

> o - llA > c r " 1' unihiiunihch p.location ♦ on her/his r ig h t- 
hand side ■ <o-n“ >o-"A-Ao-"L AC"L < d n “ b <APL"
>CL"« • His/her dog sat on the right side o f her/him.

> " A L  uhpimaa p.location ♦ to the side, beside • <o-£" 
> *A l <dC" b t>"P PPJ1 <*■ Ar"AP‘ . • The screw was 
attached to the side.

> " A L “’ -b"1- uhpimaashkwaahch p.location ♦ to the side of 
the entrance • <o-C“ >"AL” b'"- <idC" b <P AP'OidAo. 
<o-V” bd"x • S/he had put the porcupine to the side o f the 
entrance.

> ‘’Cdo-1' ustaakunich p.location ♦ on the surface, top of 
the snow • >''Cdo-b o-P" •<A"C“- < “■ ■Ao-”AP°-x ml saw 
the trap on top o f the snow.

b 'C A 1'1 ustaapisch p.location ♦ on the outside, top of it 
(mineral) ■ t>"CA‘,b P" PlP-S” <o-b“ >CA''da.L"i • S/he 
cooked the bannock on top o f the stove.

O ^ P r 1- ustiskimich p.location •  on the earth

> J 'U ushich p.location ♦ on the surface, on the outside of. 
on top •  <o-lT > <PL <ddD" b <TCL <3a o-Ac. • M y bag 
was sitting on top o f it.

> C " L utaahch P.location ♦ at the back, behind, in the past
■ <crC" >C"L <idC" b t>"P AJ“CC Ah < ”• i < ° ,  •  The 
man was walking behind the rest.

> C 'lLn "d "b utaahchaatihkuhch p.location ♦ on the back 
part of canoe, boat, stern ■ t>i"ln"d"b <dC" b PTC* 
[><‘'PPa, ■ He put his gun at the back of the canoe.

> “P uhchi p.location ♦ from, source • <o-C" >"P 
■<''\>'lAPa-J'J'"'- <jdC" b t>*PAPb <»- n<PJ-Aa, .  That 
story originated from Waskaganish.

waapinuutaahch p.location ♦ on the east side • 
f i A  App>b <o-C" <A  jC *1- P“ >"no-‘- b <3 A 1-, .  A lot of 
men got married to women from the east.

■k^b waaskaa p.location ♦ around ■ f  r'-<i •<,'b <o-n" 
fP<j"A"b P" PTd-AL r -n d L, •  There were trees all around 
the teepee.

•<j''-b"CT"’ > A d 1'1' waaskwaahtaam ishtuw ikuhch p.location 
♦ the back of the beaver lodge opposite to the door 

side
• < ‘'-b"CT">- waaskwaahtaamihch p.location ♦ opposite the 

doorway at the back of the dwelling • <P-b*CT:’L <jdC‘ 
AflJ'" Al- <o-P La-Ob, • Tell the visitors to go right in to 
the back o f the dwelling.

•< j"A ° waahyiu p.location ♦ far, distant •  o_Ca t>"P
-c rvA P a-1"- < d n * b •<Ao-"b <a-b  t > r l> L, .  S/he threw  
her/his dirty water far from the house.

•A a -< d " L wiinipaakuhch p.location ♦ out in the bay • 
i . - c  < * p» Lrppsn-A b p**Po-l  i-C “ Ao-c'd"1- b a p A / y L.  .  
The waves were huge while we were travelling out in the 
bay.

A ^C " wishtaah p.location ♦ behind something 

• A n ‘'P ° witiskiu p.location » facing towards, in the
direction of • q."<* -AnsP° <dn " b prcc t>L"PL,  •  S/he 
set up her/his tent right in front facing this way. 

■ A A A n r - ’ -b"1' wiyiwiitimishkwaahch p.location ♦ just 
outside the doorway • A P A n r - -b “b <dn" b <P  Prbc 
> n b L“. ■ S/he left her/his snowshoes just outside the 
doorway.

• A A - A f i r 1"' wiyiwiitimihch p.location ♦ outside, out in the 
open, outdoors * -AP Anr"b P" A p"<A b <o-b" < fl"d“ b 
o-A"<t , • They butchered the caribou that they killed 
outside.

bb A ''1 yaayaapisch p.location ♦ on the edge of the rock a 

<o-n" VbASL < d lT  b C"t>c d r ' lv *  ■ The osprey landed 
on the edge o f the rock. 

bb^-bb0 yaayaaskwaayaau p.location *  along the edge of 
the forest • d.~b < “ f" Ao-“ P“b < n " d b o_n“ <" < f l  
bb,'-bVPb« ■ There were many caribou tracks along the 
edge of the forest. 

bb"(V yaayaahtikw p.location *  along the edge of the 
woods, forest •  <o-n" b b W  <idn" b A r >  Pcb'bdl'Po-A 
■ There was a bear trail along the edge o f the forest. 

bb° yaayaau p.location ♦ along the shore • a."'- <" P" 
<I-bb"<io-<dAo_ VSA" <o-C" bb°* • A lot o f seaweed had 
been washed up along the shore. 

bPbLb° yaayikaamaayaau p.location ♦ along the shore of 
a lake, river • <o-d” <’" < n  VphL'bP1, <jd(T b" r ,P"b 
<o-b <inp0 < P b  ■ S/he found one tunnel along the shore 
o f the lake.

bA^Po-0 yaayiskiniu p.location ♦ along the road, path
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